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Preface to ”Advances in Single Molecule, Real-Time
(SMRT) Sequencing”
Since its commercial introduction in 2011, PacBio’s single-molecule real-time (SMRT) sequencing
technology has transitioned from being a niche platform to a widely adopted tool in basic science,
agriculture, and medical research. The primary driver of this transition has been the length of SMRT
reads, reaching several tens of kilobases, which allows for more complete assembly and detection of
the complex variation in genomic and transcriptomic structures. In addition, SMRT sequencing has
the ability to generate high-accuracy reads of single molecules and to detect epigenetic modifications
in native DNA—two properties that are missing from the current short-read platform offerings.
In this collection of work, SMRT sequencing has been applied to a broad spectrum of different
living organisms, including mushrooms, moths, mosquitos, and humans. This book also addresses
new SMRT sequencing methodologies, including phasing of diploid methylation patterns, lower
DNA input requirements, and the application of improved short-read re-analysis within a target
population. This demonstrates the growing realization across the life sciences that long SMRT read
information is required to obtain a more complete view of the genomic, transcriptomic, and/or
epigenomic composition of an organism.
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The adoption of single molecule real-time (SMRT) sequencing [1] is becoming widespread, not only
in basic science, but also in more applied areas such as agricultural, environmental, and medical research.
SMRT sequencing offers important advantages over current short-read DNA sequencing technologies,
including exceptionally long read lengths (20 kb or more), unparalleled consensus accuracy, and the ability
to sequence native, non-amplified, DNA molecules. These sequencing characteristics enable creation
of highly accurate de novo genome assemblies, characterization of complex structural variation, direct
characterization of nucleotide base modifications, full-length RNA isoform sequencing, phasing of genetic
variants, low frequency mutation detection, and clonal evolution determination [2,3]. This Special Issue
of Genes is a collection of articles showcasing the latest developments and the breadth of applications
enabled by SMRT sequencing technology.
In basic science, SMRT sequencing enables studies into the molecular mechanisms of living cells
at a new level of resolution. Perhaps the most advantageous feature of SMRT sequencing is that it
facilitates sequencing of long DNA molecules at a very high accuracy. This has enabled the construction
of high-quality reference genomes for a wide range of species, including new human genome
assemblies, as presented in this special issue [4]. In addition, when SMRT sequencing is performed on
native non-amplified DNA molecules, it is possible to access several layers of additional information
hidden in the kinetic signals emitted by the polymerases during the sequencing reaction [1]. This kinetic
information has been used to detect epigenetic modifications at base pair resolution and even phasing
of methylation signatures in diploid organisms, as presented in this special issue [5]. Several important
discoveries have already been made from this kinetic information, such as the widespread presence of
6mA modifications in the human genome [6], a modification that was previously thought to only be
present in bacterial genomes. In addition to base modifications, SMRT sequencing data also enables us
to study other events, such as DNA conformations [7]. Another aspect of SMRT sequencing is that
it can be used to study RNA, and it is currently the only technology that can generate high-quality
continuous sequences for full-length transcripts up to 10 kb or more. This makes it possible to study
splicing variation at a completely new level of resolution [8,9]. SMRT sequencing is also paving the way
for a new generation of computational approaches to explore and interpret these rich datasets [10–12].
In summary, SMRT sequencing is enhancing and even opening up new areas of basic research that
were not accessible with previous sequencing technologies.
In terms of more applied areas, agriculture is benefiting from the advent of SMRT sequencing for
examining important microbes, plants, and animals. SMRT sequencing, often with complementary
technologies, has produced new genome assemblies for important crops, such as apples, maize,
wine grapes, coffee, rice, black raspberries, asparagus, and cotton [11,13–20]. SMRT transcriptome
sequencing has also given new insights into gene structures for rice, wheat, maize, sorghum, barley,
and cotton [18,21–25]. Besides providing new references, these projects will improve plant cultivation,
such as identifying drought and disease resistant genes. Strategies to detect genetically modified
Genes 2019, 10, 24; doi:10.3390/genes10010024 www.mdpi.com/journal/genes1
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organisms (GMOs) have also been proposed and enhanced with SMRT sequencing [26]. Animal
genome assemblies have been produced for several agriculturally valuable species, such as the horse,
cow, goat, chicken (including its transcriptome), and commercially important fish like haddock and
cod [27–33]. These will lead to improvements in animal breeding, management, and disease resistance.
Finally, sequencing of pathogenic bacteria and fungi affecting agriculturally important species is
providing insight into the diversity and virulence factors of these pathogens, which in turn will assist
in disease risk and management [34–36].
In environmental research, systematic efforts are ongoing to generate reference sequences for
thousands of bacterial strains and microorganisms. Recently, this has expanded to the genomes of larger
organisms, including vertebrates [37]. SMRT sequencing can also play an important role in ecology
research, such as monitoring the composition of fungi in environmental soil or water samples [38,39].
New high-quality references for animal genomes, such as the great apes [40], will provide an invaluable
resource for future evolutionary studies. During the last few years, new genome assemblies have
also been created for several endangered species, including Hawaii’s last crow species [41], aiding in
conservation efforts.
Though SMRT sequencing has primarily been applied to basic research, there is a growing
implementation for clinical utility [3,42]. The long and highly accurate reads produced from SMRT
sequencing have proven to be useful to resolve complex and repetitive regions of the human genome
associated with disease. SMRT sequencing is also a sensitive method to detect minor variants in
cancer and infectious disease. Although most current methods are based on targeted sequencing,
the value of long reads is also becoming apparent for whole-genome sequencing, which allows clinical
professionals to resolve repeat expansions, transposable element insertions, and other complex genomic
rearrangements that are difficult or even impossible to assess using short-read sequence data.
As we look forward, this technology will provide even longer and more accurate reads at a
higher throughput. This will enable routine de novo assembly of both alleles in large diploid genomes,
accompanied with tissue specific epigenetic DNA modification information. As a consequence,
there will be a demand for a new generation of computational tools to compare complete genomes
to each other, as opposed to a reference standard, and to phase genetic variants and epigenetic
modifications over large chromosomal regions. By sequencing thousands of individuals with long
reads, it will be possible to obtain a detailed picture of complex structural variation within large
population cohorts of humans, as well as for other species. Such endeavors will give new insights
to the function of the repetitive parts of the genome, and likely explain the cause of many genomic
diseases. Looking further on the horizon, SMRT sequencing can be envisioned in combination with
other technical advances, such as single cell sequencing to provide information on the epigenetic
modifications occurring in single cells. SMRT sequencing has been steadily evolving since the
commercial introduction of the technology in 2011. Just as short-read technologies have replaced
microarrays and Sanger sequencing for a host of applications, we envision long-read single-molecule
sequencing to replace short-read platforms for a majority of applications, as well as continue to evolve
into new applications, throughout many different areas in the coming decade.
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Abstract: Gloeostereum incarnatum is a precious edible mushroom that is widely grown in Asia and
known for its useful medicinal properties. Here, we present a high-quality genome of G. incarnatum
using the single-molecule real-time (SMRT) sequencing platform. The G. incarnatum genome, which
is the first complete genome to be sequenced in the family Cyphellaceae, was 38.67 Mbp, with an
N50 of 3.5 Mbp, encoding 15,251 proteins. Based on our phylogenetic analysis, the Cyphellaceae
diverged ~174 million years ago. Several genes and gene clusters associated with lignocellulose
degradation, secondary metabolites, and polysaccharide biosynthesis were identified in G. incarnatum,
and compared with other medicinal mushrooms. In particular, we identified two terpenoid-associated
gene clusters, each containing a gene encoding a sesterterpenoid synthase adjacent to a gene encoding
a cytochrome P450 enzyme. These clusters might participate in the biosynthesis of incarnal, a known
bioactive sesterterpenoid produced by G. incarnatum. Through a transcriptomic analysis comparing
the G. incarnatum mycelium and fruiting body, we also demonstrated that the genes associated with
terpenoid biosynthesis were generally upregulated in the mycelium, while those associated with
polysaccharide biosynthesis were generally upregulated in the fruiting body. This study provides
insights into the genetic basis of the medicinal properties of G. incarnatum, laying a framework for
future characterization of bioactive proteins and pharmaceutical uses of this fungus.
Keywords: Gloeostereum incarnatum; whole genome sequencing; PacBio; secondary metabolite;
cytochrome P450 enzyme (CYP); terpenoid
1. Introduction
Mushrooms are an important source of nutrition, and a growing body of evidence has indicated
that mushrooms may have medicinal properties and human health benefits [1–3]. Gloeostereum incarnatum
(family Cyphellaceae) is an edible mushroom, which grows as a saprophyte on broad-leaved trees [4].
G. incarnatum is native to China, but is popular in other regions in Asia too, such as Japan and Siberia [4].
Besides its savory taste, G. incarnatum is well-known for its medicinal properties. Antioxidant,
immunomodulatory, anti-inflammatory, anti-proliferative, and antibacterial properties have been
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attributed to this mushroom [5–7]. Recent studies have shown that sesquiterpenes and polysaccharides
are the main bioactive compounds underlying the beneficial effects of G. incarnatum [5,6,8].
With the rapid advancement of sequencing technologies, the number of available fungal genomes has
increased [9,10]. However, genomes of medicinal mushrooms remain scarce. Recently, the genomes of a
few medicinal mushrooms (e.g., Ganoderma lucidum, Antrodia cinnamomea, and Hericium erinaceus) were
released, and proteins putatively associated with the pharmacological properties of these mushrooms
were investigated [11–13]. Gene clusters associated with the synthesis of various bioactive secondary
metabolites, such as terpenoids and polypeptides, have been identified in many medical mushroom
genomes [11,13]. For instance, nine gene clusters associated with the cytochrome P450 (CYP) and
triterpenoid pathways were identified in A. cinnamomea [11], while four gene clusters associated with
terpene and polyketide biosynthesis were identified in H. erinaceus [13]. In G. lucidum, 24 physical CYP
gene clusters, possibly involved in triterpenoid biosynthesis, were identified [12]. Although several
bioactive compounds have been identified in G. incarnatum [5,6,8,14], the genetic basis of the medicinal
benefits of this mushroom are largely unknown.
In this study, we used the Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) long-read sequencing platform [15] to
perform the de novo assembly of the G. incarnatum genome. This is the first genome to be sequenced
in the Cyphellaceae family. We also compared the transcriptome profiles of the mycelium and the
fruiting body, the two major developmental stages of G. incarnatum. The sequenced genome of
G. incarnatum presented herein is, to our knowledge, one of the most comprehensive assembled
genomes of an edible mushroom. In this study, we aimed to (1) present a high-quality reference
genome for G. incarnatum, which can be used for future analyses of genome function and genetic
variation and (2) identify relevant functional genes, gene clusters, and signaling pathways associated
with the saprophytic lifestyle and pharmaceutical properties of G. incarnatum. We specifically focused
on terpene biosynthesis, cytochrome P450 enzyme biosynthesis, and polysaccharide production.
Our study provides a valuable genomic and transcriptomic resource for future studies of the genetic
basis of the medicinal properties of G. incarnatum. Such studies would represent a first step towards
realizing the full potential of G. incarnatum as a source of pharmacologically active compounds on an
industrial scale.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Fungal Material, Sequencing, and Genome Assembly
We isolated protoplast-derived monokaryons from the dikaryotic strain of the G. incarnatum
commercial strain CCMJ2665. The monokaryons were obtained as described previously [16], except
that the dikaryotic mycelia were incubated for 240 min at 30 ◦C in lywallzyme lysing enzyme.
The single-nucleated genomic DNA of the G. incarnatum monokaryon strain was then used for genome
sequencing and annotation. Genomic DNA was extracted using NuClean Plant Genomic DNA
Kits (CWBIO, Beijing, China). The genome of G. incarnatum was sequenced on a PacBio Sequel
long-read sequencing platform with a library insert size of 20 kb, at the Engineering Research Center
of the Chinese Ministry of Education for Edible and Medicinal Fungi, Jilin Agricultural University
(Changchun, China). Raw data were assembled with SMARTdenovo (https://github.com/ruanjue/
smartdenovo). The completeness of the genome assembly was evaluated using Core Eukaryotic Genes
Mapping Approach (CEGMA) [17] and Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs (BUSCO; [18]).
The whole-genome sequence of G. incarnatum has been deposited in GenBank (in submission).
The genome reported in this study has been deposited in GenBank under the accession RZIO00000000.
2.2. Genome Annotation
Three different strategies were used to predict genes in the G. incarnatum genome: Sequence
homologies with four representative mushrooms; ab initio with Augustus [19], Genescan [20],
GlimmerHMM [21], and SNAP [22]; and combining extrinsic and ab initio approaches with
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GLEAN (http://sourceforge.net/projects/glean-gene). GLEAN gene prediction results were used
for subsequent analyses. Protein-coding genes were annotated by GLEAN using both ab initio
and evidence-based methods [23]. Predicted genes were functionally annotated against several
databases—National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) non-redundant (nr), Swiss-Prot,
and InterPro—using BLASTP searches (e-value ≤ 1 × 10−5). Gene annotations were refined using
the following databases: Gene Ontology (GO) [24], Clusters of Orthologous Groups (KOG) [25], and
Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) [26]. Transposon sequences were identified by
aligning the assembled genome to the Repbase database [27] with RepeatMasker (version 3.3.0;
http://www.repeatmasker.org/; [28]) and RepeatProteinMasker [22]. Tandem repeat sequences
(TRF) were predicted with Tandem Repeat Finder [29]. Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) sequences were
identified, based on sequence homology and also through use of de novo prediction strategies with
rRNAmmer [30]. Transfer RNA (tRNA) genes were identified using tRNAscan-SE [31]. Non-coding
RNAs, such as small nuclear RNA (snRNAs) and microRNAs (miRNAs), were predicted with
Rfam [32].
2.3. Evolutionary Analysis and Phylogeny
The phylogenetic analysis was performed using single-copy genes shared across G. incarnatum and
another nine fungal species (Omphalotus olearius, Gymnopus luxurians, Laccaria bicolor, Coprinopsis cinerea,
Armillaria ostoyae, Lentinula edodes, Schizophyllum commune, Serpula lacrymans and Coniophora puteana).
The “all against all” BLASTP searches were performed with a cutoff e-value of 1 × 10−7 for proteins
from all species. The alignments of gene pairs were conjoined by solar. Only gene pairs with an
alignment ratio (aligned region by total length) of more than 30% in both homologous genes were
kept for the following gene family construction. Gene families were clustered using a sparse graph
of gene relationships using the hierarchical clustering algorithm hcluster_sg 0.5.1 package. Finally,
we identified single-copy genes which had only one homolog per taxon, and those genes were used to
construct the phylogenetic tree. The protein sequences of these single-copy genes were aligned using
MUSCLE [33] and the protein alignments were transformed into codon alignments with PAL2NAL.
Gblocks was used to refine each codon alignment, and all refined alignments were concatenated to a
super codon alignment. RAxML software (version 7.2.3) [34] was used to construct the phylogenetic
tree using the maximum likelihood (ML) algorithm. The best-scoring ML tree was inferred using the
rapid bootstrap analysis after 1000 runs. The divergence times among species were estimated using the
mcmctree module in PAML [35] with the calibration time of Serpula lacrymans and Coniophora puteana
according to Floudas et al. (2012).
2.4. Carbohydrate-Active Enzyme (CAZyme) Family Classification
The CAZymes in the G. incarnatum genome were identified by mapping the annotated protein
sequences to the CAZy database (http://www.cazy.org/) [36] using BLASTP (cut-off e-value ≤
1 × 10−5, identity ≥ 40% and coverage ≥ 40%). The recovered CAZymes were classified as
glycoside hydrolases (GHs), auxiliary activities (AAs), carbohydrate-binding modules (CBMs), glycosyl
transferases (GTs), polysaccharide lyases (PLs), and carbohydrate esterases (CEs).
2.5. Cytochrome P450 (CYP) Predictions
CYP proteins were predicted by aligning the gene models to the fungal P450 database (http://
p450.riceblast.snu.ac.kr/index.php?a=view;) with BLASTP (e-value ≤ 1 × 10−5, matrix = BLOSUM62).
CYP proteins were assigned to protein families based on Nelson’s nomenclature [37]. For protein
sequences that aligned with multiple families, the top hit was chosen.
2.6. Secondary Metabolite Annotations
Secondary metabolite gene clusters were predicted with fungal AntiSMASH 3.0 (https://
fungismash.secondarymetabolites.org/) [38], with the default parameter values.
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2.7. RNA Sequencing of the Two Major Developmental Stages
Samples of the two major fungal developmental stages (mycelium and fruiting body) from
the G. incarnatum strain CCMJ2665 were provided by the mushroom section of the Engineering
Research Center of the Chinese Ministry of Education for Edible and Medicinal Fungi, Jilin Agricultural
University (Changchun, China). RNA extraction and quality control were performed following the
processes of Fu et al. [16]. cDNA libraries were constructed, and 150 paired-end sequencing was
performed on an Illumina HiSeq 4000 platform at Novogene Co., LTD (Beijing, China). Sequencing
data have been deposited in the NCBI SRA (accession no. PRJNA510218).
Raw data were filtered to remove adapter sequences and low-quality reads for downstream
analyses. The trimmed reads were mapped to the G. incarnatum genome using TopHat v2.0.12 [39].
The number of reads mapped to each gene was counted using HTSeq v0.6.1 [40]. Fragments per
kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (FPKM) values were used to calculate gene expression.
Genes differentially expressed between developmental stages were identified using the DESeq package
(1.18.0) [41] in R with adjusted p-value set to <0.05.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Genome Sequencing and Assembly
A high-quality reference genome for G. incarnatum was generated from a protoplast monokaryon
isolated from the dikaryotic strain of a commercial G. incarnatum cultivar (CCMJ2665; see Table 1).
The genomic DNA of G. incarnatum was sequenced on PacBio SMRT Sequel platform generating ~94×
coverage of 3,642 Mbp of clean data, as shown in Table S1. Compared to other edible and medicinal
mushrooms, the assembled genome of G. incarnatum (38.7 Mbp), as shown in Figure 1, was of an
intermediate size; the Wolfiporia cocos genome was the largest (50.5 Mbp); and the Agaricus bisporus var.
bisporus genome was the smallest (30.2 Mbp), as shown in Table 1 [11–13,42–48]. G. incarnatum had a
guanine-cytosine (GC) content of 49%; GC content in the other mushroom genomes examined was
45.3–55.9% (Table 1). The genome of G. incarnatum was one of the most complete assembled genomes
across all representative edible and medicinal mushrooms examined, consisting of 20 scaffolds with
an N50 of 3.5 Mbp (Table 1; Figure 1). The completeness of the G. incarnatum genome assembly
was analyzed with the CEGMA [17] and the single-copy orthologs test using Fungi BUSCOs [18].
The CEGMA analysis indicated that 96.8% of the core eukaryotic genes were mapped to the G.
incarnatum genome. The BUSCO analysis suggested that the annotation set was well completed, with
93.1% complete BUSCOs and 4.5% missing BUSCOs. Thus, our results indicate that the G. incarnatum
genome assembly is high quality.













incarnatum 38.7 94× 20 3500 49.0 15,251 PacBio Sequel
Lentinula edodes LSDU00000000 46.1 60× 31 3663 45.3 13,426 PacBio RSII; IlluminaHiSeq 2500
Agrocybe aegerita PRJEB21917 44.8 253× 122 768 49.2 14,113 PacBio RSII; IlluminaHiSeq 2500
Hericium erinaceus PRJN361338 39.4 200× 519 538 53.1 9895 Illumina MiSeq; Hiseq2500
Antrodia
cinnamomea JNBV00000000 32.2 878× 360 1035 50.6 9254
Roche 454; Illumina
GAIIx
Ganoderma lucidum AGAX00000000 43.3 440× 82 1388 55.9 16,113 Roche 454; IlluminaGAII
Wolfiporia cocos AEHD00000000 50.5 40× 348 2539 52.2 12,212 Sanger; Roche 454
Inonotus baumii LNZH00000000 31.6 186× 217 267 47.6 8455 Illumina HiSeq
Agaricus bisporus
var. bisporus AEOK00000000 30.2 8.3× 29 2300 46.6 10,438 Sanger
Lignosus
rhinocerotis AXZM00000000 34.3 180× 1338 90 53.7 10,742 Illumina Hiseq 2000
Sparassis latifolia LWKX00000000 48.1 601× 472 641 51.4 12,471 Illumina HiSeq 2500
Flammulina
velutipes BDAN00000000 35.3 132× 5130 150 49.6 13,843 Illumina HiSeq 2500
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Figure 1. The Gloeostereum incarnatum genome and comparative genomics analysis. (A) The G. incarnatum
genome. Outside to inside of concentric circles show assembly scaffold number, gene density,
non-coding RNA (ncRNA), GC count and GC skew. (B) Unique and homologous gene families.
The number of unique and shared gene families is shown in each of the diagram components and the
total number of gene families for each fungus is given in parentheses.
3.2. Gene and Repeat Sequence Prediction and Annotation
To most accurately predict the protein-coding genes in the G. incarnatum genome, we used a
homology-based prediction strategy (against four representative mushroom genomes) combined
with de novo gene prediction approaches. We predicted 15,251 protein-coding genes, accounting for
57.46% of the assembled G. incarnatum genome (Table S2). The predicted protein-coding genes had
an average length of 1456.86 bp and contained 4.38 exons (each with an average length of 264.46 bp).
The protein-coding genes were functionally annotated against several databases: NCBI nr, Swiss-Prot,
InterPro, GO, COG, and KEGG. Of the 15,251 protein-coding genes predicted, 72.62% had homologs in
one or more of the databases searched (Table S2).
We identified ~5.9 Mbp of repeat sequences in the G. incarnatum genome. Of these repeat
sequences, 0.49% were predicted to be tandem repeats and 14.46% to be transposons (TEs) (Figure 1;
Table S3). Most of the predicted TEs were long terminal repeats (LTRs), representing 13.78% of the
genome (Table S3). Of the non-coding RNA species we identified in the G. incarnatum genome, 161 were
tRNAs and 44 were rRNAs (Table S4). Nine of the identified tRNAs were possible pseudogenes, and the
remaining 152 anti-codon tRNAs corresponded to the 20 common amino acids (Table S4). We also
predicted 18 miRNAs and 18 snRNAs; the snRNAs comprised 15 spliceosomal RNAs and three C/D
box small nucleolar RNAs (Table S4).
KOG functionally classified 4243 (27.82%) of the predicted proteins. Of these, 499 genes were
associated with “amino acid transport and metabolism”, 476 genes were associated with “carbohydrate
transport and metabolism”, and 337 with “secondary metabolite biosynthesis, transport, and
catabolism”. This suggests that several G. incarnatum proteins are involved in nutrient absorption,
transformation, and the synthesis of secondary metabolites. Similarly, KEGG classification indicated
that both “amino acid metabolism” and “carbohydrate metabolism” were enriched in G. incarnatum
genes (603 and 654 genes, respectively). KEGG analysis indicated that another 161 proteins were
assigned to “biosynthesis of other secondary metabolites”, and 59 proteins were associated with the
“metabolism of terpenoids and polyketides”. As the medicinal properties of edible mushrooms are
closely related to the biosynthesis of secondary metabolites [49], these compounds were the focus of
the remainder of our study.
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3.3. Comparative Genomics and Evolutionary Analysis
With the exception of the G. incarnatum genome assembled in this study, no complete genomes
are available for other fungi in Cyphellaceae. Thus, our evolutionary analysis compared whole
genome sequences of seven representative species of the Agaricales: O. olearius, G. luxurians, L. bicolor,
C. cinerea, A. ostoyae, L. edodes, and S. commune. We also included genomes of two additional
agaricomycetid species having fossil calibrations—S. lacrymans and C. puteana [50]. We found that the
G. incarnatum genome includes 7384 gene families, with 10,075 (66.1%) genes having homologs in at
least one of the other nine fungal species (Figure 1, Table S5). Interestingly, 5,176 (33.9%) unclustered
genes and 469 unique gene families (containing 1369 genes) were G. incarnatum specific (Table S5).
These G. incarnatum-specific genes were associated with diverse biological processes, including steroid
biosynthesis, terpenoid backbone biosynthesis, and polysaccharide biosynthesis.
We then constructed an ML phylogeny for G. incarnatum and the nine additional fungal species,
based on 1822 shared single-copy orthologous genes (Figure 2). These data indicate that G. incarnatum
is phylogenetically closer to A. ostoyae, diverging ~174 million years ago (Figure 2). We also
identified 325 significantly expanded gene families in the G. incarnatum genome (p ≤ 0.01) (Figure 2);
these families were primarily associated with carbohydrate metabolism (starch/sucrose metabolism
and glycolysis/gluconeogenesis), amino acid and lipid metabolism, and genetic and environmental
information processing. However, caution is warranted when interpreting species’ evolutionary time
estimates and gene family expansions and contractions based on genomes generated with different
sequencing platforms, assembly methods, and selection of comparative analysis groups. Nevertheless,
our analysis provides new insights into the phylogeny of G. incarnatum and other mushroom species
based on whole-genome data.
Figure 2. The Gloeostereum incarnatum genome evolutionary analysis. The number of expanded (green)
and contracted (red) gene families is shown at each branch. The estimated divergence time (MYA:
million years ago) is shown at the bottom. MRCA: most recent common ancestor.
3.4. The Decomposition of Wood by CAZymes
To further classify the proteins associated with lignin digestion during carbohydrate metabolism,
we mapped the protein sequences of G. incarnatum to the CAZy database [36]. We identified 311
non-overlapping CAZymes in six families in G. incarnatum (Table S6); the CAZymes in G. incarnatum
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were more diverse and abundant than those of brown rot fungi [51]. The G. incarnatum CAZymes
consisted of 164 GHs, 66 proteins with AAs, 42 CBMs, 41 GTs, 18 PLs, and 10 CEs (Figure 3).
Figure 3. (A) Annotation of carbohydrate-related genes in the G. incarnatum genome; (B) secondary
metabolite-related gene clusters in the G. incarnatum genome. T1PK: Type I polyketide synthases;
NRPS: nonribosomal peptide synthetase.
As the GHs include many cellulase families (such as GH16, GH5, GH3, GH6, and GH7) [36],
the remarkably higher number of GHs in G. incarnatum was not unexpected. As a saprotrophic
mushroom, G. incarnatum is likely to require many GHs to decompose cellulose from its woody
hosts. AAs were the next most abundant family of CAZymes in G. incarnatum; AAs identified
in this species included 21 AA9, 18 AA1, and 14 AA3 enzyme families. These three AA families
are also the most abundant AAs in other fungi [10–13]. However, only three AA2 family proteins,
the lignin-modifying fungal peroxidases (PODs), were identified in G. incarnatum. PODs are the
primary lignin decomposers in the model white rot fungus Phanerochaete chrysosporium and other
fungal species [52]. As G. incarnatum is restricted to elm tree hosts, the few AA2s identified in this
fungus may be sufficient to decompose lignins produced by elm. We also identified 21 genes encoding
enzymes for pectin digestion in G. incarnatum. Thus, the wood-decaying mushroom, G. incarnatum,
may utilize complex strategies to decompose plant cell walls.
3.5. Secondary Metabolites and Terpene Pathway
The pharmacological properties of medicinal mushrooms are largely conferred by secondary
metabolites; these metabolites have received intense research attention [1,49,53]. Here, we used
antiSMASH to search for gene clusters encoding secondary metabolites in G. incarnatum [38]. We identified
65 gene clusters: one saccharide, 15 terpene synthases (TSs), one fatty acid, three polyketide synthases
(PKSs), two siderophores, one non-ribosomal peptide-synthetase (NRPS), and 37 putative gene clusters
of unknown type (Figure 3).
Terpenoid biosynthesis is of particular interest as terpenoids are important pharmacologically active
compounds in G. incarnatum [14,54]. G. incarnatum contains two unique sesquiterpene compounds,
gloeosteretriol and incarnal [14,54]. Both compounds demonstrate antibacterial activity against
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the Gram-positive bacteria Staphylococcus aureus and Bacillus subtilis, but not against any of the
Gram-negative bacteria tested to date [14,54]. Incarnal extracted from G. incarnatum and another
fungus in Cyphellaceae (Chondrostereum sp.) also shows potent cytotoxicity against several cancer
cell lines [8,55]. To further investigate the biosynthesis of terpenoids in G. incarnatum, we mapped
35 proteins to 17 enzymes in the “terpenoid backbone biosynthesis” (KEGG: ko00900) pathway, and
10 proteins to four enzymes in the “sesquiterpenoid and triterpenoid biosynthesis” (KEGG: ko00909)
pathway (Figure 4). The pathway mapping results suggested that the G. incarnatum terpenoids are
likely to be synthesized through the mevalonate (MVA) pathway, not the 2-C-methyl-D-erythritol
4-phosphate/1-deoxy-D-xylulose 5-phosphate (MEP/DOXP) pathway. This is in line with the results
for other mushrooms, such as G. lucidum and H. erinaceus [11,12].
Figure 4. “Terpenoid backbone biosynthesis” (KEGG: ko00900) and “sesquiterpenoid and triterpenoid
biosynthesis” (KEGG: ko00909) pathways of G. incarnatum. Red boxes indicate the presence of the
enzymes, whereas white boxes indicate enzyme is not present.
Sesquiterpenoids are synthesized from farnesyl diphosphate (FPP) by various sesquiterpene
synthases [56]. We located five genes encoding sesquiterpene synthases in G. incarnatum—three
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encoding trichodiene synthase (EC 4.2.3.6) and two encoding aristolochene synthase (EC 4.2.3.9;
Figure 4). Interestingly, trichodiene is a precursor for the biosynthesis of the mycotoxin nivalenol, which
is widely found in Fusarium species, and the biosynthesis of aristolochene, which is a precursor for the
PR toxin found in Penicillium species [57,58]. To the best of our knowledge, neither of these compounds
are produced by G. incarnatum. It would be interesting to know if trichodiene or aristolochene was a
substrate for the synthesis of gloeosteretriol or incarnal in G. incarnatum. Based on structural similarity,
incarnal might potentially be synthesized from trichodiene in conjunction with certain cyclization,
bond-shift rearrangement, oxidation, and hydroxylation reactions. Further experiments are thus
necessary to confirm the production of trichodiene and aristolochene, as well as their association with
the biosynthesis of gloeosteretriol or incarnal, in G. incarnatum.
Regarding triterpenoid, two farnesyltransferases (EC 2.5.1.21), three squalene monooxygenases
(EC 1.14.14.17), and one lanosterol synthase (EC 5.4.99.7) were encoded in the G. incarnatum
genome. This suggested that G. incarnatum synthesizes squalene, (S)-2,3-epoxysqualene, and
lanosterol, all of which are intermediates in the synthesis of triterpenoid and sterol [59]. Notably,
lanosterane-type triterpenoids are produced by several medical mushrooms, including species of
Ganoderma, Innonotus, and Antrodia (reviewed in [60]), although the relevant biosynthesis pathways
are unknown. The existence of these triterpenoid-related proteins in G. incarnatum suggests that this
species may produce previously uncharacterized triterpenoids.
3.6. The CYP Family
Although the pathway for terpenoid backbone biosynthesis in fungi is relatively well studied [61,62],
the steps following terpenoid cyclization are largely unknown. The structural diversity of terpenoids
depends on post-modification of many specific chemical groups. These modifications involve a series
of hydroxylation, reduction, oxidation, and acylation reactions, largely mediated by CYPs (cytochrome
P450s) [63–65]. In fungi, CYPs are especially important for xenobiotic degradation and the biosynthesis
of several secondary metabolites, including terpenoids and polyketides [63]. Based on a comparative
search of the Fungal Cytochrome P450 Database [66], 145 CYP proteins were identified in G. incarnatum.
These proteins were classified into 57 families following Nelson’s nomenclature [37]. The family
CYP5144 included the greatest number of G. incarnatum CYPs (16); CYP5144 also included the most
CYPs in another medicinal mushroom, Lignosus rhinocerotis [46] (Table 2). It is thus likely that CYP5144
family proteins play key roles in the biosynthesis of terpenoids in G. incarnatum.
As previously noted, the G. incarnatum genome encoded two sesterterpenoid synthases—
aristolochene synthase and trichodiene synthase. Interestingly, the trichodiene synthase genes
(GI_10004653, GI_10004654, and GI_10004694), but not the aristolochene synthase gene, (GI_10003231)
were identified in gene clusters containing several CYPs (i.e., CYP65X, CYP530A, and CYP617B;
Figure 5). Based on the logic in the Fungal Cytochrome P450 Database (FDPD) pipeline [66], CYP530A
and CYP617B were assigned to the families CYP512 and CYP5144, respectively. Both of these families
may be involved in the biosynthesis of bioactive terpenoids in G. lucidum and L. rhinocerotis [12].
These results further support our hypothesis that incarnal, the bioactive sesterterpenoid produced by
G. incarnatum, might be synthesized from trichodiene, mediated by CYPs. The second-largest family
of CYPs identified in G. incarnatum was CYP620 (Table 2), which is a relatively rare family in other
medicinal mushrooms (absent in G. lucidum, one in A. cinnamomea, and three in L. rhinocerotis) [11,12,46].
This indicates that CYP distributions and functions vary among medicinal mushrooms. The exact
roles of the identified CYPs in terpenoid post-modification or other biological functions remain to be
experimentally validated.
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Figure 5. Genetic structures of sesterterpenoid synthase genes and their neighboring genes. Each gene
is represented by an arrow. The aristolochene synthase gene (GI_10003231) is indicated by green color;
the trichodiene synthase genes (GI_10004653, GI_10004654 and GI_10004694) are indicated by light
blue color; the cytochrome P450 (CYP) genes are indicated by red color; choline dehydrogenase genes
are indicated by yellow color; The Sec1-like protein genes are indicated by purple color.











CYP5144 C,F 15,1 16 CYP675 A 3 3
CYP620 A,B,E,H 1,1,4,2 8 CYP682 B 3 3
CYP5015 C 6 6 CYP504 A 3 3
CYP5014 F,H 2,3 5 CYP51 F 3 3
CYP5068 B 5 5 CYP55 A 3 3
CYP5080 B,D 3,2 5 CYP65 J,X 1,1 2
CYP5093 A 5 5 CYP5070 A 2 2
CYP505 C,D 3,1 4 CYP5074 A 2 2
CYP535 A 4 4 CYP5078 A 2 2
CYP536 A 4 4 CYP5081 A 2 2
CYP617 A,B 1,2 3 CYP5125 A 2 2
CYP5037 B 3 3 CYP540 B 2 2
CYP5110 A 3 3 CYP630 B 2 2
CYP530 A 3 3 Others - - 30
3.7. Polysaccharide Biosynthesis
Composition of G. incarnatum polysaccharides also had immunomodulatory and immuno-
enhancing effects in a mice model [6]. Some of the most potent immunomodulatory polysaccharides
produced by medical mushrooms are water soluble 1,3-β- and 1,6-β-glucans [67]. In G. incarnatum,
we identified four 1,3-β-glucan synthases (K00706 and K01180), three UTP–glucose-1-phosphate
uridylyltransferases (K00963), 12 GTPase-activating-associated proteins (K12492, K12493, K19838,
K19844, K19845, K14319, K17265, K18470, K20315, and K19839), two hexokinases (K00844), and two
phosphoglucomutases (K01835) (Table 3). We also identified 15 β-glucan biosynthesis-associated
proteins (PF03935; Table 3); β-glucan biosynthesis-associated proteins were shown to be
involved in the biosynthesis of 1,6-β-glucans in Saccharomyces cerevisiae [68]. The polysaccharide
biosynthesis-related proteins identified in G. incarnatum are summarized in Table S5. Compared with
five other species of medicinal mushrooms (Auricularia heimuer [69], A. cinnamomea [11], Sparassis
latifolia [47], L. rhinocerotis [46], and G. lucidum [12]), G. incarnatum produced more 1,3-β-glucan
synthases, GTPase-activating-associated proteins, and β-glucan biosynthesis-associated proteins,
as well as similar numbers of UTP–glucose-1-phosphate uridylyltransferases, hexokinases, and
phosphoglucomutases (Table S7). This suggests that G. incarnatum might produce more 1,3-β- and
1,6-β-glucans. In-parallel quantifications of 1,3-β- and 1,6-β-glucan production among these medicinal
mushrooms during different growth phases should be performed and compared.
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Table 3. Summary of the polysaccharide biosynthesis-related proteins in G. incarnatum.
Enzyme Family KO Term EC Number Gene Number Gene Name
1,3-β-glucan synthase K01180 EC:3.2.1.6 1 GI_10004256
K00706 EC:2.4.1.34 3 GI_10014134, GI_10014600, GI_10010064
UTP–glucose-1-phosphate
uridylyltransferase K00963 EC:2.7.7.9 3 GI_10009949, GI_10009950, GI_10009951
Hexokinase K00844 EC:2.7.1.1 2 GI_10010509, GI_10009252
Phosphoglucomutase K01835 EC:5.4.2.2 2 GI_10003989, GI_10014463
GTPase-activating-associated protein
K12492 - 1 GI_10009154
K19838 - 1 GI_10009280
K12493 - 1 GI_10004440
K14319 - 1 GI_10004658
K19845 - 2 GI_10004984, GI_10007354
K19839 - 3 GI_10003462, GI_10010380, GI_10012746
K19844 - 2 GI_10014590, GI_10000357
K18470 - 1 GI_10014667
3.8. Transcriptomic Analysis
As the expression levels of target genes encoding pharmacologically relevant proteins in
G. incarnatum might differ across developmental stages, we profiled the transcriptomes of two major
developmental stages of G. incarnatum—the mycelium and the fruiting body. We generated 70,634,952
raw reads from the cDNA libraries of the two stages. After data filtering and trimming, 69,716,944
high-quality clean reads remained. Of these clean reads, 92% were successfully mapped to the
G. incarnatum genome. Across both stages, 11,015 genes were expressed, with 944 genes expressed
only in the mycelium, and 718 genes only expressed in the fruiting body (Figure 6). We identified 3524
differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in the fruiting body as compared to the mycelium (Figure 6).
Of these 1822 were significantly upregulated in the fruiting body as compared to the mycelium, and
1702 were significantly downregulated (Figure 6).
Figure 6. Comparative transcriptome profiling of the mycelium and the fruiting body of G. incarnatum:
(A) Fruiting bodies of G. incarnatum; (B) Venn diagram of the genes expressed in the mycelium and/or
the fruiting body; (C) number of genes being significantly downregulated or upregulated in the fruiting
body compared with the mycelium; (D) heatmap of the genes associated with the biosynthesis of
polysaccharides and terpenes.
The gene expression patterns in the mycelium and fruiting body of G. incarnatum varied depending
on the type of secondary metabolite encoded. For example, 17 of 45 terpenoid biosynthesis-related
genes (38%) were differentially expressed between the mycelium and the fruiting body (Figure 6,
Table S8). Of these, 65% were upregulated in the mycelium as compared to the fruiting body (Figure 6,
Table S8), indicating that the biosynthesis of terpenoid compounds might be greater in the mycelium
16
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of G. incarnatum. In contrast, 10 of the 23 genes associated with polysaccharide biosynthesis (43%)
were differentially expressed between the mycelium and the fruiting body, with 70% of these being
significantly upregulated in the fruiting body as compared to the mycelium (Figure 6). This indicates
that the fruiting body of G. incarnatum might be a richer source of polysaccharides. These findings were
consistent with those for terpenoid- and polysaccharide-related genes in H. erinaceus [13]. Therefore,
different secondary metabolites might be more enriched at different fungal development stages. Due to
the complexity of secondary metabolite biosynthesis, further studies should investigate the molecular
mechanisms underlying the secondary metabolism of G. incarnatum.
4. Conclusions
In this study, we presented the first whole-genome sequence of G. incarnatum, which is the first
sequenced genome for a fungus belonging to Cyphellaceae. The G. incarnatum genome is one of the
most completely assembled edible mushroom genomes available to date, consisting of 20 scaffolds
with an N50 of 3.5 Mbp. The remarkably higher number of GHs and AAs in G. incarnatum may
contribute to the active decomposition of lignin and cellulose of its woody hosts. We identified 65
gene clusters involved in the biosynthesis of secondary metabolites in the G. incarnatum genome.
We also investigated the functions of the proteins involved in terpenoid biosynthesis; terpenoids are
one of the main types of pharmacologically active compounds produced by G. incarnatum. We found
two sesquiterpenoid synthase genes, one encoding aristolochene synthase and the other encoding
trichodiene synthase, in gene clusters enriched with CYP genes. This suggested that CYPs play
an active role in the post-modification of aristolochene and trichodiene sesquiterpenoids. We also
predicted 38 proteins involved in polysaccharides biosynthesis, another main class of bioactive
compounds in G. incarnatum. Genes involved in terpenoid biosynthesis were generally upregulated in
mycelium, while the polysaccharide biosynthesis-related genes were upregulated in the fruiting body.
These results provide a foundation for future studies of the genetic basis underlying the medicinal
properties of G. incarnatum.
Supplementary Materials: Supplementary materials can be found at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4425/10/3/
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Abstract: Cladobotryum protrusum is one of the mycoparasites that cause cobweb disease on
cultivated edible mushrooms. However, the molecular mechanisms of evolution and pathogenesis of
C. protrusum on mushrooms are largely unknown. Here, we report a high-quality genome sequence
of C. protrusum using the single-molecule, real-time sequencing platform of PacBio and perform
a comparative analysis with closely related fungi in the family Hypocreaceae. The C. protrusum
genome, the first complete genome to be sequenced in the genus Cladobotryum, is 39.09 Mb long,
with an N50 of 4.97 Mb, encoding 11,003 proteins. The phylogenomic analysis confirmed its
inclusion in Hypocreaceae, with its evolutionary divergence time estimated to be ~170.1 million
years ago. The genome encodes a large and diverse set of genes involved in secreted peptidases,
carbohydrate-active enzymes, cytochrome P450 enzymes, pathogen–host interactions, mycotoxins,
and pigments. Moreover, C. protrusum harbors arrays of genes with the potential to produce bioactive
secondary metabolites and stress response-related proteins that are significant for adaptation to
hostile environments. Knowledge of the genome will foster a better understanding of the biology of
C. protrusum and mycoparasitism in general, as well as help with the development of effective disease
control strategies to minimize economic losses from cobweb disease in cultivated edible mushrooms.
Keywords: Cladobotryum protrusum; mycoparasite; cobweb disease; de novo assembly; SMRT sequencing
1. Introduction
As the commercial cultivation of edible mushrooms continuously expands worldwide,
the occurrence of diseases caused by fungal pathogens is also increasing, seriously affecting mushroom
quality and yield [1]. Cobweb disease is one of the most important limiting factors in mushroom
production [2]. Members of the genus Cladobotryum, belonging to the kingdom Fungi, division
Ascomycota, class Sordariomycetes, order Hypocreales, and family Hypocreaceae, are causal agents of
cobweb disease on a number of economically important mushroom crops, such as Agaricus bisporus,
Flammulina velutipes, Pleurotus ostreatus, P. eryngii, Hypsizygus marmoreus, and Ganoderma lucidum [3–8].
The species C. dendroides, C. mycophilum, C. protrusum, and C. varium are pathogens that frequently cause
Genes 2019, 10, 124; doi:10.3390/genes10020124 www.mdpi.com/journal/genes22
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cobweb disease in commercial mushroom farms. The characteristic symptom of cobweb disease is the
abundance of coarse mycelium [9], which covers the affected mushrooms with numerous spores and
spreads rapidly in commercial growth rooms, leading to serious economic losses worldwide [5,10,11].
Among the Cladobotryum genus, C. protrusum is an important member, as it causes cobweb
disease on edible mushrooms, such as Coprinus comatus, Agaricus bisporus, and P. ostreatus, and has
the widest distribution [12,13]. The taxonomy, classification, incidence, distribution, and host range of
C. protrusum have been well studied [12,13]. The phylogenetic placement of C. protrusum within the
genus Cladobotryum has been inferred from the internal transcribed spacer (ITS), translation-elongation
factor 1-alpha, and DNA-directed RNA polymerase II subunit RPB1 and RPB2 genes [13]. Beyond
this study, no genetic resources of C. protrusum have been developed. Specifically, the infection
mechanism of mycoparasitism is largely unknown, and, in particular, the genes related to pathogenicity,
virulence, cell wall degrading enzymes, and secondary metabolites (SMs) are undetermined. Therefore,
the sequenced genome could serve as an important genetic resource for further evolutionary studies of
the Cladobotryum genus and facilitate the elucidation of the pathogenic mechanisms of C. protrusum.
The Cladobotryum genus comprises at least 66 species [12], and genome sequencing has not been
performed on any of them. The development of next-generation sequencing technologies, such as
Illumina, 454 sequencing platforms, and the single-molecule real-time (SMRT, PacBio) sequencing
platform, has led to the sequencing of many fungal genomes [13]. PacBio sequencing technology
offers increased read lengths, unbiased genome coverage, and simultaneous identification of mutation
sites [14–16]. Sequenced genomes provide data that allow us to gain insights into fungal growth,
evolution, and host–pathogen interactions as well as identifying genes related to pathogenicity and
the synthesis of SMs of economic importance [17].
In this study, we report the de novo genome sequencing of C. protrusum generated using the
SMRT sequencing platform, which is the first genome to be sequenced in the Cladobotryum genus.
We aim (1) to present a high-quality reference genome for C. protrusum and an analysis of genes related
to its pathogenicity and mycoparasitism and (2) to conduct a comparative genome analysis using
other sequenced genomes from species within the Hypocreaceae family. The genome assembly will
further expand genomic datasets for comparative genomics of species in the Hypocreaceae family and
mycoparasites in general. This study will promote the understanding of the biology of C. protrusum
and the development of effective strategies for controlling cobweb disease.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Fungal Strain and Genomic DNA Extraction
The C. protrusum strain used in this study was a single spore isolate collected from the Institute of
Applied Mycology, Huazhong Agricultural University, Wuhan, Hubei, China, which was maintained
on potato dextrose agar (Difco™, Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). The fungal strain was isolated
from C. comatus from a mushroom farm in Wuhan [18]. The identity of the fungus was confirmed
by morphological characteristics, PCR amplification, and sequencing of the ITS gene sequence of the
genomic DNA and a BLAST search on the GenBank database. Mycelium plugs of pure isolates were
cultured on PDA overlaid with cellophane membrane and incubated at 25 ◦C for three days under a
12 h white light photoperiod. Genomic DNA was extracted from mycelia using the CWBiotech Plant
DNA extraction kit (CWBiotech Corporation, Beijing China) following the manufacturer’s instructions.
The quality of DNA was verified with 1% agarose gel electrophoresis and visualization with Gel
Doc™ XR+ (Bio-Rad, USA). DNA quantification was done using a Qubit 4.0 fluorometer (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA, USA).
2.2. Genome Sequencing and Assembly
A genomic DNA library was constructed using a SMRTbell Template Prep kit (Pacific Biosciences,
CA, USA) in accordance with the manufacturer’s protocol. A BluePippin device (Sage Science,
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Inc., Beverly, MA, USA) was used to select 20 kb insert size fragments for the SMRTbell Template
library. Quality inspection and quantification of the size-selected library were done using an
Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) and Qubit 4.0 fluorometer
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Prepared whole-genome libraries were sequenced on a PacBio
Sequel sequencer (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA, USA) with one SMRT cell at the Engineering
Research Center of the Chinese Ministry of Education for Edible and Medicinal Fungi, Jilin Agricultural
University, Changchun, China. The genome was assembled using SMARTdenovo as described below,
in accordance with www.github.com/smartdenovo. The completeness of the assembled genome was
evaluated using the Core Eukaryotic Genes Mapping Approach (CEGMA) [19] and Benchmarking
Universal Single-Copy Orthologs (BUSCO v3) [20,21] with conserved orthologous gene profiles
for fungi.
2.3. Gene Prediction and Annotations
The assembled genome was annotated using a homology-based method and de novo prediction
methods. Genewise [22] was used for the homology search using the proteomes of Fusarium redolens,
Fusarium oxysporum FOX64, Neurospora crassa, and Trichoderma atroviride (available from http://
www.uniprot.org/; release 2012_07) as training sets. De novo prediction of the protein-coding
genes was done using Augustus v2.7 [23], GlimmerHMM v3.02 [24], Genscan v1.0 [25], and SNAP
v 2006-07-28 [26]. GLEAN was used to integrate all of the gene models to produce a non-redundant
reference gene set (http://glean-gene.sourceforge.net/) [27]. The repeat sequences were identified
and masked using RepeatModeler v1.0.7 and RepeatMasker v4.0.5. Tandem repeats were identified
by the Tandem Repeats Finder (TRF) v4.04 (http://tandem.bu.edu/trf/trf.html) [28] by searching
the repeat sequences against the Repbase database (http://www.girinst.org/repbase/) [29]. Transfer
RNAs were predicted using tRNAscan-SE 1.3.1 [30], whereas rRNAs and noncoding RNAs were
identified using RNAmmer 1.2 [31] and the Rfam database [32]. The predicted-coding sequences were
functionally annotated by BLASTP (e-value cutoff of 1×10−5) query against several protein databases
such as the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) non-redundant (nr), Cluster of
Orthologous Groups (COG) [33], the Gene Ontology (GO) database [34], the Kyoto Encyclopedia of
Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database [35], the SwissProt database [36–38], the TrEMBL databases [38],
and the InterPro Protein Families Database (IPR including Pfam database) [39]. The mating-type genes
for C. protrusum were determined by BLAST (tBLASTx e-value 1×10−30) similarity searches using
mating-type genes and flanking gene sequences from the order Hypocreales retrieved from NCBI
database. The gene structure was drawn using the software package illustrator of biological sequences
version 1.0 (http://ibs.biocuckoo.org/) [40].
2.4. Orthologous Gene Families and Phylogenomic Analysis
An all-vs.-all BLASTP with an e-value cutoff of 1×10−5 was used to compare the proteins of ten
species including C. protrusum (CPR), Clonostachys rosea (CR), Fusarium solani (FS), Magnaporthe grisea
(MG), Metarhizium acridum (MA), N. crassa (NA), Tolypocladium inflatum (TI), T. longibrachiatum (TL),
T. reesei (TR), and T. virens (TV) (Supplementary Table S1). The BLAST results were clustered by
a MATLAB implementation of the Markov Clustering (MCL) algorithm (MMCL) [41] to identify
orthologous groups using OrthoMCL (v. 2.0.9) [42]. Multiple sequence alignment was performed
on the proteins of single-copy orthologs identified using MUSCLE [43]. The phylogenetic tree was
used for maximum-likelihood (ML) analysis by RAxML-8.0.26 [44] using the LG+I+G+F amino acid
substitution matrix model selected by ProtTest (v. 3.4) [45] with 1000 bootstrap replicates.
The species divergence times were inferred with the MCMCTree included in the PAML v4.7a
software package [46] with r8s v1.81 (http://loco.biosci.arizona.edu/r8s/) [47]. The divergence times
were estimated using the approximate method with fossil calibrations from http://www.timetree.org [48].
The expansion of the orthologous gene families and contraction across organisms was calculated by
Computational Analysis of Gene Family Evolution (CAFE) (v. 3) [49] with a stochastic birth and death
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model using a lambda value of 0.314, a p-value of 0.01, and 1000 random samples [50]. The genes under
selection pressure were identified by calculating the dN/dS ratio between the species in the phylogenetic
tree (p ≤ 0.01) using the Codeml program PAML [46].
Furthermore, OrthoVenn [51] was used for genome-wide identification, comparison,
and visualization of unique and shared orthologous gene clusters for C. protrusum, Escovopsis weberi,
T. reesei, and T. virens. In addition, the proteomes of C. protrusum, E. weberi, T. reesei, T. virens, M. grisea,
and Aspergillus nidulans were clustered into orthologous groups using OrthoFinder [52]. The multiple
sequence alignments of the single-copy orthologs was used for phylogenetic analysis using the
Neighbor-Joining method, which was conducted in MEGAX, to validate the relationships among
C. protrusum and the other three fungi in the family Hypocreaceae [53].
2.5. Secretory Protein Analysis and Pathogenicity-Related Genes
Secretory proteins were predicted using SignalP 3.0 [54]. Transmembrane proteins were predicted
by TMHMM [55]. Protein localization signals, excluding those related to the plastid location,
were identified using TargetP [56]. Glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored proteins were
predicted using the PredGPI server [57]. Transporters were analyzed through local BLASTP against
the Transporter Classification Database (TCdb) with a cutoff e-value of 1×10−40 [58]. Proteases were
identified with BLASTP (e-value 1×10−30) by searching the secretory proteins against the MEROPS
database [59]. Cytochrome P450s were classified based on BLASTP alignment against the P450 database
with a cutoff e-value of 1×10−20 (http://drnelson.uthsc.edu/CytochromeP450.html) [60]. To identify
virulence-associated genes, BLASTP (with a cutoff e-value of 1×10−5) searches of the C. protrusum
genome were performed against protein sequences in the pathogen–host interaction database (PHI)
(version 3.2, http://www.phi-base.org/) [61] and the database of fungal virulence factors (DFVF) [62].
Carbohydrate-active enzymes (CAZymes) were determined using the dbCAN 2 meta server [63].
SMs were annotated using the antiSMASH (http://antismash.secondarymetabolites.org) fungiSMASH
option [64] database and NaPDoS (http://napdos.ucsd.edu) [65].
3. Results
3.1. Genome Sequencing and Assembly of C. protrusum
The genome of C. protrusum was sequenced using the PacBio SMRT Sequel platform. In total,
587,476 sub-reads were generated, representing 6.23 Gb of sequence data at 160 X coverage. The de novo
assembly of the C. protrusum genome yielded ~39.09 Mb, consisting of 18 scaffolds (Table 1) with a
scaffold N50 length of 4.97 Mbp and a scaffold N90 length of 1.93 Mbp. The guanine-cytosine content
(GC-content) of the C. protrusum genome was 47.84%. CEGMA [19] analysis revealed that 97.58% of the
core eukaryotic genes were contained in the assembly (242 out of 248 core eukaryotic genes), while the
BUSCO [21] assessment results showed that 99.7% (289 out of 290 genes) of genes were covered by the
assembled genome containing 99%, 0.7%, and 0.3% of complete, duplicated, and missing BUSCOs [21],
respectively. Therefore, the CEGMA [19] and BUSCO [21] results indicate that the assembled genome
for C. protrusum was of a high quality. The genome of C. protrusum has been deposited into the NCBI
database with the accession number RZGP00000000.
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Table 1. The genome features of C. protrusum.
Genome Features C. protrusum
Genome size (Mb) 39.087
Total number of scaffolds 18
Total length of scaffold sequences (Assembly size) 39,087,229 bp
Scaffold N50 4,973,539 bp
Scaffold N90: 1,928,814 bp
GC-content (%): 47.84%
N Length: 0bp
N content (%): 0.0%







Genome annotation based on de novo prediction and a homology-based search identified 11,003
protein-coding genes with an average sequence length of 1723.49 bp (Table 1). Overall, 10,623 (96.55%)
of the predicted genes had known homologs in at least one functional protein database. Among these
proteins, 10,607 (96.40%) were similar to the sequences in the NCBI nr database, 6899 (62.70%) homologs
were similar to sequences in Swiss-Prot, 6786 (61.67%) were mapped to KEGG, 4895 (44.49%) were
classified in COG, 10,587 (96.22%) were classified in TrEMBL, 7184 (65.29%) were classified in InterPro,
and 5332 (48.46%) were assigned to GO terms (Figure 1A). In addition, the proportion of transposable
elements (TEs) in C. protrusum was estimated to be 2.59% based on combined homology-based and
de novo approaches (Table 1). The TEs were randomly distributed across all chromosomes, and the
Class I TEs (retrotransposons) (1.34%) were more abundant than the Class II TEs (DNA transposons)
(0.48%). The unknown TEs represented 1.24% of the total, and the most abundant characterized TEs in
the C. protrusum genome were long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons, which accounted for 0.67%
of the genome (Supplementary Table S2). A total of 242 tRNAs and 225 rRNAs of the non-coding RNA
species were identified in the C. protrusum genome. We also predicted 97 miRNAs and 22 snRNAs.
Figure 1. Annotation, phylogenetic and divergence time tree, and mating-type gene structure of the
C. protrusum genome assembly. (A) Functional annotation of the protein-coding genes in the
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C. protrusum genome. (B) Phylogenetic and divergence time tree of C. protrusum and other nine
fungal species. The phylogenetic tree was generated from 3279 single-copy orthologs using the
maximum-likelihood method. The divergence time range is shown in blue text, the numbers in green/
red show the proportion of expanded/contracted gene families in each fungal species. (C) Schematic
representation of the structure of mating-type loci (MAT 1-2-1) in C. protrusum. The arrows represent
the orientation of the MAT1-2 genes SLA, APN, CIA30, and COX.
3.3. Identification of Mating-Type Idiomorphs in C. protrusum
MAT1-2 mating-type idiomorphs were identified in the genome of C. protrusum, whereas the
MAT1-1 idiomorph (1α domains) was not. The MAT1-2 idiomorphs were located on different scaffolds
(utg37, utg67 (two genes), and utg83) and were distant from each other (Figure 1C). This result suggests
that C. protrusum has tetrapolar nuclei and confirms our previous observations under a microscope,
which showed four nuclei. The cytoskeleton assembly control protein, AP endonuclease, cytochrome
C oxidase subunit VIa, and complex I intermediate-associated protein 30 kDa genes were found to
flank the MAT1-2 idiomorph on utg67 and utg83.
3.4. Genome Evolution and Phylogenomic Analysis of C. protrusum
A total of 122,201 genes from ten species, including CPR, CR, FS, MG, MA, NA, TI, TL, TR,
and TV, were clustered into 11,976 orthogroups using OrthoMCL. Among them, 4761 (39.75%) gene
families were shared among all ten species, while 3279 (27.38%) were single-copy orthologous genes.
A total of 862 (7.20%) gene families were found to be unique to C. protrusum when compared to the
other genomes. The single-copy orthologous genes were used for the phylogenetic analysis of the
above-mentioned ten species, which was conducted to determine the relationship between C. protrusum
and other important members in the class Sordariomycetes (Figure 1B). The phylogenetic analysis
resolved the ten species into three orders—Hypocreales, Magnaporthales, and Sordariales—with
five families in Hypocreales clustered in a different node with NA and MG under separate nodes as
outgroups. The orders Hypocreales, Magnaporthales, and Sordariales diverged from the most recent
common ancestor (MRCA) 332.2 million years ago (MYA). C. protrusum clustered with Trichoderma spp.
and was separated into different clades based on the genus. The phylogenetic tree confirmed that
C. protrusum belongs to the Hypocreaceae family and diverged from the genus Trichoderma about
170.1 MYA. The results indicate that C. protrusum and Trichoderma spp. are distantly related to each
other at the family level.
The expansion and contraction of the analysis of gene families showed that 88 (2.68%) gene
families expanded and five gene families contracted in the family Hypocreaceae based on the 3279
shared gene families from the phylogenetic tree (Figure 1B). Furthermore, we found that C. protrusum
gained 45 gene families and lost 58 (1.77%) gene families. Except for C. protrusum and F. solani, the gain
of gene families occurred more often than gene loss in the species analyzed. The expanded gene
families contain 245 (7.47%) genes (Supplementary Table S3) with several genes related to metabolism,
transcription, proteins with binding functions, signal transduction mechanisms, cell rescue and defense
protein transport, and synthesis of SMs. Moreover, the gene families exhibiting the largest expansions
in C. protrusum include zinc-binding dehydrogenase transcription factors, major facilitator superfamily
(MFS) transporters, alcohol dehydrogenases, ankyrin-repeat proteins, ATP-binding cassette (ABC)
transporters, polyketide synthases (PKSs), and cytochrome P450 monooxygenases (CYP). Interestingly,
genes involved in the mediation and regulation of SM synthesis were the most abundant and included
genes such as acyl transferase domain, AMP-binding enzyme, beta-ketoacyl synthase, C-terminal
domain, condensation domain, insecticide toxin TCdb middle, methyltransferase domain, polyketide
synthase dehydratase, and keto-reductase domain. We also found the vegetative incompatibility or
heterokaryon incompatibility protein (HET) in the C. protrusum genome.
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We identified a total of 3196 genes under selection pressure among the species. Out of these
3196 genes, 14.05% (449 genes) and 24.50% (783 genes) were under positive selection in C. protrusum
at p-values of p < 0.01 and p < 0.05 respectively (false discovery rate, FDR < 0.1). The positive
selection genes (PSGs) were functionally annotated in the GO, KEGG, Pfam, and SwissProt databases
(Supplementary Table S4, and Figures S1 and S2). The most abundant GO terms for PSGs were
related to cellular component (Figure S1), and, of these, cell (154), cell part (152), and organelle (120)
were the three most common GO terms. The PSGs were subsequently analyzed for enrichment in
GO categories and KEGG pathways. The analysis revealed 64 enriched metabolic KEGG pathways
(Supplementary Table S5), whereas no GO terms were enriched for the PSGs. Further analysis of the
PSGs showed that 52 (11.58%) genes are involved in PHI and the majority of the PSGs that played
roles in mycoparasitism, include CYP, MFS, SMs, the glycosyl hydrolases family, peptidases, lipases,
the subtilase family, and transcription factors.
3.5. The Orthologous Genes of C. protrusum and Three Other Fungi in the Hypocreaceae Family
A phylogenetic tree was constructed using the single-copy orthologs from the clustered proteomes
of C. protrusum, E. weberi, T. reesei, T. virens, M. grisea, and A. nidulans. The tree (Figure S3) depicts the
relationships among C. protrusum and the other three fungi in the family Hypocreaceae. M. grisea and
A. nidulans were used as outgroups in the tree. We used OrthoVenn [51] to cluster orthologous genes
and compared the proteomes of C. protrusum against E. weberi, T. reesei, and T. virens, (Supplementary
Table S1) which belong to the same family, i.e., Hypocreaceae. The species formed 9682 orthologous
clusters and 9357 (96.64%) clusters for at least two species. Among them, 5756 (59.45%) orthologous
clusters were shared among all four species (Figure 2A). The top three Swiss-Prot annotations among
the core shared orthologous proteins include the ATP-binding cassette transporter (13 proteins),
the F-box protein (11 proteins), and the Leptomycin B resistance protein (9 proteins) (Supplementary
Table S6). The unique orthologous clusters are 168 (1.74%), 5 (0.05%), 9 (0.09%), and 148 (1.53%) for
C. protrusum, E. weberi, T. reesei, and T. virens, respectively. Similarly, C. protrusum had the most enriched
GO categories (23) followed by T. virens (9), while E. weberi and T. reesei had no known annotations
or GO enrichment (Supplementary Table S7). Most of the unique genes to C. protrusum are related
to SM biosynthesis. There were 521 (5.38%) gene clusters shared between C. protrusum and T. virens,
185 (1.91%) for C. protrusum and E. weberi, and 55 (0.57%) for C. protrusum and T. reesei. The highest
gene cluster shared between any two species with the most enriched GO categories was observed for
T. reesei and T. virens. This could be because they belong to the same genus. The gene clusters of the
enriched GO for T. reesei and T. virens as well as C. protrusum and T. reesei were related to transport and
cell enzyme degradation. The gene clusters of the enriched GO for C. protrusum and E. weberi were
SMs, especially genes related to toxins and pigmentation, e.g., emodin and asperthecin.
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Figure 2. Comparative genomic analysis, carbohydrate-active enzymes (CAZymes) and secondary
metabolites (SMs) of C. protrusum and three other fungi in the Hypocreaceae family. (A) Comparison
of the protein-coding genes of C. protrusum with those of other Hypocreaceae with different lifestyle
E. weberi (27.20 Mb, 6870 genes), TR (33.39Mb, 9115 genes) and TV (39.02Mb, 12,406 genes) based
on orthology analysis. (B) The number of antiSMASH SMs of C. protrusum and EW, T. reesei
(TR), and T. virens (TV). (C) Abundance of CAZyme modules in C. protrusum and EW, TR, and TV.
(D) The number of NaPDoS SMs of C. protrusum and EW, TR, and TV.
3.6. CAZymes in C. protrusum
The genome of C. protrusum contains 412 CAZymes with a high diversity of families
(Supplementary Tables S5 and S6), including 190 (46.12%) glycoside hydrolases (GH), 77 (18.69%)
auxiliary activities (AA), 77 (18.69%) glycosyltransferases (GT), seven (1.70%) polysaccharide lyases
(PL), 54 (13.12%) carbohydrate esterase’s (CE), and one (0.24%) carbohydrate-binding molecule (CBM).
The number of CAZymes possessed by C. protrusum is more than that of E. weberi (245) and T. reesei
(366) but is less than that of T. virens (484). Most of the differences between C. protrusum and T. virens
can be attributed to the high copy number of GH and CE families. CAZymes involved in oxidative
degradation of lignin-based components of the cell wall (10.92%, AA7 = 45) were the most abundant in
C. protrusum followed by enzymes associated with hydrolysis of carbohydrate and non-carbohydrate
substrates (CE10 8.49% (35 genes) and GH18 7.04% (29 genes), respectively). GH and GT enzymes had
the largest average sets of genes among the four pathogens studied. The most abundant GH family in
C. protrusum was GH18 7.04% (29 genes), followed by GH16 with 3.88% (16 genes) and GH3 with 3.40%
(14 genes) (Figure 2C). AA13, GH43_14, GH5_11, and GT54 were found to be present in C. protrusum
but absent in the other three pathogens studied. Other starch degrading enzymes found in all of the
species compared were α-amylases of GH13, glucoamylases of GH15, and α-glucosidases of GH31.
Therefore, the C. protrusum genome contains diverse gene families associated with fungal cell wall
synthesis, modification, and degradation.
3.7. Secondary Metabolites in C. protrusum
The genome of C. protrusum was enriched with 143 SM gene clusters based on the antiSMASH
database using the fungiSMASH option [64]. Only 16 gene clusters had a known function, and the
remaining had largely unknown functions and were unique to the fungus (Supplementary Table S10).
However, the genomes of E. weberi, T. reesei, and T. virens produced 35, 29, and 106 gene clusters,
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respectively. Many of the SM gene clusters in C. protrusum were grouped into 39 (27.27%) PKSs,
19 (13.29%) terpenes, 17 (11.89%) non-ribosomal peptide synthases (NRPSs), and 13 (9.10%) type 1
PKS-NRPSs (Figure 2B). The number of PKSs in C. protrusum was higher than in Trichoderma spp.
C. protrusum has only one NRPS gene cluster (cluster 60), which encodes the apicidin biosynthetic
gene cluster siderophore and seven hybrids with type 1PKS. It shares one known gene cluster
with E. weberi, a fungal antibiotic isoflavipucine, and one with T. reesei, an antibiotic LL-Z1272beta,
and four known gene clusters with T. virens, including nivalenol, vitamin B synthesis biotin, initiate
apoptosis cytochalasin, and destruxins. In addition, based on the NaPDoS analysis [65], C. protrusum,
contains 163 genes that have various functions such as antibiotic, anticancer, anti-inflammatory,
immunosuppressant, and phytotoxin functions (Figure 2D). These findings suggest that C. protrusum
has the potential to produce biologically active compounds.
3.8. Secretory Protein- and Pathogenicity-Related Genes of C. protrusum
The genome of C. protrusum was predicted to encode 807 secretory proteins and 428 membrane
transport proteins (TCdb database) (Figure 3A, Supplementary Tables S11 and S12). Among
these secretory proteins, 378 (46.84%) were predicted to encode cell surface proteins including
transmembrane proteins and glycosylphosphatidylinositol GPI-anchored proteins [57], 180 were
predicted to encode proteases [59], 180 (43.69%) were predicted to encode CAZymes [63], and 180
were predicted to encode (17.34%) pathogen–host interactions (PHI) [61]. We found that only two
secretory proteins were membrane transport proteins. The secretory and membrane transport proteins
of C. protrusum are similar to the genera Escovopsis and Trichoderma [66,67]. There are much fewer
proteases in C. protrusum (Supplementary Table S13) compared to in Trichoderma spp. [66], and its
common proteases include aspartyl protease, serine carboxypeptidase, lipase, the peptidase family,
and subtilase. We also identified 53 (0.48%), 40 (0.36%), and 184 (1.67%) genes that encode for the
important family of ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters, MFS transporters, and cytochrome P450
(CYP) (Supplementary Table S14), respectively.
Figure 3. Distribution of the number of membrane transport proteins and pathogen–host interaction
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genes in the C. protrusum genome. (A) The distribution of membrane transport proteins (TCdb
database) in C. protrusum; (B) the distribution of pathogen–host interaction (PHI) genes in C. protrusum.
The legends on the right of each graph show the various classifications for each database used.
The complete protein sequences were searched against the PHI [61] and DFVF [62] databases
to identify pathogenicity-related genes. We observed a total of 1038 and 453 PHI and DFVF genes,
respectively (Figure 3B, Supplementary Tables S15 and S16). Moreover, 47.02% (213) of the DFVF genes
were found in the PHI database. The phenotypic classification of PHI genes was classified as follows:
chemistry target (0.29%, 3), effectors (plant avirulence determinant) (0.348%, 4), enhanced antagonism
(0.19%, 2), increased virulence (hypervirulence) (2.79%, 29), lethal (5.68%, 59), loss of pathogenicity
(8.19%, 85), reduced virulence (35.36%, 367), and unaffected pathogenicity (47.11%, 489). For example,
we identified the effectors PHI:2118, PHI:2216, PHI:325, and PHI:3123 in the C. protrusum genome.
The C. protrusum genome encodes 17 (0.16%) fungal G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs); out of
these, 12 share homologies with Pth11-like GPCRs (Supplementary Table S17). The number of total
GPCRs and Pth11-like GPCRs in the C. protrusum genome is much less than in Trichoderma spp.
from the 65 and 76 putative GPCRs encoded in the T. atroviride and T. virens genomes, respectively,
but much higher than in E. weberi [67]. The C. protrusum genome contains many other genes, such as
hydrophobins, Thctf1, PacC T2 family RNases, NPP1 (necrosis-inducing protein), GLEYA adhesin
domain proteins, killer toxins, and MD-2-related lipid-recognition genes, which take part in host
pathogenicity, pathogen–host interactions, nutrient acquisition, and adaptation to environmental stress.
Further, we explored the C. protrusum genome for mutations in genes that confer antifungal
drug resistance by searching the Mycology Antifungal Resistance Database (MARDy) [68]. Out of the
36 antifungal drug resistance gene types in MARDy, nine different genes (BcSdhB, cox10, cytb, CYP51,
DHFR, DHPS, FKS1, FUR1, and tub2) were found in C. protrusum genome (Supplementary Table S18).
There were no mutations in these nine genes, which may indicate a lack of antifungal drug resistance.
Hence, there is a need to perform fungicide sensitivity tests to confirm this result.
4. Discussion
C. protrusum is a problematic pathogen that affects mushrooms. Little is currently known about
its genomic sequence and structure. In the present study, we performed genome sequencing of
C. protrusum and a comparative genome analysis to provide insights into its pathogenicity mechanisms.
The C. protrusum genome size of 39.09 Mb is similar to other reported sizes of Hypocreaceae
fungi, which range from 27.14 Mb (Escovopsis spp. AC) to 40.98 Mb (T. harzianum has the largest
size in the family so far) [66,67,69]. To date, the genomes of at least 23 members of the family
Hypocreaceae have been sequenced, 17 of which are from the genus Trichoderma and five from
Escovopsis, while C. protrusum is the first sequenced genome in the genus Cladobotryum. The number
of predicted protein-coding genes (11,003) of C. protrusum was also consistent with that of other
Hypocreaceae fungi, e.g., T. guizhouensis (38.33 Mb, 11,255 protein-coding genes) and T. gamsii
(37.91 Mb, 11,179 protein-coding genes) but lower than those with a similar genome size, e.g., T. virens
(12,406 protein-coding genes) [66,69]. The number of transposable elements in C. protrusum is higher
than that reported for members of the genus Trichoderma, which lack a significant repetitive DNA
component in their genomes [67]. The TE content is variable in different organisms and may be used as
a marker to distinguish between clonal populations of C. protrusum [70]. The TEs in C. protrusum may
modify amino acids or contribute to genetic variation, thereby aiding populations to adapt successfully
to changes in the environment [71,72]. Previous studies reported that the genome size, structure,
and gene content are heavily influenced by natural selection, which is governed by the lifestyle and
ecological niche of a species [73].
The genus Cladobotryum contains various species with both teleomorph (sexual) and anamorph
(asexual) forms [11,74]. The sexual morph of the Cladobotryum is classified in a different taxon, which is
known as the genus Hypomyces [11]. However, there is no known teleomorph for C. protrusum.
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Mating-type genes control sexual development in fungi [75,76]. We usually use the conserved domains
and sequence similarities of MAT genes in fungi to identify the putative mating-type loci [77]. In this
study, we found four MAT1-2 genes in the C. protrusum genome, while MAT1-1 genes were absent.
The MAT1-2 gene encodes the HMG-domain protein, which was highly conserved in comparison with
Metarhizium acridum, M. brunneum, and other ascomycetes [78]. M. acridum also lacks the MAT1-1
idiomorph. Pattemore, et al. [78] suggested that the lack of an observed sexual life cycle may be
the result of a loss of gene function, the lack of an opposite mating-type, or merely, the inability
to induce a teleomorph under laboratory conditions. Therefore, we suggest that C. protrusum is
putatively a heterothallic species. Heterothallic fungi need a compatible strain carrying the opposite
MAT idiomorph for sex to occur [79]. Therefore, in-depth population sampling is required to confirm
if the MAT1-1 mating-type occurs.
Members of the Hypocreaceae are widely known to have a mycoparasitic lifestyle [17,66,73].
The family Nectriaceae are known to be plant pathogens, while Clavicipitaceae and
Ophiocordycipitaceae are insect pathogens as well as parasites of truffle fruiting bodies [73]. Therefore,
we performed a phylogenomic analysis using C. protrusum and other nine species belonging to the
Hypocreaceae, Nectriaceae, Clavicipitaceae, and Ophiocordycipitaceae families. The mimicked recent
taxonomic classifications of Hypocreales, which diverged from the MRCA at 332.2 MYA, are in
agreement with previous studies [67,80,81]. These results are consistent with recent phylogenetic
analyses based on multiple sequence analysis for the family Hypocreaceae [48,67,82]. The results
also indicate that C. protrusum and Trichoderma spp. are distantly related to each other at the family
level, which is consistent with their previously assigned phylogenetic placement into different genera
based on their morphological and molecular characteristics [66,74]. Mycotrophic behavior is an
ancestral lifestyle in the family Hypocreaceae [73]. Different species in the various genera of the family
Hypocreaceae have developed different ecological strategies [73,83]; some are aggressive and have
a wide host range, like Trichoderma species, while others, like Cladobotryum spp. and Escovopsis spp.,
are not generally aggressive fungi, but they are highly selective mycoparasites with different species
having different host ranges [73].
Compared with other species in the order Hypocreales, C. protrusum exhibited a combination of the
largest expansion of gene families observed from both Clonostachys rosea and Trichoderma spp. [17,73].
These expanded gene families encode proteins related to stress, such as transporters, receptors, cell
wall proteins, carbohydrate-active enzymes, and SMs (exhibiting high interspecific copy number
variation), which also underwent positive selection during the evolution of C. protrusum, implying their
importance in pathogenicity, adaptation to diverse ecological niches, and host lifestyle [84]. However,
the contracted gene families in C. protrusum have only one known gene annotation, which is an MFS
with high similarity to the one found in Ophiocordyceps sinensis and is known to facilitate nutrient
transportation [85,86]. Therefore, the expansion of multiple gene families may play a significant role in
the pathogenesis and antifungal resistance of C. protrusum [87].
Vegetative incompatibility or HET was observed in the C. protrusum genome, which is a
widespread phenomenon in filamentous fungi [88]. Other proteins associated with HET are the
domains of ankyrin, NACHT, and NTPase. There are 83 HET genes in the C. protrusum genome,
which is much more than the amount observed in other fungi [88–90]. The HET locus inhibits the
fusion between two genetically incompatible individuals by forming a fusion cell and undergoing
programmed cell death. Ankyrin proteins mediate the protein–protein interactions among HET
proteins [88], while NACHT domains are associated with the regulation of apoptosis/programmed
cell death in fungi [90]. The lower content of TEs and the lack of a known sexual stage for C. protrusum
might have influenced the high HET observed in the genome. Therefore, vegetative hyphal fusion
controlled by HET genes may be a source of genetic variation, which is vital for the generation of the
variability necessary for the adaptation to the environment and to host defense mechanisms [88].
Mycoparasitism depends on a combination of events that include lysis of the cell wall of the
host. The number of CAZymes identified in the C. protrusum genome was similar to the average
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reported in other Ascomycetes fungi [91]. Among these CAZymes, the GH18 family is chitinase (-like)
proteins associated with the degradation of chitin [92]. The mushroom cell wall is mostly composed
of chitin; therefore, chitinolytic enzymes are key factors in mycoparasitic attack [92–94]. Hence,
we suggest that the high number of GH18 family members in C. protrusum might be mostly used for
mycoparasitic attack on mushrooms. The C. protrusum genome also includes seven genes encoding
GH55 (β-1,3-exoglucanase), and the number of GH55-encoding genes is greater in mycoparasitic
Trichoderma spp. in comparison with other filamentous fungi (28). Furthermore, most fungi have only
one or two chitosanases (GH family 75), while C. protrusum have five, similar to the mycoparasitic
T. virens and C. rosea [17,66,73]. Therefore, the results suggest that these cell wall degenerated enzymes
play important roles in mycoparasitism for C. protrusum.
Comparative analyses of gene content, or paralogous gene number gains or losses, are extensively
used to identify genes that are key determinants for ecological niche adaptation [17,66,73,95]. Here,
we performed a comparative genome analysis of C. protrusum against E. weberi, T. reesei, and T. virens
which belong to the same family (Hypocreaceae). C. protrusum and E. weberi were shown to share the
most orthologous gene families. Previous studies showed that SMs produced in fungi are essential
for defense, interaction with other organisms, and adaptation to environmental stress [73,95,96].
Cladobotryum species have been known to produce SMs (antibiotics) for years [97–100]. These were
all higher compared to the other mycoparasites, with the exception of 39 putative gene clusters
(cf., putative, a secondary metabolite-related protein that does not fit into any other category) [64],
which was higher in T. virens (62). The majority of the predicted proteins were similar to proteins
present in species of Sordariomycetes, and, in some cases, the best hits were found for species in the
Eurotiomycetes taxa.
The PKSs and terpene synthase were shown to belong to SMs, including substances with
mycotoxins, conidia, and mycelial pigmentation as well as those with antibiotic, anticancer,
anti-cholesterol, anthelmintic, and insecticidal properties, and cholesterol-lowering agents. PKSs and
terpene synthase were implicated in the competition and communication between microbes.
As mentioned above, the number of PKSs in C. protrusum was shown to be higher than in
Trichoderma spp., and this may be attributed to the higher content of mycotoxin and other genes
associated with pigmentation. For instance, the red color of C. protrusum mycelia is due to biosynthesis
of bikaverin, which was originally found in Fusarium species [101] and also acts as an antibiotic
against different organisms, such as protozoa, oomycetes, and nematodes. The terpene gene cluster
in C. protrusum encodes 4,4′-piperazine-2,5-diyldimethyl-bis-phenol, which has high homology to
Aspergillus flavus and has possible pharmacological properties [102]. Its associated hybrids encode
mycotoxins (nivalenol/deoxynivalenol/3-acetyldeoxynivalenol and trichothecene) and phytotoxins
(betaenone (A, B and C)). The mycotoxins are similar to those produced by Aspergillus nidulans,
Fusarium spp., and T. virens. In addition, we found three velvet genes in the genome. These genes are
known to regulate secondary metabolism and mycoparasitism in Trichoderma spp. The SM clusters
predicted in C. protrusum require complete metabolome profiling to confirm the compounds identified.
The secretory proteins are also considered to be important for virulence in fungi, such as
proteases, PHI, ABC transporters, CYP, and GPCRs [17,66,93]. Several extracellular proteases including
aminopeptidase, metalloproteases, serine carboxypeptidase, lipase, and subtilisin-like proteases were
found to play roles in mycoparasitism in Trichoderma spp. [17,93,103]. The four known effectors
of PHI identified in C. protrusum were PHI:2118, PHI:2216, and PHI:325, which were found to
cause rice blast disease (Magnaporthe oryzae), and PHI:3123, which was found to cause anthracnose
(Colletotrichum orbiculare) in cucurbits. Two predicted PTH11-encoding genes are also induced in
T. ophioglossoides during growth on truffle cell wall containing media (34), emphasizing the importance
of PTH11-type receptors in Hypocrealean mycoparasites. These related genes are suggested to
contribute to the pathogenicity and lifestyle of C. protrusum.
Several authors [8,104–106] have reported fungicide resistance in Cladobotryum spp.
Ma et al. [107] reported that long interspersed element (LINE) transposon of the 14α-demethylase
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gene (CYP51) confer resistance to sterol demethylation inhibitor (DMI) fungicides in Blumeriella jaapii.
C. protrusum genome containing LINE (0.60%). It can therefore be inferred that fungicide resistance in
Cladobotryum spp. may be a result of mutations in one of the target genes (BcSdhB, cox10, cytb, CYP51,
DHFR, DHPS, FKS1, FUR1, and tub2) observed in C. protrusum. Currently, measures used to control
cobweb disease include strict hygiene, the isolation of infected parts by covering with thick-damp paper
to prevent conidial dispersion leading to further outbreaks, and application of fungicides [8,10,11].
This work suggests that it is likely that benzophenone, pyrimidinamines and quinazoline fungicides
targeting actin cytoskeleton-regulatory complex protein (PF12761), and (PF12853) NADH-ubiquinone
oxidoreductase, respectively, may be valuable for controlling C. protrusum. In addition, point
mutations in ERG11 gene (cytochrome P450 lanosterol 14α-demethylase) which confer azole resistance
in Candida albicans and Cryptococcus neoformans [108,109] were not found in the C. protrusum genome.
Therefore, any new fungicide targeting the ergosterol biosynthesis ERG4/ERG24 family (PF01222)
gene will also be useful for controlling C. protrusum.
5. Conclusions
In this study, we sequenced the genome of C. protrusum, a pathogen that causes cobweb disease
on cultivated edible mushrooms, using the PacBio sequencing platform. The 39.09 Mb genome with
11,003 coding genes is the first sequenced genome for the genus Cladobotryum. The analysis confirmed
that the fungus belongs to the family Hypocreaceae, and genes from CAZymes, SMs, P450, and PHI
all contribute to its mycotrophic lifestyle. Further analysis revealed that C. protrusum harbors arrays of
genes that potentially produce bioactive SMs and stress response-related proteins that are significant
for adaptation to living in hostile environments. Knowledge of the genome sequence will foster a
better understanding of the biology of C. protrusum and mycoparasitism in general as well as aid in the
development of effective disease control strategies to minimize economic losses from cobweb disease
in cultivated edible mushrooms.
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Abstract: A high-quality reference genome is a fundamental resource for functional genetics,
comparative genomics, and population genomics, and is increasingly important for conservation
biology. PacBio Single Molecule, Real-Time (SMRT) sequencing generates long reads with uniform
coverage and high consensus accuracy, making it a powerful technology for de novo genome assembly.
Improvements in throughput and concomitant reductions in cost have made PacBio an attractive
core technology for many large genome initiatives, however, relatively high DNA input requirements
(~5 μg for standard library protocol) have placed PacBio out of reach for many projects on small
organisms that have lower DNA content, or on projects with limited input DNA for other reasons.
Here we present a high-quality de novo genome assembly from a single Anopheles coluzzii mosquito.
A modified SMRTbell library construction protocol without DNA shearing and size selection was
used to generate a SMRTbell library from just 100 ng of starting genomic DNA. The sample was run
on the Sequel System with chemistry 3.0 and software v6.0, generating, on average, 25 Gb of sequence
per SMRT Cell with 20 h movies, followed by diploid de novo genome assembly with FALCON-Unzip.
The resulting curated assembly had high contiguity (contig N50 3.5 Mb) and completeness (more than
98% of conserved genes were present and full-length). In addition, this single-insect assembly now
places 667 (>90%) of formerly unplaced genes into their appropriate chromosomal contexts in the
AgamP4 PEST reference. We were also able to resolve maternal and paternal haplotypes for over 1/3
of the genome. By sequencing and assembling material from a single diploid individual, only two
haplotypes were present, simplifying the assembly process compared to samples from multiple
pooled individuals. The method presented here can be applied to samples with starting DNA
amounts as low as 100 ng per 1 Gb genome size. This new low-input approach puts PacBio-based
assemblies in reach for small highly heterozygous organisms that comprise much of the diversity
of life.
Keywords: low-input DNA; de novo genome assembly; long-read SMRT sequencing; mosquito
1. Introduction
Exciting efforts to sequence the diversity of life are building momentum [1] but one of many
challenges that these efforts face is the small size of most organisms. For example, arthropods,
which comprise the most diverse animal phylum, are typically small. Beyond this, while levels of
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heterozygosity within species vary widely across taxa, intraspecific genetic variation is often highest in
small organisms [2]. Over the past two decades, reference genomes for many small organisms have
been built through considerable efforts of inbreeding organisms to reduce their heterozygosity levels
such that many individuals can be pooled together for DNA extractions. This approach has varied
in its success, for example working well for organisms that are easy to inbreed (e.g., many Drosophila
species [3]), but less well for species that are difficult or impossible to inbreed (e.g., Anopheles [4]).
Therefore, many efforts to sequence genomes of small organisms have relied primarily on short-read
approaches due to the large amounts of DNA required for long-read approaches. For example,
the recent release of 28 arthropod genomes as part of the i5K initiative used four different insert size
Illumina libraries, resulting in an average contig N50 of 15 kb and scaffold N50 of 1 Mb [5].
Another way to overcome DNA input requirements, while also reducing the number of haplotypes
present in a DNA pool, is to limit the number of haplotypes in the pool of individuals by using offspring
from a single cross. This is easier than multiple generations of inbreeding, and can be successful.
For example, a recent PacBio Aedes aegypti assembly used DNA extracted from the offspring of a single
cross, thus reducing the maximum number of haplotypes for any given locus to four, thereby improving
the assembly process and achieving a contig N50 of 1.3 Mb [6].
However, for an initiative like the Earth BioGenome Project [1] that aims to build high-quality
reference genomes for more than a million described species over the next decade, generating broods
to reach sufficient levels of high molecular weight DNA for long-read sequencing will be infeasible for
the vast majority of organisms. Therefore, new methods that overcome the need to pool organisms
are needed to support the creation of reference-quality genomes from wild-caught individuals to
increase the diversity of life for which reference genomes can be assembled. Here, we present the first
high-quality genome assembled with unamplified DNA from a single individual insect using a new
workflow that greatly reduces input DNA requirements.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. DNA Isolation and Evaluation
High molecular weight DNA was isolated from a single Anopheles coluzzii female from the
Ngousso colony. This colony was created in 2006 from the broods of approximately 100 wild-caught
pure An. coluzzii females in Cameroon (pers. comm. Anna Cohuet). Although the colony has been
typically held at >100 breeding individuals, given the long time since colonization, there is undoubtedly
inbreeding. A single female was ground in 200 μL PBS using a pestle with several up and down
strokes (i.e., no twisting), and DNA extraction was carried out using a Qiagen MagAttract HMW
kit (PN-67653) following the manufacturer’s instructions, with the following modifications: 200 uL
1X PBS was used in lieu of Buffer ATL; PBS was mixed simultaneously with RNAse A, Proteinase
K, and Buffer AL prior to tissue homogenisation and incubation; incubation time was shortened to
2 h; solutions were mixed by gently flicking the tube rather than pipetting; and subsequent wash
steps were performed for one minute. Any time DNA was transferred, wide-bore tips were used.
These modifications were in accordance with recommendations from 10X Genomics HMW protocols
that aim to achieve >50 kb molecules. The resulting sample contained ~250 ng of DNA, and we used
the FEMTO Pulse (Advanced Analytical, Ankeny, IA, USA) to examine the molecular weight of the
resulting DNA. This revealed a relatively sharp band at ~150 kb (Figure S1). The DNA was shipped
from the U.K. to California on cold packs, and examined again by running 500 pg on the FEMTO Pulse.
While a shift in the molecular weight profile was observed as a result of transport, showing a broader
DNA smear with mode of ~40 kb (Figure 1), it was still suitable for library preparation (note that
this shifted profile is coincidentally similar to what is observed with the unmodified MagAttract
protocol). DNA concentration was determined with a Qubit fluorometer and Qubit dsDNA HS assay
kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), and 100 ng from the 250 ng total was used for
library preparation.
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Figure 1. Anopheles coluzzii input DNA and resulting library. FEMTO Pulse traces and ‘gel’ images
(inset) of the genomic DNA input (black) and the final library (blue) before sequencing.
2.2. Library Preparation and Sequencing
A SMRTbell library was constructed using an early access version of SMRTbell Express Prep kit
v2.0 (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA, USA). Because the genomic DNA was already fragmented
with the majority of DNA fragments above 20 kb, shearing was not necessary. 100 ng of the genomic
DNA was carried into the first enzymatic reaction to remove single-stranded overhangs followed
by treatment with repair enzymes to repair any damage that may be present on the DNA backbone.
After DNA damage repair, ends of the double stranded fragments were polished and subsequently
tailed with an A-overhang. Ligation with T-overhang SMRTbell adapters was performed at 20 ◦C for
60 min. Following ligation, the SMRTbell library was purified with two AMPure PB bead clean up
steps (PacBio, Menlo Park, CA), first with 0.45X followed by 0.80X AMPure. The size and concentration
of the final library (Figure 1) were assessed using the FEMTO Pulse and the Qubit Fluorometer and
Qubit dsDNA HS reagents Assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), respectively.
Sequencing primer v4 and Sequel DNA Polymerase 3.0 were annealed and bound, respectively,
to the SMRTbell library. The library was loaded at an on-plate concentration of 5–6 pM using diffusion
loading. SMRT sequencing was performed on the Sequel System with Sequel Sequencing Kit 3.0,
1200 min movies with 120 min pre-extension and Software v6.0 (PacBio). A total of 3 SMRT Cells
were run.
2.3. Assembly
The genome was assembled using FALCON-Unzip, a diploid assembler that captures haplotype
variation in the sample ([7], see Supplementary Materials for software versions and configuration
details). A single subread per zero-mode waveguide (ZMW) was used for a total of 12.8 Gb of sequence
from three SMRT Cells, or ~48-fold coverage of the ~266 Mb genome. Subreads longer than 4559 bp
were designated as “seed reads” and used as template sequences for preassembly/error correction.
A total of 8.1 Gb of preassembled reads was generated (~30-fold coverage). After assembly and
haplotype separation by FALCON-Unzip, two rounds of polishing were performed to increase the
consensus sequence quality of the assembly, aligning the PacBio data to the contigs and computing
consensus using the Arrow consensus caller [8]. The first round of polishing was part of the
FALCON-Unzip workflow and used a single read per ZMW that was assigned to a haplotype.
The second round of polishing was performed in SMRT Link v 6.0.0.43878, concatenating primary
contigs and haplotigs into a single reference and aligning all subreads longer than 1000 bp (including
multiple subreads from a single sequence read, mean coverage 184-fold) before performing genomic
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consensus calling. The alignments (BAM files) produced during the two rounds of polishing were used
to assess confidence in the contig assembly in regions with rearrangements relative to the AgamP4 PEST
assembly for Anopheles gambiae (GenBank assembly accession GCA_000005575.2) [8,9]. We referred to
the first round of polishing as using “unique subreads” and the second round as using “all subreads”.
We explored the performance as a function of the number of SMRT Cells used for the assembly
(Table S1), and found that while a single SMRT Cell was insufficient to result in high-quality
assembly, data from two SMRT Cells generated a highly contiguous assembly of the correct genome
size. We proceeded with the 3-Cell assembly for all subsequent analyses because it gave the best
assembly results.
2.4. Curation
The contigs were screened by the Sanger Institute and NCBI to identify contaminants
and mitochondrial sequence. Windowmasker was used to mask repeats and the MegaBLAST
algorithm was run (with parameter settings: -task megablast -word_size 28 -best_hit_overhang
0.1 -best_hit_score_edge 0.1 -dust yes -evalue 0.0001 -min_raw_gapped_score 100 -penalty
−5 -perc_identity 98.0 -soft_masking true -outfmt 7) on the masked genome versus all complete
bacterial genomes to find hits with ≥98% homology. In addition, we screened the primary assembly
for duplicate haplotypes using Purge Haplotigs [10] with default parameters and coverage thresholds
of 20, 150, and 700.
In the process of using PEST to order and orient the PacBio contigs, we found one large
potential heterozygous interchromosomal rearrangement between 2L and 3R (Figure S2). Upon further
exploration, this was not supported by any subreads mapping across the breakpoint (Figure S2).
The putative breakpoints were identified by aligning the PacBio contigs to PEST with minimap2
(asm5 setting), and the start and end position of each aligned subread was determined using bedtools
‘bamtobed’. This 4.9 Mb contig had no reads spanning the putative breakpoint when either “unique”
or “all subread” alignments were examined and thus we designated this a chimeric misassembly,
and split the contig into two.
2.5. Genome Quality Assessment
To assess the completeness of the curated assembly, we searched for conserved, single copy genes
using BUSCO (Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs) v3.0.2 [11] with the dipteran gene set.
In addition, we evaluated assembly completeness against a curated set of genes (AgamP4.10 gene set)
from the An. gambiae PEST assembly, using a previously described script [12].
To assess the quality of contig assembly and concordance with existing assemblies, the curated
primary contigs were aligned to the PEST Anopheles gambiae reference genome [8,9] using minimap2
with the “map-pb” settings [13]. For the purpose of comparison, contigs were ordered and oriented
according to their median alignment position and orientation on their majority chromosome. A python
script with pysam was used in conjunction with ggplot using geom_segments to generate the
alignment plots. Large regions (≥250 kb) where assembly contigs did not align to PEST, or where
multiple contigs aligned to the same reference region, or where large portions of a single contig
aligned discordantly (e.g., to multiple reference chromosomes) were identified and explored manually
by visualizing questionable alignments and their breakpoints in the Integrated Genome Browser
(IGV, [14]). Confidence in contig assembly was assessed by evaluating subread mapping across
putative rearrangement breakpoints as described above. For subread coverage plots, alignments
were also made using minimap2 with the “map-pb” setting, and a smoothing filter was applied
(mapq 60 filter averaged in 5 kb bins for Figure 3 and Figure S3, and mapq 60 filter averaged in 50 kb
bins for Figure 4, respectively) using a custom python script and pysam/numpy. All python scripts
referred to above are available [15].
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3. Results
3.1. A Modified Protocol Allows for Library Preparation and Sequencing of Samples from as Low as 100 ng of
DNA Input
High molecular weight DNA was extracted from a single female mosquito. Given that the
genomic DNA had a suitable size range for long-insert PacBio sequencing (Figure 1), the sequencing
library preparation protocol was modified to exclude an initial shearing step, which facilitated the
use of lower input amounts, as shearing and clean up steps typically lead to loss of DNA material.
After following the Express template preparation protocol, the final clean up step was simplified to
just two AMPure purification steps to remove unligated adapters and very short DNA fragments,
resulting in a final library with a size distribution peak around 15 kb (Figure 1). The library was then
sequenced on the Sequel System on 3 SMRT Cells, generating on average 24 Gb of data per SMRT Cell,
with average insert lengths of 8.1 kb (insert length N50 ~13 kb, Table S2). The overall library yield
was 59%, which would have allowed for the sequencing of at least 8 SMRT Cells, thereby potentially
allowing for genome sizes 2–3 times larger than studied here in conjunction with this protocol.
3.2. De novo Assembly Using FALCON-Unzip Allows for a High-Quality Genome from a Single Anopheles
coluzzii Mosquito Individual
Using the FALCON-Unzip assembler [7], the resulting primary de novo assembly consisted of 372
contigs totaling 266 Mb in length, with half of the assembly in contigs (contig N50) of 3.5 Mb or longer
(Table 1). FALCON-Unzip also generated 665 alternate haplotigs, representing regions of sufficient
heterozygosity to allow for the separation of the maternal and paternal haplotypes. These additional
phased haplotype sequences spanned a total of 78.5 Mb (i.e., 29% of the total genome size was
separated into haplotypes), with a contig N50 of 223 kb (Table 1). One contig (#20) was identified as a
complete 4.24 Mb bacterial genome, closely related to Elizabethkingia anophelis, which is a common gut
microbe in Anopheles mosquitoes [16]. It was separated from the mosquito assembly and submitted to
NCBI separately (see availability of data). We also identified two contigs of mitochondrial origin that
each contained multiple copies of the circular chromosome. Full length copies of the mitochondrial
chromosome in the higher quality contig differed by only a single base and the consensus sequence
was reported as the mitochondrial genome. One of these copies was discarded.
Table 1. Assembly statistics of raw and curated PacBio Anopheles coluzzii de novo assembly, compared
with the previous Sanger-sequence based assembly for this species from [17] (GCA_000150765.1).
PacBio Raw PacBio Curated Sanger Assembly
Primary contig
assembly
Size (Mb) 266 251 224
No. contigs 372 206 27,063
Contig N50 (Mb) 3.52 3.47 0.025
Alternate
haplotigs
Size (Mb) 78.5 89.2 unresolved
No. contigs 665 830 N/A
Contig N50 (Mb) 0.22 0.199 N/A
While FALCON-Unzip resolved haplotypes over ~30% of the genome, 110 genes appeared
as duplicated copies in the BUSCO analysis, indicating that highly divergent haplotypes may be
assembled as distinct primary contigs as has been observed in other mosquito genome assemblies [6,18].
The presence of duplicated haplotypes can result in erroneously low mapping qualities in resequencing
studies and cause problems in downstream scaffolding. Using the “Purge Haplotigs” software [19],
we identified 165 primary contigs totalling 10.6 Mb as likely alternate haplotypes, although there
remains a possibility that some may be repeats. These contigs were transferred to the alternate
haplotig set.
After the above curation steps, including the removal of the bacterial contig, the haplotigs, and the
extra copy of the mitochondrial genome, as well as splitting the large chimeric contig, the primary
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assembly consisted of 206 contigs totaling 251 Mb with contig N50 of 3.47 Mb. Compared to the
Sanger sequence based assembly for An. coluzzii [17] (AcolM1 Mali-NIH strain assembly AcolM1;
GenBank assembly accession GCA_000150765.1), this translated to a reduction in the number of contigs
by ~130-fold, as well as an increase in genome contiguity by ~140-fold (Table 1). The PacBio primary
assembly was also 12% larger in total size, reflecting additional genomic content that was missing in the
previous assembly, corroborated by the conserved gene analysis (see BUSCO analysis results below).
To evaluate genome completeness and sequence accuracy of the assembly, we performed
alignment analyses to a set of conserved genes. Using the ‘diptera’ set of the BUSCO gene collection [11],
we observed 98% of the ~2800 genes were complete and >95% occurred as single copies (Table S3).
By comparison, the previous assembly had 87.5% complete BUSCO alignments, indicating that a
fraction of the genome was missing in that assembly. The percentage of duplicated genes was reduced
from 3.9% to 2.4% after curation. Additional analyses are required to distinguish true gene duplication
events from incomplete purging of duplicated haplotypes (see discussion below and Figure S3). As an
additional evaluation, we aligned to the primary assembly a closely related species gene set (the most
recent An. gambiae (AgamP4.10) gene set), resulting in 14,972 alignments (99.5%) and an average
alignment length of 96.6%, and with >96% of alignments showing no frame shift-inducing indels.
3.3. The New Assembly Shows Improvements in Resolving Genomic Regions
The An. gambiae genome, published in 2002, was created using BACs and Sanger sequencing [8].
Further work over the years to order and orient contigs improved this reference [9,20] and to date,
AgamP4 [21] remains the highest quality Anopheles genome among the 21 that have now been
sequenced [4]. However, AgamP4 still has 6302 gaps of Ns in the primary chromosome scaffolds
ranging from 20 bases to 36 kb, including 55 gaps of 10 kb that the AGP (A Golden Path) file on
Vectorbase annotates as ‘contig’ endings. The AgamP4 genome was generated from a lab strain known
as PEST (Pink Eye STandard) that is long deceased and also was an accidental mixture of two incipient
species, previously known as “M” and “S”. To address this, the genomes of pure “M” and “S” from
new colonies established in Mali were sequenced using only Sanger sequencing [17]. Since then, the “S”
form has retained the name An. gambiae sensu stricto, and the “M” form has acquired species status and
a new name, An. coluzzii [22]. It is important to note that while these species show assortative mating,
they can hybridise in nature and their hybrids are fully fertile and viable [23]. Given this fact, and the
fact that both pure species assemblies remain highly fragmented, we compared our assembly to the
best available An. gambiae genome (i.e., AgamP4 PEST [21]) to evaluate contiguity and to help order
and orient the contigs.
The new PacBio assembly is highly concordant with the AgamP4 PEST reference over the entire
genome, allowing the placement of the long PacBio contigs into chromosomal contexts (Figure 2).
In addition, the high contiguity of the PacBio contigs allows for the resolution of many gaps in the
chromosomal PEST ‘contigs’. Note that the only gaps in the PacBio assembly are at contig ends,
whereas there are many gaps in PEST that are not annotated as contig breaks so the percent Ns per
megabase of PEST is overlaid in the graphs in Figure 2. For example, a single contig from the new
PacBio assembly expanded a tandem repeat region on chromosome 2L that in PEST was collapsed,
while also filling in many Ns (gaps) in PEST, and also spanning a break between PEST scaffolds set to
10,000 Ns (Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Alignment of the curated PacBio contigs to the AgamP4 PEST reference [21]. Alignments are
colored by the primary PEST reference chromosome to which they align but are placed in the panel
and Y offset to which the contig as a whole aligns best. Contig ends are denoted by horizontal lines in
the assembly and vertical lines in PEST. However, there are many Ns in PEST not annotated as contig
breaks so the percent Ns per megabase of PEST is overlaid (scale on the right Y axis). There are no Ns
in the PacBio assembly.
 
Figure 3. Example of a compressed repeat in PEST that has been expanded by the PacBio assembly.
Dotted vertical lines represent a gap in the PEST assembly (10,000 Ns) between scaffolds, which is
now spanned by the single PacBio contig. Coverage plot of the PacBio subreads aligned to PEST
(bottom) highlights the region where excess coverage indicates a collapsed repeat in PEST, in contrast
the coverage of PacBio subreads aligned to the PacBio contig (left) is more uniform.
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The PEST annotation also retains a large bin of unplaced contigs (27.3 Mb excluding Ns)
designated as the “UNKN” (unknown) chromosome. We compared the alignments of contigs from
the PEST chromosomes (X, 2, 3) versus the contigs from the UNKN to the new assembly. Any regions
with mapq60 alignments of both UNKN and chromosomal contigs are likely to be haplotigs in the
UNKN. In total, we find that 7.27 Mb are haplotigs (i.e., also have PEST chromosomal alignments
to the same location in the assembly) and another 10.9 Mb are newly placed sequence that do not
overlap with PEST chromosomal alignments. The UNKN bin also contains 737 annotated genes.
Remarkably, our single-insect assembly now places 667 (>90%) of these formerly unplaced genes
into their appropriate chromosomal contexts (2L:148 genes; 2R:162 genes; 3L: 126 genes; 3R:91 genes;
X:140 genes; unplaced:70 genes; details on specific genes can be found in Table S4), which together
with their flanking sequence comprise 8.9 Mb of sequence. Altogether, this means that 40% of the
UNKN chromosome is now placed in the genome, along with 90% of the genes that were contained
within it.
We also identified several potential rearrangements in the 20–22 Mb region of the X chromosome
(Figure 4). PEST has contig breaks at the putative breakpoints relative to the assembly, however,
given that a single PacBio contig spans the full region and that potential breakpoints relative to PEST
are supported by multiple reads, the most likely explanation is an order and orientation issue in
PEST, perhaps combined with a potential inversion difference between An. coluzzii and the PEST
reference. In addition, the contig contains a relatively large region (~380 kb in total) of PacBio
sequence corresponding to several pieces in the UNKN section of PEST that can now be assigned to
the X chromosome.
Figure 4. Alignment of X pericentromeric contigs to PEST, highlighting likely order and orientation
issues in the PEST assembly that are resolved by a single PacBio contig (22F).
4. Discussion
Long-read PacBio sequencing has been utilized extensively to generate high-quality eukaryote de
novo genome assemblies, but because of the relatively large DNA input requirements, it has not been
used to its full potential for small organisms, requiring time-consuming inbreeding or pooling strategies
to generate enough DNA for library preparation and sequencing. Here we present, to our knowledge,
the first example of a high-quality de novo assembly from a single insect. This assembly, using only one
individual and one sequencing technology, exhibits a higher level of contiguity, completeness, accuracy,
and degree of haplotype separation than any previous Anopheles assembly, demonstrating the impact
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of long reads on assembly statistics. While the assembly did not achieve independent full chromosomal
scale assignment of contigs, its mega-base scale contiguity without gaps immediately provides
insights into gene structure and larger-scale genomic architecture, such as promoters, enhancers,
repeat elements, large-scale structural variation relative to other species, resolution of tandem repeats
(Figure 3), and many other aspects relative to functional and comparative genomics questions.
About a third of the genome for this diploid individual is haplotype-resolved and represented
as two separate sequences for the two alleles, thereby providing additional information about the
extent and structure of heterozygosity that was not available in previous assemblies, which have
been constructed from many pooled individuals. In contrast with approaches requiring multiple
individuals, the ability to generate high-quality genomes from single individuals greatly simplifies the
assembly process and interpretation, and will allow far clearer lineage and evolutionary conclusions
from the sequencing of members of different populations and species. Further, if parental samples are
available, the recently developed trio binning assembly approach [24] can be used to further segregate
alleles for a full haplotype-resolved assembly of both parental copies of the diploid offspring organism.
The assembly presented here provides an excellent foundation towards generating an improved
chromosome-scale reference genome, using the previous PEST reference, scaffolding information from
genetic maps, technologies such as Hi-C (e.g., [25]), or alignment of the contigs to closely related
species’ references. These approaches can also be used to highlight areas of potential improvements to
the FALCON-Unzip assembler and to Purge Haplotigs, or other packages used to identify haplotypic
contigs. As one example, we noticed in the context of the incomplete haplotype purging described
above that some neighboring contig ends exhibited overlaps relative to the PEST reference (Figure S3).
The interpretation of such haplotype contig overlaps was corroborated by the observed halving of
average sequencing depth over the regions of overlap. These methods could incorporate adjustments
to try to account for haplotypic regions in the ends of contigs rather than complete contigs being
fully haplotypic.
We noted the importance of the initial DNA size distribution in conjunction with this protocol.
Since neither shearing prior to library construction nor size-selection thereafter were employed,
the starting high-molecular weight DNA should contain fragments at greater than ~20 kb on average,
and without the significant presence of short (smaller than ~5 kb) DNA fragments. Further research
into suitable DNA extraction, storage and transportation methodologies is needed to fulfill these
requirements for a broader spectrum of different species and environments, in order to allow for the
preparation of suitable DNA samples from wild-caught samples originating in sometimes remote areas
with limited sample preparation infrastructure.
We anticipate that the new workflow described here will facilitate the sequencing and high-quality
assembly of many more species of small organisms, as well as groups of individuals within a species
for population-scale analyses, representing an important prerequisite in view of large-scale initiatives
such as i5K and the Earth BioGenome Project [1,5]. In addition, other research areas with typically low
DNA input regimes could benefit from the described new workflow, e.g., metagenomic community
characterizations of small biofilms, DNA isolated from needle biopsy samples, minimization of
amplification cycles for targeted or single-cell sequencing applications, and others.
Availability of Data: Raw data and assemblies are deposited in NCBI under BioProject PRJNA508774, and at
https://downloads.pacbcloud.com/public/dataset/Mosquito_singleFemale_Assembly/.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4425/10/1/62/s1,
Figure S1. Femto Pulse evaluation of the Modified MagAttract DNA extraction prior to shipment to California;
Figure S2. A chimeric contig between 2L and 3R; Figure S3. Alignment and coverage plot of the PacBio assembly
contigs relative to PEST, and magnification of one area of excess coverage; Table S1. Statistics for Anopheles coluzzii
de novo genome assemblies as a function of the number of SMRT Cells used for the assembly; Table S2. Run
statistics for the three Sequel SMRT Cells; Table S3. Analysis of single copy conserved genes using BUSCO v3.0.2
and the diptera gene set; Table S4: Over 90% of genes formerly unassigned to chromosomes (e.g., residing on the
UNKN chromosome) have now been placed to chromosomes and contigs; Note S1. Software versions for de novo
assembly with FALCON-Unzip; Note S2. Configuration file for FALCON assembly; Note S3. Configuration file
for FALCON-Unzip.
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Abstract: Background: Trichoplusia ni derived cell lines are commonly used to enable recombinant
protein expression via baculovirus infection to generate materials approved for clinical use and
in clinical trials. In order to develop systems biology and genome engineering tools to improve
protein expression in this host, we performed de novo genome assembly of the Trichoplusia ni-derived
cell line Tni-FNL. Methods: By integration of PacBio single-molecule sequencing, Bionano optical
mapping, and 10X Genomics linked-reads data, we have produced a draft genome assembly of
Tni-FNL. Results: Our assembly contains 280 scaffolds, with a N50 scaffold size of 2.3 Mb and a
total length of 359 Mb. Annotation of the Tni-FNL genome resulted in 14,101 predicted genes and
93.2% of the predicted proteome contained recognizable protein domains. Ortholog searches within
the superorder Holometabola provided further evidence of high accuracy and completeness of the
Tni-FNL genome assembly. Conclusions: This first draft Tni-FNL genome assembly was enabled by
complementary long-read technologies and represents a high-quality, well-annotated genome that
provides novel insight into the complexity of this insect cell line and can serve as a reference for future
large-scale genome engineering work in this and other similar recombinant protein production hosts.
Keywords: de novo assembly; PacBio single molecule real-time sequencing; Tricoplusia ni; insect
genome; next generation sequencing; optical mapping
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1. Introduction
Cell lines derived from Trichoplusia ni, the cabbage looper moth, have been used for many years
to produce recombinant proteins by means of the baculovirus expression vector system (BEVS).
While cell lines from other lepidopteran hosts such as Spodoptera frugiperda have commonly been
used for production of baculoviruses, Trichoplusia cell lines have been shown in several cases to
out-perform these cell lines for production yield and protein quality, particularly with regard to
secreted proteins [1]. In the past decade, insect cell protein production has emerged as a viable
alternative to bacterial and mammalian cells for the production of therapeutically relevant proteins,
with several vaccine products generated in baculovirus-infected insect cells having been approved
by regulatory agencies [2,3]. Therefore, a comprehensive systems biology approach to improving
protein production in these cell lines would be of significant benefit to their potential utility as protein
production hosts. However, to date, there are only a few complete genome sequences of lepidopteran
hosts. One of them is the silkworm Bombyx mori, that has been published [4], while an incomplete
draft genome of Spodoptera frugiperda (the host from which Sf9 and Sf21 lines were derived) is the only
sequence available for the more commonly used protein production hosts [5]. The transcriptome [6]
of the Trichoplusia ni-derived cell line, Tnms42, and RNA-seq data [7] from the High Five cell line
(BTI-Tn-5B1-4), have been published, but these data are not useful for large-scale genome engineering
due to a lack of non-coding genomic DNA information. In addition, transcriptome data are inherently
biased towards genes with high transcription levels, and likely lack coverage of significant regions of
the coding genome.
Tni-FNL is a cell line derived by adaptation of BTI-Tn-5B1-4 cells, originally isolated from
Trichoplusia ni egg cells in the Wood laboratory at Cornell [8]. While the original cell line was an
adherent cell line that grew in the presence of serum, Tni-FNL was selected for suspension growth
to optimize its utility for protein production and for the ability to grow in the absence of serum.
The Tni-FNL cell line has been shown to routinely produce higher levels of protein than Sf9 or Sf21
cells, and in some cases to surpass the levels produced in the more commonly used and commercially
available Trichoplusia ni cell line, High Five. High Five cells were derived from the same parent line
as Tni-FNL, suggesting that the specific process used for adaptation likely effected changes in the
cell line, which resulted in this improvement in protein production. For these reasons, we decided to
elucidate the complete genome sequence of the Tni-FNL cell line. This will benefit systems biology
approaches to create improved cell lines that can support higher levels of protein expression and
potentially improve the quality and lower the cost of therapeutic protein production.
Next-generation sequencing technologies have long been used in the genome assembly of many
animal and plant genomes. However, the short-reads they produce have difficulty spanning repetitive
regions commonly found in many genomes, and therefore, generate draft genomes consisting of many
gaps with potential mis-assemblies and collapsed contigs. Recent advances in sequencing technologies,
especially in single-molecule sequencing [9], have resulted in the ability to sequence reads that are
longer than most of the common repeats in both microbial and vertebrate genomes, leading to the
generation of highly contiguous assemblies. Combining PacBio single-molecule sequencing [9] with
complementary technologies such as Illumina short reads, Bionano optical mapping [10], and 10X
Genomics (Pleasanton, CA, USA) linked reads [11] has become the recommended strategy for optimal
genome assembly [12]. Here we report that by applying the new technologies and assembly strategies,
we have generated the first draft genome assembly of Tni-FNL cell line, which was derived from
Trichoplusia ni cells. Comparative analysis between our draft genome of the Tni-FNL (Trichoplusia ni)
genome with other closely related species, as well as the recently published Hi5 germ cell genome
assembly [13], provided further evidence of high accuracy and completeness of our Tni-FNL cell line
genome assembly.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Cell Culture Conditions
Tni-FNL cells were cultured under shaking conditions (125 rpm, 2-inch throw) in 500 mL shaker
flasks at 27 ◦C in Gibco Sf-900 III SFM media (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).
2.2. PacBio Library Preparation and Sequencing
High-molecular-weight genomic DNA (20–150 kb) was extracted from the cultured Tni-FNL
cell line using the Genomic-tip 20/G kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). For PacBio library preparation,
approximately 15 μg of genomic DNA were sheared to an average size of 20 kb using a g-TUBE™
(Covaris®, Woburn, MA, USA). All sizing and quantitation measurements were performed using the
genomic kit for the TapeStation 2200 (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Purity was assessed
by calculating the ratio of absorbance at 260 nm to absorbance at 280 nm as measured on a NanoDrop™
spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and was determined to be suitable.
Following PacBio’s standard 20 kb library preparation protocol 100-286-000-05, the final library was
size selected using a dye-free 0.75% agarose cassette on a BluePippin (Sage Science, Beverly, MA, USA)
with a lower cutoff of 10 kb. 16 SMRT® cells were sequenced on the PacBio RS II (Pacific Biosciences,
Menlo Park, CA, USA) using P6/C4 chemistry, 0.15 nM MagBead loading concentration, and 360
min movie lengths. Additionally, 5 μg of genomic DNA from the same sample were sheared to an
average size of 20 kb using a g-TUBE (Covaris, Woburn, MA, USA), which was used as input to create
a library using the Accel-NGS® XL Library Kit for Pacific Biosciences® (Swift Biosciences™, Ann Arbor,
MI, USA). The final library was size selected using a dye-free 0.75% agarose cassette on a BluePippin
(Sage Science, Beverly, MA, USA) with a lower cutoff of 15 kb. 2 SMRT® cells were sequenced on the
PacBio RS II (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA, USA) using P6/C4 chemistry, 0.15 nM MagBead
loading concentration, and 360 min movie lengths. Additionally, approximately 15 μg of genomic
DNA were sheared to an average size of 20 kb and were prepared for sequencing on the PacBio Sequel
System, using a size selection with a 15 kb lower cutoff on the BluePippin. Two Sequel 1M SMRT®
Cells were sequenced using Sequel Polymerase 2.0 and Sequel Sequencing Kit 2.0 (Pacific Biosciences,
Menlo Park, CA, USA).
2.3. Bionano Optical Mapping
Optical mapping was performed using the Irys optical mapping technology from Bionano
Genomics (San Diego, CA, USA). The sample was prepared as per the IrysPrep Plug Lysis protocol
30026 Rev D and Labeling-NLRS protocol 30024 Rev J. Two million cells from the Tni-FNL cell line
were embedded in an agarose plug for extraction of ultra-high-molecular-weight genomic DNA
(100–2000 kb). Briefly, the cells were washed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS), the cell suspension
was mixed thoroughly with 2% Agarose, and then set into cold plug molds for 15 min. Plugs were
treated overnight with Proteinase K at 50 ◦C, followed by RNase A digestion at 37 ◦C for 1 h. After
washing the plugs with wash buffer and TE, DNA were recovered by incubating the molten plug with
Agarase for 45 min at 43 ◦C. The DNA were further cleaned by Drop Dialysis using a 0.1 μm dialysis
membrane set on top of TE in a petri dish. The DNA were dispensed on top of the membrane and
dialyzed for 45 min. Homogenization of the DNA was achieved by overnight incubation at room
temperature. 600 ng of purified high molecular weight DNA were nicked using 80 Units of the nicking
endonuclease Nb.BssSI (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) for 2 h at 37 ◦C. Fluorescently
tagged nucleotides were then incorporated at the nicked sites by Taq DNA polymerase during the
labeling reaction at 72 ◦C for 60 min. This was followed by repair in the presence of polymerase
and Taq DNA ligase for 30 min at 37 ◦C. After counterstaining the DNA backbone with the YOYO-1
dye, the final sample was quantitated again and 9 μL were loaded into each flowcell of an IrysChip.
The labeled DNA molecules were linearized in the nanochannels on the chip and imaged by the Irys
instrument (Bionano Genomics, San Diego, CA, USA). Both flowcells were run per the Modified Base
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Recipe for 30 cycles, with the DNA concentration time of 200 s. After the first run, pillar cleaning of the
chip was performed, and the chip was imaged again for an additional 30 cycles. This over-cycling was
performed three additional times for both flowcells of the IrysChip (30 cycles in each run) to acquire
additional data.
2.4. 10X Genomics Linked Reads Sequencing
High-molecular weight DNA from the Hi5 cells (extracted using the Bionano Plug Lysis protocol)
was also used to make 10X libraries, as per the Chromium Genome library preparation protocol from
10X Genomics (Pleasanton, CA, USA). In brief, 0.9 ng/μL DNA were used for GEM generation in
the Chromium Controller machine (10X Genomics, Pleasanton, CA, USA). The long DNA molecules
were partitioned along with oligo-coated Gel Beads that provide a 16 bp 10X barcode, an Illumina R1
sequence, and a 6 bp random primer sequence. Isothermal incubation of the GEMs at 30 ◦C for 3 h,
followed by 65 ◦C for 10 min produced barcoded fragments. These fragments were recovered from
the GEMs and cleaned up for subsequent library preparation steps that included end repair, A-tailing
and adapter ligation per the manufacturer’s recommendations. Eight cycles of amplification during
the sample index PCR provided enough yield of the indexed library. The library was quantitated by
qPCR and sequenced on NextSeq (High output kit) (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) with 2 × 150
paired-end reads.
2.5. Transcriptome Sequencing of Tni-FNL Cell Line
Total RNA was extracted from Tni-FNL cells using the NEB Monarch Total RNA Miniprep kit
(New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) as per the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, a frozen
pellet of approximately 20 million cells was thawed and resuspended in RNA lysis buffer. Genomic
DNA was removed by binding to a gDNA removal column, followed by purification of RNA by
binding to the RNA purification column. On-column DNase I treatment was performed for removal of
residual gDNA. RNA was eluted in nuclease-free water and RNA integrity was assessed using the
RNA 6000 Nano Kit on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA).
Approximately 20 μg RNA was obtained and aliquoted before storage and further use.
Short-read sequencing library was prepared from the Tni-FNL total RNA using the NEBNext
Ultra II Directional RNA Library Prep kit (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) as per the
manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 1 μg and 500 ng total RNA was subjected to rRNA depletion
by rRNA probe hybridization and RNase H digestion. The excess probes were removed by DNase I
digestion and the RNA purified using RNAClean XP beads (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA). RNA
was fragmented at 94 ◦C for 5 min to generate a large insert library. Accordingly, longer incubation
time (50 min at 42 ◦C) was used during first strand cDNA synthesis. Purified double-stranded cDNA
was subjected to end prep and adaptor ligation as per the protocol. After purification and selection
for larger size fragments, the adaptor ligated DNA was enriched using 9 cycles of PCR amplification
and purified using SPRIselect beads (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA). Library quality assessment on
Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) revealed the average library
sizes to be around 430 bp.
Total RNA libraries generated from 1 μg and 500 ng Tni-FNL RNA were pooled and quantified
by qPCR. Paired-end sequencing (150 bp reads) was performed on the Illumina (San Diego, CA, USA)
MiSeq platform using v2 sequencing chemistry.
2.6. Propidium Iodide (PI) Staining for Ploidy Determination
Tni-FNL and Sf9 cells in exponential growth phase were harvested at a cell concentration of
approximately 1 × 106 cells/mL and centrifuged at 1050 rpm for 5 min after which the supernatant
was discarded. The cell pellet was suspended in 20 mL of cold (−20 ◦C) 70% ethanol for fixation
and the samples were stored at −20 ◦C. On the day of flow cytometry analysis, cell samples were
centrifuged at 1050 rpm for 5 min to remove the ethanol fixative. The supernatant was discarded
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and the cells were washed two times with 10 mL phosphate buffered saline (PBS). The sample was
centrifuged again at 1050 rpm for 5 min, the supernatant was discarded, and the pellet was suspended
in 1 mL of RNase solution (250 μg/mL; Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) for 20 min at 37 ◦C. A 50 μL
aliquot of propidium iodide (PI; 50 μg/mL) was added to each sample, mixed, and incubated at room
temperature for 5 min, before analysis by flow cytometer.
2.7. Flow Cytometry Analysis
Flow cytometric analysis was performed using the LSRFortessa (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA,
USA) SSC-A vs FSC-A with a gate for cell population. Single cells were selected for analysis by using
the distribution of propidium iodide-W against propidium iodide-A to discriminate doublets and
debris. The propidium iodide-A voltage was adjusted to set the mean of the singlet peak of the Sf9 cell
(reference cell) G0/G1 population at 50,000 in the histogram. The data were collected using FACSDiva
software version 8.0 (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) and analyzed by FlowJo software version
10.2 (FlowJo, Ashland, OR, USA). The DNA index was calculated as the ratio of the mean fluorescence
intensity (MFI) of the Tni-FNL cell G0/G1 population to the MFI of the normal reference (Sf9) G0/G1
population. Ploidy of the test sample was then calculated based on the DNA index and the ploidy of
the normal reference.
2.8. Karyotype Analysis
Chromosome preparations were obtained from established cultures of Tni-FNL. Vinblastine
(5 mg/mL; Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) was added to the cells for 2 h prior to harvest and incubated at
27 ◦C. Cells were treated with hypotonic solution (KCL 0.075M) for 20 min at 37 ◦C and fixed with
methanol: acetic acid 3:1. Slides were prepared at 60% humidity and aged overnight. Pairing was
completed using slides that were stained with a trypsin-Giemsa staining technique (GTG). Analyses
were performed under an Axio Imager Z2 (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) microscope coupled with
a VDS CCD-1300 camera (Genasis, ASI, Carlsbad, CA, USA); images were captured with Spectral
Acquisition Band View 7.2 karyotyping software, (Applied Spectral Imaging Inc., Carlsbad, CA, USA).
2.9. NGS De Novo Assembly Methods
The genomic libraries were sequenced on two different sequencing platforms including the PacBio
Sequel and RSII systems (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA, USA) and the Illumina NextSeq 500
(Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). We performed de novo assembly of the PacBio sequencing reads
using the HGAP4 assembler [14] from SMRT Link software version 4.0.0 (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo
Park, CA, USA). The HGAP4 assembly consensus was polished using the Quiver software in the
SMRT Link software package. In addition, the Canu v1.4 assembler [15] was used to generate a
second set of primary assembly. The Canu assembler was run with all three options of trimming,
error correction and assembly. 10X Genomics Supernova v1.2.0 (10X Genomics, Pleasanton, CA, USA)
was run iteratively for subsampling in order to find the best genome coverage and optimal assembly
results. We subsampled 42× linked reads sequence data and performed de novo assembly.
2.10. Bionano De Novo Assembly
De novo assembly was done using the Bionano Genomics RefAligner version 5122 software
(Bionano Genomics, San Diego, CA, USA). First, we merged all the Bionano runs using the merge
function of the IrysView. Then the merged molecules set was used for Bionano de novo assembly.
The converted Hierarchical Genome Assembly Process (HGAP4) assembly Consensus Map (CMAP)
file was also supplied for the error rate estimation. Analysis parameters were given from the
optArguments_human.xml. We generated multiple assemblies using the different minimum length
cutoffs (150 kb, 180 kb and 210 kb) with two different CMAP-converted fasta assemblies (HGAP4
and Canu). After checking the resulting de novo assemblies, we decided to use the 150 kb minimum
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length cutoff in conjunction with the HGAP4 fasta file supplied as the CMAP file for our final de
novo assembly.
2.11. Bionano Hybrid Assembly
For the step-one hybrid assembly (V1) we used the de novo Bionano assembly with the HGAP4
fasta assembly using the parameters from the aggressive human assembly setting, choosing Nb.BssSI
(New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) as the enzyme and a threshold p value of 1 × 10−10.
In the two steps of hybrid scaffolding to align Bionano genome maps with PacBio WGS assemblies,
the parameters -B2 and -N1 were used to only cut optical mapping assemblies when a conflict was
found. For the step-two (V2) version of the hybrid assembly, we merged the mapped CMAP file
in the hybrid V1 assembly with the unmapped CMAP file not used in the hybrid assembly with
RefAligner version 5122 (Bionano Genomics, San Diego, CA, USA). Then we used the merged CMAP
from V1 hybrid with the Canu assembly to carry out the V2 version of the hybrid assembly. The same
parameters were used for the V2 hybrid assembly.
2.12. Assembly Error Correction
The final hybrid scaffold assemblies were error-corrected using Pilon [16]. The raw Canu assembly
was mapped to Illumina data using the BWA-mem aligner. After mapping, the bam file and Canu raw
assembly were supplied to Pilon to perform error correction.
2.13. Transcriptome Assembly
rCorrector [17] was used to remove erroneous k-mers from Illumina paired-end short reads.
Adapters and low-quality reads were trimmed using trimmomatic tool. The trimmed pair-end reads
were assembled by using trinity assembler (–SS_lib_type FR and –min_kmer_cov 1). The assembly
statistics was calculated using Quast. The completeness of the assembly was assessed using BUSCO
against Endopterygota database.
2.14. Gene Predictions and Repeat Annotations
The complete genes were predicted from the repeat masked genome using Maker v 2.31.8
pipeline [18] as described in the GC Specific Maker pipeline. After the first initial run of Maker
with est2genome [19], the resulting annotation was divided based on GC content as high and low GC
data sets. High and low GC datasets along with the original first maker annotations were used to train
the SNAP [20] and Augustus [21] HMMs for the gene prediction. In the final run, the assembly was
trained against six models, including three from SNAP and three from Augusts, using Maker. The high
quality gene models were filtered by choosing Annotation Edit Distance (AED) cut off 0.5 according to
the published Maker protocol [22].
2.15. Phylogeny Analysis for Ten Insect Genomes
Genomes of Bombyx mori (GCA_000151625.), Cimex lectularius (GCA_001460545.1), Bombus
terrestris (GCF_000214255.1), Bombus impatiens (GCF_000188095.1), Helicoverpa zea (GCA_002150865.1),
Mamestra configurata (GCA_002192655.1), Helicoverpa armigera (GCA_002156985.1) and Cimex lectularius
(GCA_000648675.1). were downloaded from NCBI. For Drosophila, the BDGP6 version of the genome
was used. Nine genomes described above and the Trichoplusia ni Tni-FNL assembly were used
with Busco [23] to annotate the completeness of single-copy orthologs. We used a total of 250 strict
one-to-one orthologs from the 10 species to run the phylogeny analysis. One fasta sequence was
generated per species by appending each of the 250 ortholog sequences. The final file containing a
single sequence per species was used for multiple sequence alignment by MUSCLE [24]. RAXML [25]
was used to generate the maximum likelihood phylogeny from the concatenated multiple sequence
alignment using 1000 bootstrap. The resulted Newick formatted tree was plotted using the iTOL [26].
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3. Results
3.1. Genome Sequencing and Assembly
To build the assembly, we used a combination of three technologies, including PacBio single-
molecule long-read sequencing, Bionano optical genome mapping, and 10X Genomics long linked-reads.
For PacBio sequencing, we constructed and sequenced a 20 kb SMRTbell library using 16 SMRT cells on
the PacBio RS II. 27.3 Gb of data were generated with a 7.2 kb mean subread length. An additional 20 kb
library was constructed using the Swift Biosciences Accel-NGS® XL Library Kit (Swift Biosciences™,
Ann Arbor, MI, USA) and was sequenced using 2 SMRT cells on the PacBio RS II, generating 3.1 Gb
of data with a 9.7 kb mean subread length. In addition, a 20 kb library was prepared by PacBio
and sequenced using 2 SMRT cells on the PacBio Sequel platform, generating an additional 11 Gb
of data with a 11 kb mean subread length. In total, 4,236,403 subreads composing 41 Gb were
produced by the PacBio platforms, representing approximately 110× coverage of the genome (Table S1).
We first performed a contamination check of the PacBio long reads using DeconSeq [27] and found no
contaminants in the sequencing reads. We then performed de novo assembly of the PacBio long reads
using both the HGAP4 assembler [14] and the Canu v1.4 assembler [15]. The HGAP4 assembly was
error corrected and polished using Quiver in the SMRT Link software package. The resulting HGAP4
assembly had 1428 contigs with a total length of 366.3 Mb. The HGAP4 contig N50 size was 939.8 kb
and the maximum contig size was 4.35 Mb. The Canu assembly was performed using the options
of trimming and error correction and yielded 2101 contigs, with a total size of 408.4 Mb. The Canu
N50 contig size was 737.2 kb and the maximum contig size was 6.1 Mb. Since the HGAP4 and Canu
v1.4 assemblers utilize different algorithms, the results may differ and be complementary, potentially
providing better coverage of the whole genome when both are considered during downstream analysis.
The 10X Genomics linked-reads library was constructed and then sequenced on an Illumina
NextSeq 500, producing 918 million 2 × 150 pair-end reads, with an estimated 338× depth of
coverage. We ran the 10X Genomics Supernova version 1.2 (10X Genomics, Pleasanton, CA, USA)
de novo assembly software [28] and sub-sampled the barcoded reads to get an effective coverage of
approximately 42× of the whole genome for an optimal assembly result. The Supernova total scaffold
size was 375.8 Mb with a maximum scaffold of 7.83 Mb and N50 size of 1.63 Mb. The Supernova total
contig size of 316.7 Mb was comprised of 18,923 contigs with a N50 contig size of 54 kb including
6467 contigs exceeding 10 kb in length. The Supernova assembler produced a much more fragmented
assembly, with a total contig size much shorter than that of the PacBio WGS assemblies produced by
the HGAP and Canu v1.4 assemblers. Table 1 shows the comparative assembly metrics generated by
using QUAST [29] for the three NGS assemblies.
Table 1. Comparison of Tni-FNL de novo assembly statistics.
Types HGAP Contigs Canu Contigs Supernova Contigs
Total contigs 1428 2101 18,923
Contigs (≥1000 bp) 1418 2101 18,196
Contigs (≥10,000 bp) 1323 2097 6467
Contigs (≥25,000 bp) 1101 1780 3592
Contigs (≥50,000 bp) 706 1041 1828
Largest contig (bp) 4,352,893 6,104,320 445,812
Total length (bp) 366,261,337 408,408,011 316,721,011
GC (%) 35.66 35.74 35.33
N50 (bp) 939,843 737,233 54,240
N75 (bp) 421,565 250,244 22,505
L50 (bp) 115 158 1653
L75 (bp) 259 399 3894
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3.2. Improved Genome Assembly Using Bionano Optical Mapping Data
To improve the PacBio assemblies and generate hybrid scaffolds representing chromosomal
structure, we used Bionano’s Irys System to generate optical mapping data. Bionano maps can order
and orient sequence fragments to build scaffolds, identify potential chimeric joins in the sequence
assembly, and resolve conflicts between a WGS assembly and genome maps [30]. The high-molecular-
weight (HMW) DNA molecules were nicked using Nb.BssSI enzyme (New England Biolabs, Ipswich,
MA, USA), based on an optimal label density of 14.1 labels per 100 kb, as predicted by the Knickers
software (Bionano Genomics, San Diego, CA, USA) from Bionano. We ran this library on the Irys
system on 6 flowcells, and merged all 6 runs of molecule data for de novo assembly. The resulting de
novo assembly of maps had an average depth of molecule coverage of 61.8× and a total size of 645 Mb
in 1272 Bionano maps. Among these 1272 maps, 730 were between 10–500 kb, 469 were between
500–1000 kb, 71 were above 1000 kb and 2 were longer than 2000 kb. The N50 map size was 608 kb.
We chose maps greater than 150 kb and combined them with the PacBio WGS assemblies to produce
ultra-long hybrid scaffolds using a two-step hybrid approach (Figure 1). We used the Bionano Hybrid
Scaffold pipeline (Bionano Genomics, San Diego, CA, USA) [30] to produce “V1” hybrid scaffolds with
the HGAP4 WGS assemblies. A total of 301 V1 hybrid scaffolds were produced, with a total assembly
size of 328.2 Mb. The N50 of the resulting assembly was 1.74 Mb and the maximum scaffold size
was 10.4 Mb. The Bionano software produces a CMAP file as output, which is a raw data view of a
molecule set or assembly reporting the label site positions within a genome map. We then merged the
mapped CMAP file from the V1 hybrid assembly with the unmapped CMAP files and used Canu v1.4
assembly to carry out a “V2” hybrid assembly. The V2 scaffold reduced the total number of scaffolds
from 301 to 280, further increased the N50 size to 2.33 Mb and produced a longer maximum scaffold
size of over 12.8 Mb. The total assembled scaffold size increased to 359.1 Mb. This V2 hybrid assembly
significantly improved the scaffold N50 size by two-fold compared to the HGAP4 WGS assembly.
Additionally, the longest scaffold size in the V2 hybrid assembly is twice the length of the longest
contig size in the HGAP4 WGS assembly (Table 2). The gaps (fraction of Ns) in the V2 scaffolds were
only 5.5% of the total 359.1 Mb scaffold size.
Figure 1. Genome assembly and optical maps hybrid scaffold workflow. The workflow steps for de
novo assembly, hybrid scaffold, genome assembly error correction and polishing.
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Table 2. Comparison of Tni-FNL genome hybrid scaffold statistics.
Types Supernova Scaffolds Hybrid Scaffolds (V1)
Polished Hybrid
Scaffolds (V2)
Total scaffolds 12,875 301 280
Scaffolds (≥1000 bp) 12,875 301 280
Scaffolds (≥50,000 bp) 355 301 280
Largest scaffold (bp) 7,830,761 10,389,188 12,760,714
Total scaffold length (bp) 375,813,451 328,208,105 359,075,955
GC (%) 35.33 35.5 35.56
N50 (bp) 1,628,260 1,737,254 2,326,860
N75 (bp) 449,524 1,019,983 1,198,934
L50 (bp) 66 57 44
L75 (bp) 172 120 98
# N’s per 100 kb 15,724 2919 5453
3.3. Assembly Conflict Resolution
We identified 789 inconsistent regions when comparing the PacBio WGS assemblies to the Bionano
genome maps. We specifically looked for chimeric joins, which are formed when PacBio reads are too
short to span across extremely long DNA repeats. These errors would appear as conflicting junctions
in the alignment between the PacBio WGS assemblies and Bionano genome maps [30]. The Bionano
de novo assembly software reported the conflict regions as alternative consensus maps representing
different haplotypes. There was a total of 1029 WGS contigs, of which 637 (61.9% of the total) anchored
within the hybrid scaffolds when using a p value of 1 × 10−10 as the cutoff threshold. Among the
789 identified conflicts, 199 chimeric junctions were identified and automatically resolved by the Irys
hybrid scaffold software (Figure S1). The high number of remaining unresolved conflicts between
the WGS assemblies and Bionano optical maps, as well as a high abundance of short fragment sizes
composing the optical maps, suggests the presence of shorter molecules in the Bionano library, and also
indicates that the Tni-FNL cell line genome may be highly polymorphic. It was previously reported
that insect cell lines used to produce recombinant proteins are cytologically unstable, resulting in
varying numbers of chromosomes, depending on the culture history and supplier [31].
3.4. Error Correction of Genome Assembly
The final assembled genome sequences were error-corrected by using two software tools:
SMRT analysis resequencing module and Pilon pipeline software [16]. We first mapped the PacBio
quality-filtered reads to the hybrid assembly sequences to identify consensus and variant sequences
using the PacBio Quiver software. This produced both BAM files and lists of variants in VCF format.
Pilon was used to improve the final hybrid assembly by using read alignments from the Illumina
10X Genomics linked-read data set. Pilon found and fixed 1566 SNPs, 5996 small insertions (consisting
of 8848 bases), 11 small deletions (consisting of 3237 bases), 1164 local misassembles, and 2 gaps. This
step reduced the total gap size by 26.8 kb in the final hybrid scaffold, and produced a polished final
draft genome assembly (Table 2). Of the final 280 scaffolds, 171 scaffolds have sizes greater than 500 kb,
4 scaffolds have sizes less than 100 kb, and the rest of the scaffolds have sizes between 100 kb and
500 kb. (Figure S2).
3.5. Genome Size Estimation Based on K-Mers
To estimate the genome size independently of assembly, we characterized the genome sequence
using k-mer histograms, which was computed from the error-corrected reads using the program
Jellyfish [32], with word sizes k from 19 to 31. Figure S3 shows the k-mer plot of 1N genome. We also
used GenomeScope [33] to profile the genome from the complete set of Illumina short reads. This
method gave an estimated haploid genome length of about 328 Mb, and estimated 86.2% of the
genome was unique and the overall rate of heterozygosity of the genome was 0.35%, based on k-mer
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27 profiling. The lower heterozygosity of the Tni-FNL cell line genome suggests that the Tni-FNL
cells were relatively homogenous. This observation is consistent with the recently published Hi5 cells
genome sequencing paper, which concluded that the Hi5 cells originated from a single founder cell or
a population of homogenous cells, which are different from animal genome.
3.6. Genome Assembly Quality and Completeness Assessment
We first mapped the Illumina 10X Genomics pair-end reads to our Tni-FNL draft genome sequence.
Of the total 918.4 million reads, 93.6% was mapped to the 359 Mb draft genome sequence. Only 0.05%
of the draft genome had no sequencing coverage from Illumina pair-end reads. This indicates that our
Tni-FNL genome assembly is nearly complete.
In addition, we mapped the 10X Genomics Supernova contigs to our Tni-FNL draft genome
assembly sequences using Nucmer [34] and produced a mapped BAM file. Of the total 276.35 Mb 10X
Genomics Supernova contigs that were longer than 10 kb, only 7.12 Mb were either totally unmapped
or partially unmapped, composing only 2.9% of the 10X Genomics Supernova contigs that were not
represented in the draft Tni-FNL genome assembly. From the set of 10X Genomics Supernova contigs
that were aligned with the draft genome assembly, 99.4% were also aligned concordantly (Figure S4),
indicating that the assembly was correct at the local level. Comparing the 10X Genomics Supernova de
novo assembly with the Bionano consensus genome map and WGS hybrid assembly, the latter had a
much longer N50 scaffold size and better contiguity.
We also compared the transcriptome data of the High Five cell line published in 2016 [7] to our
Tni-FNL draft genome assembly. Among the 25,234 assembled transcripts in the High Five cell line,
95.1% were mapped to our Tni-FNL draft genome assembly and 91% were uniquely mapped. This
further indicates that our draft genome assembly is correct at the local level and nearly complete.
Compared with the two other lepidopteran genome assemblies, S. Frugiperda (358 Mb) [5] and
B. mori (432 Mb) [4], our genome assembly of the Trichoplusia ni-derived Tni-FNL cell line produced
much longer N50 contig sizes and far fewer gaps, representing the most contiguous genome assembly
for any lepidopteran genome to date (Table 3).
Table 3. Comparison of Tni-FNL genome assembly with other lepidopteran genome assemblies.
Types Tni-FNL Bombyx mori S. frugiperda
Total length (bp) 359,075,955 481,803,763 358,050,723
Total scaffolds 280 43,462 37,243
Ungapped length (bp) 339,494,557 431,707,935 332,569,779
Scaffold N50 (bp) 2,326,860 4,008,358 53,779
Total contigs 2,043 88,672 >49,244
Contig N50 (bp) 893,993 15,508 7,851
Largest Scaffold (bp) 12,760,714 14,496,184 641,448
Largest Contig (bp) 6,104,547 139,031 234,570
GC (%) 35.56 37.70 32.97
Gap size (bp) 19,581,398 50,095,828 25,480,944
3.7. Determination of Cell Line Ploidy and Karyotype Analysis
Previous analysis of the chromosome content of lepidopteran cell lines showed a lack of
consistency in the ploidy of these cells. Sf9 cell lines were shown to have a mixed population of diploid
and tetraploid cells that varied in their ratios even when cells were cloned out [35]. Bombyx mori cell
lines were mostly diploid but by examining a number of lepidopteran lines, ploidy was found to
be highly variable [36]. While no characterization of T. ni cell line ploidy has been published so far,
based on cell size data, we speculated that it was very probable that these cell lines were tetraploid.
Propidium iodide staining confirmed most Tni-FNL cells contain a 4n DNA content (Figure S5), similar
to the profiles previously observed for selected tetraploid Sf9 cells. In contrast, our Sf9 control cell line
(derived from ATCC CRL-1711) is mostly diploid.
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Lepidopteran chromosomes have been shown to be holokinetic, lacking centromeric structures,
which makes them highly prone to chromosome fragmentation and complex karyotyping [37,38].
Due to this lack of centromeres, different karyotypic staining techniques were tried. In the end,
pairing was completed using slides that were stained with a trypsin-Giemsa staining technique (GTG).
The GTG banding provided slight differences in the structure of the chromosomes that were used to
match similar chromosomes and fragments. As shown in Figure S6, karyotyping of the Tni-FNL cells
was consistent with the suggestion of a tetraploid genome with visible chromosome fragmentation.
The average chromosome number over several spreads was 130. In the context of the putative tetraploid
state of Tni-FNL, these data are consistent with the previous identification of 28–30 chromosomes for
most lepidopteran organisms. The chromosome number appears to be lower than previous studies on
Sf9 cells, which suggests much higher levels of chromosome fragmentation in those cells [35].
3.8. Analysis of GC Content and CpG Islands
CpG islands, which are clusters of CpG dinucleotides in GC-rich regions, represent important
features in insect genomes. Analysis of GC content and CpG islands can help identify the role of CpG
islands in gene regulation and evolution [39]. A previous study found uniformity in GC content and
CpG islands among the lepidopteran insects [10]. Our draft assembly of the Tni-FNL genome shows
a GC composition of 35.7% of the total bases. This composition is very similar to the closely related
species S. Frugiperda (33.0%), and B. mori (37.7%) (Figure S7) and further supports the notion that
closely related organisms share common features at the genomic level.
To study CpG island distribution in the genome, we used EMBOSS [40], which enabled
identification of 4426 CpG islands with a total length of approximately 2.8 Mb (0.8% of the genome)
from a total of 280 final scaffold assemblies. Greater than 83.4% of the CpG islands were identified
when using a genomic window length of 200–800 bases. By comparing the GC content distribution
against the occurrence of CpG islands, we found that the CpG islands occur in the genome where
the GC content ranges between 51% and 75%. The average GC content within the CpG islands is
63.6%, while the average GC content of the whole genome assembly is 35.7%. This is similar to that
of the other lepidopteran insects, such as B. mori and S. Frugiperda (Figure S8). The uniformity in GC
percentage among the lepidopteran insects confirms the previous observation and supports the notion
that closely related insect species share similar genomic patterns [4,41].
3.9. Analysis of Repeat Elements Including Endogenous Viral Elements
To identify repetitive elements within the assembled genome, we ran Repeat Modeler (http:
//repeatmasker.org) software for de novo modeling of the Tni-FNL genome. A model library was
constructed by using the Repbase [42] known repeat library. Repeat masking was accomplished using
Repeat Masker with the model library generated by the Repeat Modeler. All identified repeats were
annotated using Repbase classification. Our analysis revealed a total of 517,939 standard genome
repetitive elements, of which 127,344 were simple repeats, 366,173 were interspersed repeats, 42,457
were retro elements including LINEs, SINEs, and LTRS, and approximately 2,986 were DNA elements.
In total, 18.8% of the Tni-FNL assembly (67.5 Mb) was found to be repetitive and a major fraction of
the repeats were classified as interspersed repetitive elements (Table S2).
The percentage of the Tni-FNL genome made up of repetitive elements (Figure S7) was consistent
with the numbers reported for other insect genomes, including other lepidoptera such as S. Frugiperda
(20.28%) [5] and B. mori (43.6%) [4], as well as other related insects such as C. lectularius (31.65%) [43],
B. terrestris (14.8%) [44], B. impatiens (17.9%) [44], and D. melanogaster (20%). We also searched the
Tni-FNL genome sequence for endogenous viral elements (EVEs) including endogenous retroviruses
(ERVs) among mammalian genomes, and found that 3183 bases of unique EVEs elements hit the
genome. Transcriptionally active EVEs have been suggested to confer protection or tolerance against
related exogenous viruses [45,46].
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3.10. Gene Prediction and Functional Annotation
We predicted 14,101 gene models in the Tni-FNL genome based on the Maker2 [18] pipeline,
which utilizes known proteins, expressed-sequence tags (ESTs), or assembled transcripts to predict
gene models. The High Five cell line (BTI-Tn-5B1-4) transcriptome sequencing data, containing
25,234 transcripts [7], and the B. mori insect annotation, containing 19,559 protein sequences [4], were
downloaded from GenBank and used as input training files for the Maker pipeline for gene annotation.
After the first initial run with est2genome [19], the resulting annotation data sets were provided to
the Snap [20] and Augustus [21] pipelines for gene structure prediction. The initial total number of
predicted gene models in Tni-FNL genome was 41,078. We filtered false positive gene models by
choosing Annotation Edit Distance (AED) less than 0.5. AED is a distance measure that summarizes
the congruency of each annotation with its supporting evidence according to the published Maker
protocol [22]. This produced 14,101 final gene models. The total count of final gene models of Tni-FNL
is similar to the total genes predicted in closely related species such as S. Frugiperda (11,595) and B. mori
(16,424), D. melanogaster (17,746) as well as to Hi5 germ line cell (14,037).
To perform functional analysis of the predicted genes, we ran an InterPro [47] search against the
InterPro consortium databases including Pfam, PROSITE, TIGRFAMs, CDD and 10 other databases
based on homology searches. The InterPro search resulted in 13,143 protein coding genes (93.2% of
total). Protein sequences were classified into families and assigned domains or functional sites. Among
the 13,143 protein sequences, 8680 (66%) protein sequences were assigned Gene ontology (GO) terms,
and 10,846 (82.5%) had a Pfam domain assignment. The GO terms were summarized into three main
GO categories-biological processes, cellular components and molecular functions. We found a total of
884 biological processes, 316 cellular components and 952 molecular functions for the predicted gene
models in the Tni-FNL genome (Table S3). The most abundant (top 10) subcategory genes are selected
and shown in Figure 2.
  
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2. Gene ontology classification of the genes predicted. Gene Ontology (GO) classification of the
predicted genes. Only the most abundance ones are displayed. (a) biological processes, (b) cellular
components, (c) molecule functions.
In order to assess the quality of the genome assembly, we used a protocol developed by the
Maker authors, who state that if 90% of the annotations have an annotated estimated distance (AED)
less than 0.5 and more than 50% of the proteome contains a recognizable protein domain, then the
genome can be defined as well annotated [22]. Our genome assembly predicts for 13,143 protein
sequences that have recognizable domains or protein families assigned, which makes up 93.2% of the
total proteome. The full set of 14,101 gene models all have an annotated estimated distance (AED) less
than 0.5. These data strongly indicate that this genome is well annotated. It is worth noting that by
incorporating RNA-seq data, as well as the annotated silkworm B. mori assembly [4] in our training
data set, we have created an expansive gene model set, which we believe produced a more complete
set of gene annotations for the Trichoplusia ni genome.
In a comparison of GO category genes of the T. ni genome with B. mori and D. melanogaster,
the majority of these are consistent among the three species (Figure 3, Table S4). This result is consistent
with earlier findings that insects share a common set of genes to maintain their integrity though their
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evolutionary pattern, while there is a selection for a set of genes or protein families among them
conferring uniqueness to each insect [4].
 
Figure 3. Functional annotation of the Tni-FNL (Trichoplusia ni), B. mori and D. melanogaster results
comparison. The circos plot describes the shared cellular components, molecular functions and
biological processes among the three species.
We also compared the predicted gene structures of Tni-FNL with closely related species such
as S. frugiperda (11,595 predicted genes) and B. mori (16,424 predicted genes). The total number of
exons in the predicted genes of Tni-FNL (105,550) were between that of S. frugiperda (64,725) and
B. mori (197,632). The number of exons per transcript is very similar among the three species (5.6, 7 and
8 respectively among T.ni, S.f. and B. mori) (Table S5). Approximately one-third of the Tni-FNL
genome is comprised of genic regions and 6% by coding sequences. This is consistent with the well
annotated B. mori annotation published in 2017 by NCBI (Annotation release 102), which shows that
approximately 57% of the genome is genic and 8% contains coding sequences.
3.11. Orthologs and Phylogenetic Analysis
For the ortholog analysis, we searched the OrthoDB6 [48] database using RefSeq genes from 10
genomes, including Tni-FNL (Trichoplusia ni), Spodoptera frugiperda, Bombyx mori, Cimex lectularius,
Bombus terrestris, Bombus impatiens, Helicoverpa zea, Helicoverpa armigera, Mamestra configurata, and
Drosophila melanogaster. BUSCO [23], a known benchmarking approach for assessing single-copy
orthologs conserved among species, was used to annotate the completeness of single-copy orthologs
in the above genomes. We found 2175 complete and single-copy orthologs in Trichoplusia ni (89.1%)
out of 2442 total orthologs of the Holometabola lineage. This provides further evidence of high accuracy
and completeness of our Tni-FNL cell line genome assembly (Figure 4).
In addition, we also found that the Tni-FNL contained a much higher number of complete and
duplicated orthologs (3.5% of total 2442 orthologs of the Holometabola lineage) than the other 9 species
in the comparison. This indicates the Tni-FNL cell line has higher levels of chromosome duplications,
which suggests that Tni-FNL cells may be mostly tetraploid.
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Figure 4. BUSCO assessment results of orthologs among 10 species. Colors refer to the percentage
of the complete single-copy orthologs (blue), complete duplicated orthologs (green), fragmented or
incomplete orthologs (orange), and missing orthologs (red).
Our finding further supports previous studies showing that majority of genes have orthologous
relationships across species in the same lineage, and the lineage-specific orthologs are likely to play
important roles in lineage-specific biological traits [44]. In addition, we used the set of 250 strict
one-to-one orthologs from all of the above 10 species for phylogenetic analysis. RAXML [25] was used
to generate the maximum likelihood phylogeny from the concatenated multiple-sequence alignments.
The gene content matrices were analyzed using the BINGAMMA model in RAXML. The analysis
results were entirely in agreement with the accepted topology of insect relationships among the
selected 10 species [26,47] (Figure 5).
 
Figure 5. Phylogenetic analysis of Trichoplusia ni and closely related insect genomes. Phylogenetic
analyses from 10 species including 6 lepidopterans. It depicts the relationship of Trichoplusia ni with
the other nine insects. Maximum Likelihood tree based on a genome-wide one-to-one orthologs from
10 species. The scale bar denotes substitutions per site.
4. Discussion
By combining PacBio single-molecule long-read sequencing with Bionano optical genome
mapping and 10X Genomics long linked-reads technologies, we were able to produce a high-quality
genome assembly of the Tni-FNL cell line genome. Since lepidopteran chromosomes are prone to
chromosome fragmentation and complex karyotyping [37,38], assembly of a lepidopteran host genome
presented a major challenge. With an average PacBio sequencing read length greater than 10 kb,
the reads could easily span most repetitive elements and were unambiguously placed on the correct
chromosomes, which enabled us to build a highly contiguous assembly. Two sets of WGS assemblies
from the HGAP4 and Canu assemblers were generated in this process. We further improved the
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WGS assemblies with integration of Bionano genome maps to build hybrid scaffolds. Genome maps
helped identify chimeric contigs and fixed mis-assemblies and redundancies present in the WGS
contigs. We improved the hybrid scaffold results by using the long linked-reads generated from the
10X Genomics Chromium platform. The purpose of using barcoded long linked-reads that originated
from larger, single molecules of DNA was to replace the approach of using costly BAC clone or pooled
fosmid clone libraries. The 10X linked-reads assemblies can effectively measure the contiguity and
completeness of the hybrid scaffolds produced from the PacBio and Bionano data and help to identify
connection errors found in the PacBio-Bionano hybrid assembly. By combining single-molecule
sequencing with complementary technologies such as optical genome mapping and 10X linked-reads,
we produced a high-quality genome assembly, which comprises 359 million base pairs with fewer than
5.5% of gaps. It represents one of the most contiguous draft assemblies of a lepidopteran host genome
to date.
To further assess the genome assembly quality and elucidate gene functions in this lepidopteran
host, we performed the gene prediction and comparative analysis with other insect genomes, as well
as utilized the transcriptome sequencing data for this cell line and data generated from previous
studies [6,7]. Comparative analyses of orthologs from the Tni-FNL (Trichoplusia ni) genome and
other lepidopteran hosts confirmed the previous study findings that insect genomes share a common
set of genes to maintain their integrity through their evolution [44]. The total number of repeat
elements identified in the Tni-FNL genome is very similar to those reported in other lepidopteran
insect genomes. The results offer insights for further studies on how changes in the degree of repeat
regions are involved in maintaining genome integrity among insert genomes.
The predicted genes of Tni-FNL identified in this study also provide additional resources for
studying genetic variations and genome evolution in insect genomes. As previous studies suggested,
the full-genome sequences from multiple species can complement each other by clarifying gene
function and organization. In addition, this work will enable efforts to develop system biology tools to
improve the utility of the Tni-FNL cell line for protein production. Recent reports have demonstrated
for the first time the ability to genetically engineer Trichoplusia cell lines using the CRISPR/Cas9
system [49]. High-quality genome modification requires detailed genomic information to ensure
high efficiency of targeted modifications and reduction in unwanted off-target effects. Using the
high-quality genome sequence and newly developed engineering tools, we believe it will be possible
to begin to make modifications to Tni-FNL, which will ultimately improve the quality and lower the
cost of therapeutic protein production using this system.
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comparison among three species, Figure S8: Identification of CpG islands in the Tni-FNL genome; Table S1:
Data Generated from Three Different Technologies, Table S2: Repeat elements identified in the Tni-FNL genome
sequence, Table S3: Gene ontology classification of the genes predicted from the Tni-FNL genome assembly,
Table S4: Comparison of shared GO category genes from Tni-FNL, B. mori and D. melanogaster, Table S5: Transcript
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Abstract: The current human reference sequence (GRCh38) is a foundation for large-scale sequencing
projects. However, recent studies have suggested that GRCh38 may be incomplete and give a
suboptimal representation of specific population groups. Here, we performed a de novo assembly
of two Swedish genomes that revealed over 10 Mb of sequences absent from the human GRCh38
reference in each individual. Around 6 Mb of these novel sequences (NS) are shared with a Chinese
personal genome. The NS are highly repetitive, have an elevated GC-content, and are primarily
located in centromeric or telomeric regions. Up to 1 Mb of NS can be assigned to chromosome Y,
and large segments are also missing from GRCh38 at chromosomes 14, 17, and 21. Inclusion of NS
into the GRCh38 reference radically improves the alignment and variant calling from short-read
whole-genome sequencing data at several genomic loci. A re-analysis of a Swedish population-scale
sequencing project yields > 75,000 putative novel single nucleotide variants (SNVs) and removes >
10,000 false positive SNV calls per individual, some of which are located in protein coding regions.
Our results highlight that the GRCh38 reference is not yet complete and demonstrate that personal
genome assemblies from local populations can improve the analysis of short-read whole-genome
sequencing data.
Keywords: de novo assembly; SMRT sequencing; GRCh38; human reference genome; human
whole-genome sequencing; population sequencing; Swedish population
1. Introduction
Due to advances in DNA sequencing technologies, whole genome sequencing (WGS) has become
an established method to study human genetic variation at a population scale. Large human WGS
projects have been initiated in several countries and geographic regions [1–6], in some cases comprising
10,000 individuals or more [7,8]. These genome projects will provide a wealth of information for
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future research on human genetics, evolution, and disease. Today, the vast majority of human WGS is
performed using short-read Illumina sequencing technology, and requires an alignment of the sequence
reads to a human reference sequence. The gold standard reference is the GRCh38 release from 2013,
which is based on DNA from multiple donors and intended to represent a pan-human genome,
rather than a single individual or population group [9]. However, the current GRCh38 reference might
not be optimal in the context of population specific WGS projects, and more information could be
gained from WGS data by instead using local references genomes, tailored to a specific country or
population. For instance, the de novo assembly of 150 Danish individuals based on Illumina mate-pair
sequencing have strengthened the hypothesis that regional reference genomes can increase the power
of association studies and improve precision medicine [10]. Since Illumina’s technology is limited by
short read lengths and amplification biases [11], it is not a viable alternative for creating human de
novo assemblies comparable to GRCh38 in terms of completeness and contiguity.
A number of sequencing technologies have emerged that are capable of reading very long DNA
molecules without prior amplification. These methods can resolve complex regions of the human
genome, such as GC-rich regions or repeats, which are difficult to determine with amplification-based
and short-read approaches [12]. In particular, PacBio’s single-molecule real-time (SMRT) sequencing
technology has proven to be an excellent method for de novo genome assembly. In 2015, the first
human de novo SMRT sequencing project was reported; the assembly of the CHM1 cell line derived
from a haploid hydatidiform mole [13]. Since then, a handful of human genomes have been assembled
using combinations of long-read, linked-read, and optical mapping technologies [14–17], including the
AK1 cell line originating from a Korean individual [15] and the HX1 genome originating from a healthy
male Han Chinese [14]. These personal genomes have been assembled to a high level of completeness.
For example, the AK1 assembly has a contig N50 size of 17.9 megabases (Mb) and scaffold N50 size of
44.8 Mb, with eight chromosome arms resolved into single scaffolds [15]. The contigs assembled from
SMRT sequence data, as opposed to most assemblies based on Illumina data, are completely gap-free
and contain no ambiguous bases (represented by N’s). Approximately 20,000 structural variations
(SVs) are detected by SMRT sequencing of a human individual [14,15] and a majority of these SVs
are missed by analyses of short-read Illumina WGS data [16]. The assemblies generated using SMRT
sequencing have also indicated that a substantial amount of the sequence is missing from the GRCh38
version of the human reference. For example, 12.8 Mb of novel sequences (NS) were detected in
the Chinese HX1 assembly [14], and a recent study of 17 individuals from five diverse populations
sequenced using linked-read technology revealed 2.1 Mb of NS [18]. Also, an average of 0.7 Mb per
individual not present in GRCh38 was found among the 10,000 samples in a population-scale Illumina
WGS project [8], showing that NS can, to some extent, also be detected in short read data.
The human de novo assemblies available based on long-read data thus indicate that each personal
genome contains a significant amount of dark matter of SV that is not detected by short-read WGS, and
several million bases of a NS that cannot be matched to GRCh38. At present, it is unknown how many
of these SVs and NS are common to all humans, and thus represent errors in the GRCh38 reference,
and how many of them are polymorphic between individuals. To address this question, there is a
need to assemble several personal genomes from different populations around the world to a high
degree of completeness. Such a collection of de novo genomes would make it possible to improve
on GRCh38, and eventually to construct complete new population-specific genomes. In this study,
we performed de novo assembly of genomes from two individuals from the Swedish population, in
order to investigate the missing pieces of GRCh38, and to evaluate the benefits using a local reference
for single nucleotide variant (SNV) calling in population-based WGS data.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Samples
Swe1 and Swe2 were selected from the 1000 individuals included in the SweGen project [1].
Samples of whole blood from these two individuals were collected in 2006 and frozen without the
separation of white and red blood cells at −70 ◦C on site, as part of the Northern Sweden Population
Health Study (NSPHS), which aims to study the medical consequences of lifestyle and genetics.
Genomic DNA was extracted using organic extraction. The NSPHS study was approved by the local
ethics committee at the University of Uppsala (Regionala Etikprövningsnämnden, Uppsala, 2005:325
and 2016-03-09). All participants gave their written informed consent to the study, including the
examination of environmental and genetic causes of disease, in compliance with the Declaration
of Helsinki.
2.2. PacBio Library Preparation and Sequencing
Four PacBio libraries were produced for each of the Swe1 and Swe2 samples using the SMRTbell™
Template Prep Kit 1.0 (PacBio, Menlo Park, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
In brief, 10 μg of genomic DNA per library was sheared into 20 kb fragments using the Megaruptor
system, followed by exo VII treatment, DNA damage repair, and end-repair before ligation hair-pin
adaptors to generate SMRTbell™ libraries for circular consensus sequencing. Libraries were then
subjected to exo treatment and PB AMPure bead wash procedures for clean-up before they were size
selected with the BluePippin system with a cut-off value of 9500 bp. The libraries were sequenced on
the PacBio RSII (PacBio, Menlo Park, CA, USA) instrument using C4 chemistry and P6 polymerase,
and a 240 min movie time in a total of 225 SMRTcells™ per sample.
2.3. De Novo Assembly of SMRT Sequencing Reads
Raw data was imported into SMRT Analysis software 2.3.0 (PacBio) and filtered for subreads
longer than 500 bp or with a polymerase read quality above 75. A de novo assembly of filtered
subreads was generated using FALCON [19] assembler version 0.4.1 (configuration file is provided
as Supplementary Information). In order to improve the accuracy of the assembly, two rounds of
sequence polishing were performed using the Quiver consensus calling algorithm [19]. For subsequent
analysis, primary contigs shorter than 20 kb were excluded from the Swe1 and Swe2 assemblies to
reduce putative assembly errors. This is slightly more conservative compared to the Korean AK1
study [15], where a 10 kb cut-off of primary contigs was used.
2.4. Generation of BioNano Optical Maps and Hybrid Assembly
DNA extraction for optical maps was performed at BioNano Genomics (San Diego, CA, USA),
starting from frozen blood from Swe1 and Swe2. Optical mapping was performed on the Irys
system (BioNano Genomics) using the two labeling enzymes BssSI and BspQI for each individual.
The resulting data was used for a two-step hybrid assembly of the PacBio contigs using the
IrysView software.
2.5. The hg38 Reference Genome
The hg38 reference genome used in this study is identical to the original, full analysis set of
GRCh38 (accession GCA_000001405.15) described in a study by Zheng-Bradley et al. (2017) [20].
This implies that hg38 consists of the primary GRCh38 sequences (autosomes and chromosome
X and Y), mitochondria genome, un-localized scaffolds that belong to a chromosome without a
definitive location and order, unplaced scaffolds that are in the assembly without a chromosome
assignment, the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) sequence (AJ507799.2), ALT contigs, and the decoy sequences
(GCA_000786075.2).
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2.6. Quality Control and Alignment of the Two Swedish De Novo Assemblies
Components of MUMmer3 [21] (NUCmer, delta-filter, and dnadiff) were used to assess the quality
of the Swe1 and Swe2 de novo assemblies and to perform genome alignments. NUCmer (-maxmatch–l
150 –c 400) was used to align each of the assemblies to hg38. After the alignments, delta-filter (-q)
was used to filter out repetitive alignments and to keep the best alignment for each assembled contig.
Summary statistics for the filtered whole genome alignments were generated by dnadiff.
2.7. Detection of Structural Variation in PacBio Data
We utilized NGMLR (v0.2.3) (https://github.com/philres/ngmlr) and Sniffles [22] (v1.0.5) to
detect SVs from PacBio long reads. Filtered subreads (min subread length 500 bp and polymerase read
quality above 75) were first aligned to the hg38 using NGMLR with default parameters. Sniffles (-s 10
–l 50) was subsequently used to identify SVs ≥ 50 bp with at least 10 reads support. Only SV detected
on chr1-22, X, and Y from Swe1, and on chr1-22 and X from Swe2, were kept for analysis.
2.8. Detection of Novel Sequences
To identify NS, we performed two rounds of sequence mapping using NUCmer [21]. The first
round of mapping was the same as described above, when aligning contigs to the hg38 reference.
Contigs and part of contigs that failed to align to the reference in the first step were then processed
in a second round of mapping, where more relaxed settings were used in an attempt to have more
sequences aligned by NUCmer (-maxmatch–l 100–c 200). Duplicated sequences were then removed
to obtain a set of NS for each of the two individuals (Swe1 and Swe2). All NS in the final set have a
sequence length of at least 100 bp, with a sequence identity to the hg38 reference that is less than 80%.
2.9. Repeat Analysis and BLAST Comparison of Novel Sequences
Repeats in NS were analyzed using RepeatMasker (-species human -s–x; http://www.repeatmasker.
org). NS were searched against the nucleotide collection database using BLAST [23] (2.2.31+)
(-max_target_seqs 1–task blastn–num_threads 16). In order to obtain matched sequences of a relatively
high similarity, the BLAST results were post processed by setting an E-value threshold at 10−50 and by
keeping only the top hit for each NS.
2.10. Anchoring Novel Sequences on Human Chromosomes
To determine the potential genomic position of the NS that may be anchored, we first used
NUCmer (-maxmatch–l 100–c 200) and delta-filter (-q) to map the NS to the hybrid scaffolds that were
generated by PacBio contigs and BioNano optical maps. After anchoring of the hybrid scaffolds,
NUCmer (-maxmatch–l 150–c 400) and delta-filter (-q) were ran to identify the location of the
alignments on hg38 chromosomes. NS that mapped to anchored hybrid scaffolds were further
analyzed to identify unique or multiple location anchors. NS that were anchored to decoy sequences
included in the hg38 reference were excluded from the final results.
2.11. Construction of an Extended Reference Based on Swedish Novel Sequences
Novel sequences detected in Swe1 and Swe2 were appended to hg38 to create an extended version
of the human reference sequence (named hg38+NS). For NS overlapping between both Swedish
individuals, only the Swe1 version of the NS was used. The resulting hg38+NS reference added
17.3 Mb of NS to hg38.
2.12. Re-Alignment of SweGen Illumina Data to hg38 and hg38+NS
In total, 200 of the SweGen samples [1] were processed with the Cancer Analysis Workflow (CAW)
pipeline (https://github.com/SciLifeLab/CAW) in normal-only mode (no tumor samples), once with
hg38 and again with hg38+NS as the reference. CAW implements a workflow based on GATK best
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practices. In summary, reads were aligned using BWA-MEM 0.7.15 with the ALT-aware option turned
off. Duplicates were then marked with Picard’s MarkDuplicates 2.0.1. The tools RealignerTargetCreater,
IndelRealigner, CreateRecalibrationTable, HaplotypeCaller, and GenotypeGVCFs from GATK 3.7.0
(https://software.broadinstitute.org/gatk/) were then used in that order to realign around indels,
recalibrate base qualities, and call variants, respectively, resulting in a final CRAM and VCF file for
each sample.
Also, a similar analysis was re-run for 150 of the 200 SweGen samples, but with the ALT aware
option turned on in the BWA-MEM alignment. This ALT aware analysis resulted in a much higher
number of lost and gained SNVs compared to the non-ALT aware alignment. We therefore decided
to focus on the non-ALT aware analysis in this study, i.e., the analysis run on the 200 samples. By a
non-ALT aware alignment, we get a conservative estimate of the number of lost and gained SNVs and
do not exaggerate the effect of adding NS to the hg38 reference.
2.13. Analysis and Annotation of SNVs in SweGen Re-Alignments
To detect SNVs that were consistently gained or lost among the 200 SweGen samples when
the NS were added to hg38, we employed a filtering strategy using custom scripts in Perl and R.
ANNOVAR [24] was used to annotate gained and lost SNVs with information about human genetic
variation from dbSNP [25] v147 and protein coding genes from the NCBI RefSeq database [26].
3. Results
3.1. De Novo Assembly of Two Swedish Individuals
To construct two high-quality genome references for the Swedish population, DNA was extracted
from blood samples obtained from one male (Swe1) and one female (Swe2). The two individuals were
unrelated and selected from the 1000 samples included in SweGen, which is a project where the genetic
variation in a cross-section of the Swedish population was studied using Illumina WGS [1]. A principal
component analysis (PCA) shows that Swe1 and Swe2 are relatively distant from each other in the
context of the genetic variation within Sweden (Figure 1A). The long tail of SweGen samples that are
intermixed with the Finnish genomes mainly represents genome sequences from the northern parts of
the country, and thus the two genomes contain a large portion of the common genetic variation in the
Swedish population.
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Figure 1. Selection of individuals and de novo assembly results. (A) Results of principal component
analysis (PCA) of whole genome sequencing (WGS) data from the SweGen project [1], compared to
the European 1000 Genomes data [27] (CEU: Utah Residents with Northern and Western Ancestry,
FIN: Finnish in Finland, GBR: British in England and Scotland, IBS: Iberian Population in Spain, TSI:
Toscani in Italia). The black dots indicate 942 samples from the Swedish Twin Registry (STR), which
were sequenced within the SweGen project and represent a cross-section of the Swedish population.
Swe1 and Swe2 are the individuals selected for de novo sequencing. (B) Alignment of contigs for Swe1
(blue) and Swe2 (red) to the human GRCh38 reference. A total of 6812 contigs could be aligned for
Swe1 and 6924 for Swe2. Only the male Swe1 sample has extensive coverage of the Y chromosome.
(C) The bars show the total number of non-N bases (top) and scaffold N50 values (bottom) for Swe1,
Swe2, and a selection of other human de novo assemblies. The grey bars represent the top 50 genomes
with the highest number of non-N bases from an Illumina mate-pair assembly of 150 individuals [10].
The Korean (AK1) and Chinese (HX1) genomes were assembled by a combination of single-molecule
real-time (SMRT) sequencing and optical mapping. Scaffold N50 is not shown for GRCh38 (in green)
since it is much higher than for the personal genomes and difficult to fit into the same plot.
SMRT sequencing data was generated at an average coverage of 78.7× for Swe1 and 77.8× for
Swe2 (Table S1). By de novo assembly [28], followed by two iterations of genome polishing, we were
able to construct sequence assemblies of 2.996 Gb and 2.978 Gb for Swe1 and Swe2, consisting of
7166 and 7186 contigs, respectively (Table S2). Each of the assemblies contained about 3000 primary
contigs and an additional 4000 alternative contigs originating from regions with high heterozygosity.
The alternative contigs only cover a small fraction of the genome; about 115 Mb in each individual. N50
values for the primary contigs were 9.5 Mb for Swe1 and 8.5 Mb for Swe2. For both individuals, we also
generated BioNano optical mapping data with two different labeling enzymes, at over 100× coverage
per enzyme. A two-step hybrid scaffolding of the SMRT sequencing contigs together with the optical
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maps resulted in assemblies of size 3.1 Gb and scaffold N50 of 49.8 Mb (Swe1) and 45.4 Mb (Swe2)
(Table S3). These numbers are similar to the 44.8 Mb scaffold N50 obtained for the first published
Korean genome [15], and substantially larger than the median scaffold N50 of 21 Mb obtained for 150
Danish genomes [10]. It is worth noting that the DNA samples used for optical mapping of Swe1 and
Swe2 were extracted from blood collected in 2006. Our results thus demonstrate that it is possible to
obtain very high-quality genome assemblies starting from frozen blood that has been stored in the
freezer for over a decade.
3.2. Evaluating the Quality of the De Novo Assemblies
To assess the quality of the two de novo assemblies, we aligned the contigs for Swe1 and Swe2
to the hg38 reference genome. Throughout this article, the abbreviation hg38 is used to denote a
sequence that is identical to the full analysis set of GRCh38, which includes un-localized scaffolds
and decoy sequences [20] (see Methods). For Swe1 and Swe2, respectively, 2.971 Gb (99.14%) and
2.956 Gb (99.24%) of the assembled sequence could be uniquely aligned to hg38 (see Figure 1B and
Table S4). The slightly higher number of aligned bases for Swe1, who is a male, can be explained by
sequences on the Y chromosome that are not present in the female Swe2 sample. The average identity
between the contigs and hg38 was over 99.7% for both genomes. Intriguingly, a higher fraction of the
Swe2 sequence data can be uniquely aligned to the Swe1 de novo assembly (99.55%) compared to
hg38 (99.24%), thus suggesting that the hg38 reference does not contain all sequences present in these
Swedish individuals. The corresponding analysis for Swe1 is not relevant in this context, since Swe1 is
expected to contain a sequence on the Y chromosome not present in the female Swe2.
In order to discover a NS missing from hg38, it is essential that Swe1 and Swe2 were assembled
to a high degree of completeness and with as few gaps as possible. To evaluate this, we compared
our Swedish de novo assemblies to results obtained for the Korean AK1 [15], the Chinese HX1 [14],
and 150 Danish genomes [10]. As seen in Figure 1C, the primary contigs of Swe1 and Swe2 contain a
similar number of unambiguous (non-N) bases as the other SMRT sequencing assemblies (i.e., AK1
and HX1). Importantly, the assemblies obtained from SMRT sequencing contain over 100 Mb of
additional sequence as compared to the Illumina mate-pair assemblies. The GRCh38 reference contains
almost 3.1 Gb, which is significantly more compared to the ~2.9 Gb for Swe1 and Swe2. To a certain
extent, these differences can be explained by the fact that GRCh38 is based on a combination of DNA
sequences and haplotypes from several individuals [9], which could lead to an inflated genome size,
and also that primary contigs shorter than 20 kb were excluded from the Swe1 and Swe2 assemblies.
N50 scaffold values are highest for the Swe1, Swe2, and AK1 assemblies, which all used BioNano
data from two labeling enzymes for hybrid scaffolding. A single enzyme was used for HX1 and this
assembly has a scaffold N50 similar to those obtained for the Danish genomes.
3.3. Structural Variation in Swedish Genomes
Analysis of SV resulted in a total of 17,936 SVs for Swe1 and 17,687 SVs for Swe2 (Table S5).
These numbers can be compared with the 20,175 and 18,210 SVs detected in the Chinese HX1 and
in the Korean AK1 assembly, respectively. The SV length distribution shows an enrichment of ALU
repeat elements at around 300 bp and of LINE elements at around 6100 bp, similar to what has been
previously reported [15] (Figure S1).
3.4. Detection of Novel Sequences Not Present in the Human Reference
Even though most of the contigs in our assemblies were in good agreement with the human
reference, we detected 25.6 Mb of sequences in Swe1 and 22.6 Mb in Swe2 that could not be aligned
to hg38 (Table S4). To refine these sequences further, we performed a two-step re-alignment using
more relaxed settings and removed duplicated sequences (see Methods). This resulted in 2859 NS in
Swe1 of a total length of 13.8 Mb, and 2786 NS in Swe2 of a total length of 10.6 Mb (Table S6 and Data
S1). The NS were required to be at least 100 bp in length and have at most 80% identity to hg38. They
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could either originate from contigs that could not be aligned to hg38, or from inserted elements in the
aligned contigs. As seen in Figure 2A, most of the NS are relatively short (between 100 bp and 5 kb).
However, 83% of NS bases originate from sequences that are over 5 kb in length.
Repeat masking using sensitive settings, revealed an abundance of repetitive elements in the NS
(see Figure 2B and Table S7). For Swe1, 88.58% of the NS bases were found to be repetitive. A slightly
lower repeat content, 83.60%, was detected in the NS from Swe2. Since the repeat content is around
50% among all Swe1 and Swe2 contigs, there is a high enrichment of repeats in the NS. Also, the
GC level is slightly elevated, with values of 42.68% (Swe1 NS) and 43.45% (Swe2 NS), compared to
40.95% in all contigs (Table S8). SMRT sequencing is known to perform well in repetitive regions
and high-GC regions, and therefore these results are not unexpected. Annotation of all the repeats
showed that satellites and simple repeats make up 82% of the NS bases, but only 3% of all of the
primary contig sequences (see Table S7). Interestingly, all other groups of repeats are underrepresented
among the NS. Even though a high proportion of the NS are repetitive, there is also a substantial
amount of non-repetitive sequence. For Swe1 and Swe2, 1.58 Mb and 1.73 Mb of NS remained after the
repeat masking.
Figure 2. Characterization of novel sequences (NS) found in Swe1 and Swe2. (A) The histograms show
the length distribution of all NS found in Swe1 and Swe2. Shorter NS are displayed in the left panel
(100 bp to 5 kb), and longer NS are shown in the right panel (>5 kb). The longer NS comprise the
majority of the NS in Swe1 and Swe2. (B) Results of repeat masking in primary contigs (left) and NS
(right). Within the primary contigs, 51% of the bases are found to be repetitive using the repeat masker
software, while 86% of the bases are repetitive within the NS. Satellite and simple repeats make up 82%
of the bases in the NS. (C) Results of matching the 5645 NS in Swe1 and Swe2 to the NCBI database
using BLAST [23]. Each piece of the pie chart represents the number of NS that were assigned to a
particular species as the top hit. The No hit category (in white) contains NS where no E-value reached
10−50 or lower. A total of 72 of the NS are in the Other category, which includes matches to a number of
parasitic worms (both for Swe1 and Swe2) and a complete human papilloma virus 35 (HPV35) genome
(only for Swe2).
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3.5. Origin of the Novel Sequences
To further investigate the contents of the NS, we performed a BLAST search [29] against all
sequences present in the NCBI database (see Figure 2C, Table S9 and Data S2). Thirty-one percent of
the NS did not produce a BLAST hit, implying that they have not been previously reported. For the
remaining NS, the majority matched to human entries in NCBI, thereby suggesting that a majority of
our NS have been detected previously, but originate from regions or haplotypes that have not been
included in the hg38 reference. We also detected 5% non-human primate sequences, which most likely
originate from regions missing in hg38 that have been sequenced in another primate. Nearly 1% of the
NS match to other, non-primate, species. Of note, several of the hits show high similarity to parasitic
worms, including Spirometra erinaceieuropaei, Enterobius vermicularis, and Dracunculus medinensis. Since
it is highly unlikely that the two Swedish individuals indeed have DNA from these parasites present
in their blood, a more plausible explanation is that the worm genome assemblies contain a fraction
of human sequence. The initial worm assemblies were based on short-read sequencing of samples
extracted from human patients [30], and contigs not aligning to GRCh38 may have been mis-annotated
as the worm sequence, thus explaining the overlap with our NS. Notably, the Swe2 sample also
contained a complete human papilloma virus 35 (HPV35). This could either originate from an HPV35
infection in the blood of this individual, or from a contamination in the sample.
3.6. Comparing Novel Sequences between Swedish Individuals and the Chinese HX1
To investigate whether the NS are individual-specific, population-specific, or shared between
different populations, we compared our results to those obtained for the Chinese HX1 genome [14].
The HX1 assembly was based on 103× genome-wide SMRT sequencing of DNA from a human blood
sample, where 12.8 Mb of NS was found. Starting from the NS identified in Swe1 or Swe2, we
determined whether the same sequences could be identified in the other Swedish assembly, or in
HX1 (see Figure 3A and Table S10). For Swe1 and Swe2, 55% (7.65 Mb) and 52% (5.51 Mb) of the NS,
respectively, could also be found in the other Swedish individual, as well as in HX1. The higher overlap
obtained when starting the analysis from Swe1 is explained by certain repetitive elements that occur
with a higher copy number in Swe1 compared to Swe2. Our results also show the presence of over 5
Mb of NS in the three-way overlap category, i.e., found in all three individuals. A smaller amount of
NS (~1.5 Mb) was only common between the two Swedish individuals, while not found in the Chinese
HX1, thus representing a possible population-specific sequence. We also identified a substantial
amount of individual-specific sequences, 3.27 Mb for Swe1 and 3.22 Mb for Swe2. Interestingly, a much
higher amount of NS were shared between Swe1 and HX1 (1.36 Mb) compared to Swe2 and HX1
(0.29 Mb). Since Swe1 and HX1 are both males, while Swe2 is a female, the ~1 Mb of additional NS
shared between Swe1 and HX1 may at least partly be explained by segments of the Y chromosome
that are missing from the hg38 reference.
3.7. Anchoring Novel Sequences on Human Chromosomes
We next aimed to anchor the NS onto human chromosomes using information provided by the
PacBio long-read data and BioNano optical maps (see Methods section). Only a minority of sequences
could be placed into the human genome using this approach, but this analysis still provided valuable
insights about the genomic localization of the NS (see Figure 3B). For Swe1 and Swe2, 2.08 Mb and
1.97 Mb of NS, respectively, could be uniquely anchored to a chromosome, while 1.70 Mb and 1.55 Mb
were anchored to multiple chromosomes (see Table S11). This again shows that many NS contain
repetitive or transposable elements. For the uniquely anchored NS, we observed an accumulation at
certain chromosomes. The highest amount of three-way overlap sequences is present on chromosome
21, while chromosomes 13, 14, and 22 also show enrichment (Figure 3C). The NS placed on these
chromosomes are mainly localized to centromeric or telomeric regions, suggesting that placement of
these sequences has previously been difficult to determine due to their repetitive content. Interestingly,
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we detected an accumulation of population-specific NS present in both Swedish individuals, but
not in the Chinese HX1 on chromosome 17. A relatively large amount of sequences (121 kb) shared
only between the two male individuals (Swe1 and HX1) could be anchored to the Y chromosome.
Surprisingly, we also noted an accumulation of NS shared between Swe1 and HX1 on chromosome 17.
Figure 3. Anchoring of Swe1 and Swe2 NS to the hg38 reference. (A) The pie chart to the left shows
the proportion of Swe1 NS (in total 13.8 Mb) that are also found in Swe2 or in the Chinese HX1.
The category 3way (grey) represents NS that are found in all three individuals. The bars to the right
show the amount of NS that can be anchored to the hg38 genome. The category unplaced represents
sequences in hg38 that are not associated with any chromosome, and unlocalized corresponds to
sequences that are associated with a specific chromosome but have not been assigned an orientation
and position. The multi category furthest to the right represents NS that are mapping to multiple
chromosomes. (B) Similar results for NS detected in Swe2. (C) Examples of chromosomal regions
where a high amount of NS are detected. The two plots to the left show the localization of 3way
overlap sequences (i.e., found in Swe1, Swe2, and HX1) near the centromeric regions of chr14 and
chr21. The top right panel displays a region on chr17 where an excess of NS found only in Swe1 and
Swe2 could be anchored. The bottom left panel shows NS detected only in the two males (Swe1 and
HX1) that could be anchored to regions close to the telomere of chromosome Y.
3.8. Application of Novel Sequences for Population Scale WGS Analysis
Having identified several Mb of DNA not present in the human reference, we were interested
to see whether these NS would improve the results of whole genome re-sequencing of the Swedish
population. We therefore created a new reference consisting of hg38 combined with all the NS detected
in Swe1 and Swe2 (named hg38+NS), after which we leveraged the Illumina WGS data from the
SweGen dataset [1] and aligned the reads from 200 individuals both to hg38, as well as to hg38+NS.
The aim of this analysis was to study whether the number of SNVs was altered as a result of appending
NS to the reference, through an analysis procedure outlined in Figure 4A.
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Figure 4. Re-analysis of Illumina WGS data using a Swedish human reference. (A) Overview of our
method to evaluate the effect of NS on SNV calls from Swedish Illumina WGS data. In the first step,
reads from 200 SweGen samples [1] were aligned both to hg38 and to an extended reference (hg38+NS),
where 17.3 Mb of NS detected in Swe1 and Swe2 were appended to hg38. In step 2, single nucleotide
variants (SNVs) for each of the samples were sorted into three groups: (i) SNVs found only in hg38, but
not in hg38+NS (named Lost, in green); (ii) SNVs found both in hg38 and hg38+NS (‘Both’, in grey);
and (iii) SNVs found only in hg38+NS, but not in hg38 (Gained, in orange). After such SNV tables were
generated for all 200 individuals, a summary file was created for the Lost and Gained group. The Lost
SNVs were not allowed to be detected in any of the Gained or Both files. A similar filtering was also
performed for the Gained group. In step 3, we further filtered the SNV lists by removing all centromeric
regions (from file centromeres_UCSC_hg38.txt). The resulting Gained SNVs were separated into two
distinct groups, those present in hg38 chromosomes (chr1-22, X or Y) and those present in the NS.
(B) Frequency distribution of the 736,488 SNVs that were gained in the NS. The x-axis shows the not
peer-reviewed is the author/funder. It is made available under a CC-BY 4.0 International license.
bioRxiv preprint first posted online on 18 February 2018; doi:http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/267062. The
copyright holder for this preprint (which was 21 SweGen samples (out of 200) and the y-axis show the
number of gained SNVs for each number of samples on a log10-scale. Most of the gained SNVs are
detected only in a few samples. The blue and red areas show the number of SNVs that are gained in at
most 5% and at least 95% of samples, respectively. (C) Frequency distribution of the SNVs that were
lost in hg38 when adding NS to the hg38 reference. (D) Frequency distribution of the gained SNVs on
chromosomes 1-22, X, or Y (i.e., not in NS) when adding NS to the hg38 reference.
An average of 42.5 SNVs per kb was detected in the NS and their frequency distribution is shown
in Figure 4B. Some of these SNVs are likely to represent true novel genetic variation in the cohort, but
a fraction may also originate from errors in the Swe1 and Swe2 assemblies. Surprisingly, the addition
of NS to the reference had a large effect on variant calls of the autosomes and sex chromosomes, where
134,851 SNVs disappeared (outside of centromeric regions) when the extended reference was used
(Figure 4C). These SNVs originate from reads that preferentially align to a NS and can be considered as
false positives in hg38. Interestingly, we also found a substantial number of SNVs (n = 72,157) which
were gained on the hg38 chromosomes when using the extended reference. These gained SNVs in
hg38 have overall lower allele frequencies compared to the lost SNVs (see Figure 4D).
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Finally, we investigated SNVs that were consistently lost or gained in hg38 for at least 5% of the 200
SweGen samples when using the extended reference (see Figure 5A). Only a small number of SNVs (n
= 823) were gained on the hg38 chromosomes in at least 5% of the samples when using the extended
reference. However, 26,724 SNVs were lost in at least 5% samples when appending NS to the hg38
reference. These consistently lost SNVs have an uneven distribution over the genome, with the highest
peak on chrY and smaller peaks on several other chromosomes. Global annotation of the consistently
lost SNVs showed that 7130 (27%) of these are present in version 147 of dbSNP. For the consistently
gained SNVs, only 130 (16%) are present in dbSNP, suggesting that these SNVs are more difficult to
detect using the hg38 reference alone. A total of 109 consistently lost SNVs were located in a coding
sequence of a gene, but none of the consistently gained SNVs were in coding regions. Figure 5B shows an
example region on chr17 where the NS improved the alignment of Illumina WGS data for two SweGen
individuals, resulting in the removal of around 100 false positive SNVs, and importantly, the discovery
of seven novel SNVs that were previously masked by the mis-aligned reads. A second example is shown
in Figure 5C where a region on chrY with about 1000× coverage and many dubious SNVs are cleaned
up when NS are appended to hg38. In a third example, as illustrated by the genome browser view of the
FRG2C locus, the hg38+NS reference improves alignments in coding regions (see Figure 5D).
Figure 5. A novel reference gives improved alignment and SNV calling of SweGen WGS data.
(A) Genomic distribution of SNVs that are lost (green) and gained (orange) when NS are appended to
the hg38 reference. Only non-centromeric SNVs that are lost/gained in at least 5% of the 200 SweGen
samples are shown in this figure. (B) An IGV [31] view of Illumina reads for two representative SweGen
samples at a region on chr17, where some SNVs are lost and others are gained when using the hg38+NS
reference. Illumina data is shown for a male and a female (not the same individuals as Swe1 and
Swe2). Both for the male and female, the coverage decreases over the region when NS are appended to
hg38, and about 100 (homozygous) false positive SNV calls are lost in each of the samples. Only five
heterozygous SNVs where found for the male individual when the novel reference was used, and two
homozyogous SNVs for the female (marked by asterisks ‘*’). A red asterisk indicates a gained SNV
that is not detected in hg38. (C) An example region on chrY where the coverage was reduced from
almost 1000× to below 30× when using hg38+NS, and where a large number of SNVs were lost. Only
data for the male individual is shown in this panel. (D) Improved alignment and SNV calling over the
FRG2C locus on chromosome 3. A large number of SNVs were lost, and six SNVs were gained (red
asterisks ‘*’), in the female SweGen sample. Some of the lost and gained SNVs are located in the coding
sequences of FRG2C.
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4. Discussion
Swe1 and Swe2 represent two of the most complete individual human de novo assemblies
produced to date. On average, the primary contigs contain 2.87 Gb of unambiguous (non-N) sequence
per individual, which is similar to the Chinese HX1 [14] and the Korean AK1 [15] individuals, and 133
million more bases than what could maximally be assembled in any of the 150 Danish genomes [10].
Even though our Swedish assemblies are comparable to HX1 and AK1, both in terms of quality
and completeness, they are still not entirely complete. To a large extent, this incompleteness can be
explained by the current limitations of the sequencing and optical mapping technologies used in this
study. Not even the longest DNA molecules in our data can bridge repeats that are spanning over
several mega bases, and this implies that our assemblies will break down at such loci. Eventually, the
Swe1 and Swe2 assemblies could be further improved by BAC sequencing of specific regions [15],
by chromosome interaction mapping [32], by linked-reads from 10× Genomics [15,17], or long reads
from nanopore-based sequencing [33]. By combining data from these technologies, it would also be
possible to phase haplotypes, and to generate diploid sequences over large parts of the Swe1 and
Swe2 genomes.
With the new sequencing technologies, it is possible to assemble complete human genomes
starting directly from tissues or blood, instead of using cell line samples that have been the traditional
source of DNA for human reference genomes. This is of importance since it should resolve the potential
issue with genomic aberrations introduced during cell line transformation and long-term culturing [34].
In this study, we have therefore chosen to compare the assemblies of Swe1 and Swe2 to the Chinese
HX1 genome, which was also obtained from a blood sample, rather than the Korean AK1 genome,
which was based on cell line DNA.
The Swedish de novo assemblies reveal a large amount of NS not present in the GRCh38 reference.
Over 5 Mb of NS were overlapping between our two Swedish genomes and the Chinese HX1, and this
likely represents a valid human DNA sequence. In addition, 1.36 Mb of male-specific sequence was
found (i.e., overlapping between Swe1 and HX1) and a substantial fraction of these sequences could be
anchored to the Y chromosome. We estimate the total amount of sequence missing from GRCh38 to be
at least 6 Mb, which corresponds to about 0.2% of the size of the human genome. Another interesting
class of NS are the ~1.5 Mb found in Swe1 and Swe2, but not in HX1. Several of these potentially
population-specific NS are clustered at certain genomic regions, such as chr17 (see Figure 3C). Some of
these regions could have been targets for selection during human evolution, although this needs to be
investigated further.
At this point, there is no evidence for the presence of functional elements within the NS, although
preliminary data suggest that some of them are actively transcribed (data not shown). A more thorough
analysis would be required to shed light on the functional relevance of these NS in the different cell
types in the human body. For example, this could involve searching for open reading frames, conserved
sequences, expressed mRNAs, enhancers, and transcription factor binding motifs. It might even be
possible to leverage mass spectrometry data to search for peptide sequences missing from the current
version of the human genome. Although the functional analysis is highly relevant, it would be a major
undertaking that falls outside the scope of this present study.
Our results show that the NS can be used to construct a new version of the human genome
reference that improves the analysis of population-scale Illumina WGS data. On average, 10,898 SNVs
per individual were lost, and 75,035 SNVs per individual were gained in 200 SweGen samples when
appending the NS to GRCh38, with some of this variation affecting the coding sequences of known
genes. Because of the stringent filtering options used in our analysis (see Figure 4A), these numbers
should be seen as a conservative estimate of the novel variation that could be resolved using an
improved reference. In addition, since many regions still show poor alignments for SweGen data also
when using hg38+NS (data not shown), it is likely that our reference could be further improved and
customized for the Swedish population. This could for example be done by flipping genetic variants so
that the common alleles in the Swedish population are represented in the reference sequence, as this is
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an approach that has been suggested to improve the alignments of population specific NGS data [35].
However, the benefits of an improved reference are likely to be even stronger for other, non-European,
population groups that were poorly represented in the original assembly of GRCh38 [9].
5. Conclusions
In conclusion, despite all efforts to refine the human genome since its original release in
2001 [36], our results indicate that substantial improvements could still be made, not least to
represent specific population groups, by the de novo assembly of representative human genomes from
different populations.
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Abstract: We address the problem of observing personal diploid methylomes, CpG methylome pairs
of homologous chromosomes that are distinguishable with respect to phased heterozygous variants
(PHVs), which is challenging due to scarcity of PHVs in personal genomes. Single molecule real-time
(SMRT) sequencing is promising as it outputs long reads with CpG methylation information, but a
serious concern is whether reliable PHVs are available in erroneous SMRT reads with an error rate of
∼15%. To overcome the issue, we propose a statistical model that reduces the error rate of phasing
CpG site to 1%, thereby calling CpG hypomethylation in each haplotype with >90% precision and
sensitivity. Using our statistical model, we examined GNAS complex locus known for a combination
of maternally, paternally, or biallelically expressed isoforms, and observed allele-specific methylation
pattern almost perfectly reflecting their respective allele-specific expression status, demonstrating the
merit of elucidating comprehensive personal diploid methylomes and transcriptomes.
Keywords: statistical methods; DNA methylation; gene expression; single molecule real-time
sequencing; allele-specific analysis
1. Introduction
DNA methylation plays important regulatory roles in a wide range of biological processes,
including differentiation, transposon repression, and cancer progression [1–3]. Several technological
advances now enable us to evaluate genome-wide DNA methylation [4] at the resolution of a single
base-pair [5]. Furthermore, single-cell biology can now be applied to epigenetics, allowing methylation
to be measured at the single-cell level. This creates a unique research frontier [6–8]. Despite such
advances in methodology, the detection of allele-specific methylation (ASM) [9], in which only one of
two homologous chromosomes is methylated in a specific region, remains challenging.
To distinguish two homologous chromosomes directly, several studies have explicitly utilized
heterozygous variants, as such variants define the differences between two homologous chromosomes.
One approach involves a two-step experiment [10,11]. In the first step, DNA fragments containing
methylated alleles were enriched using a methylation-sensitive restriction enzyme or by methylated
DNA immunoprecipitation. In the second step, sequence variants in the library were quantified
using a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array or DNA sequencing. Variants associated with
methylation might thus be over-represented when compared with an appropriate negative control.
This approach is relatively cost-effective and comprehensive, but the resolution is limited by the
distribution of the relevant restriction enzyme cleavage sites, which are far sparser than CpG sites.
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Another approach exploits heterozygous variants within bisulfite-treated sequencing reads [12,13].
To assign a read to one of two alleles, the read must contain at least one informative (i.e., heterozygous)
variant in addition to the CpG site. However, we will show below that this condition is rarely satisfied
when short bisulfite-treated reads are used; bisulfite cleaves DNA into fragments less than 500 bp
long [14], with maximum read lengths of 1500 bp [15]. For example, Kuleshov et al. performed
haplotyping of a genome using a read cloud containing long-range information and performed
short-read bisulfite sequencing to survey ASM in a genome-wide manner; however, ASM was only
partially observed [16].
It is difficult to observe comprehensive ASM for a given individual genome because of the lack
of sufficient heterozygous variants available in short reads around the CpG sites. Consequently,
the current genome-wide overview of ASM is an average mixture of observations for many individuals
in a population.
In the present work, we hypothesize that long reads are necessary to directly observe genome-wide
ASM of most CpG sites in an individual genome. We developed an alternative method that allows
evaluation of regions of intermediate methylation status. We used kinetic information obtained by
PacBio (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, California, USA) sequencing to call regional CpG methylations
as reported previously [17]. We term the allele-specific methylome data obtained using phased long
reads as the personal diploid methylome, as these data are comprehensive genome-wide ASM data
obtained from a single individual based on personal haplotype information.
Previous studies have revealed the prevalence of allele-specific expression (ASE) in humans and
demonstrated a link between ASM and ASE [18,19]. We incorporated transcriptome data obtained
using long reads (as in “Iso-seq” studies using PacBio long reads [20]) and short reads to confirm that
some of the ASM statuses we detected are consistent with their transcriptional activity, including their
ASE statuses, i.e., personal diploid transcriptomes.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data Source
DNA sequencing data and phased variant information for HG002 were obtained from a file
transfer protocol (FTP) repository of the GIAB (Genome in a Bottle) consortium [21]. The original
cell lines are available (Coriell GM24385). DNA/RNA sequencing data and assembled haplotigs
(haplotype A and B) for AK1 were obtained from a public repository (Accession No. PRJNA298944) [22].
Both samples were lymphoblastoid cell lines.
2.2. Assignment of Reads to Each Haplotype for AK1 and HG002
For AK1 data, contigs of haplotypes A and B were separately aligned to human hg38 reference
genome by BWA aligner (version 0.7.15) [23] with the “mem” mode. The phased heterozygous single
nucleotide variants (SNVs) were called by comparing the haplotype A and haplotype B genomes.
For both samples, we mapped the genomic reads to the reference using BLASR (http://bix.ucsd.edu/
projects/blasr/) with default options set in SMRT Analysis 2.3.0 (Pacific Biosciences) (Figure 1a). Then,
if the read contained matches to phased heterozygous variants (PHVs), we counted the number of
PHVs supporting each allele. Assignment of the allele for each read was determined by majority
voting, and reads were excluded from further analysis if they contained none of the PHVs, or if the
voting was tied. In total, 24,181,074 reads (210,782 Mb) from the AK1 dataset were aligned to hg38.
The average length of the mapped reads was 8717 bp. Of the reads, 13,857,752 (139,467 Mb) contained
at least one match to a PHV, and a haplotype label was assigned. Although these reads constituted
57.3% of all mapped reads in terms of read number, they contained 66.2% of the mapped bases. More
bases were retained because longer reads were more likely to contain matches to the PHV. In other
words, reads with no matches were likely to be shorter, therefore affecting a relatively small number of
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bases. Consequently, the average length of reads assigned to a haplotype was 10,064 bp, 115% that of
the average length in the original dataset.
For the HG002 dataset, the phased variants calculated using the linked-read technology were
available [24]. Starting from 23,031,407 reads (168,051 Mb) aligned to hg38, 13,676,974 reads
(111,543 Mb) were assigned a haplotype label. Thus, we retained 59.4% of all mapped reads and
66.4% of all mapped bases. The average read length of reads assigned to a haplotype was 8156 bp,
112% that of the average length of the original dataset, which was 7296 bp.
2.3. Generating the Diploid Methylomes
We examined the single-molecule real-time (SMRT) read sets of both alleles separately and called
the regional methylation status of genome-wide CpG sites using the kinetic information inherent in
reads, as described previously [17]. To determine the cause of read assignment errors in the ASM
detection pipeline and how they affect the accuracy of final ASM calls, we assumed that Inter-pulse
duration (IPD) ratio statistics around the SNV are perturbed by
ΔIPD = random(−1, 1)× P × (IPD − 1.0), (1)
where random(−1, 1) is sampled from the uniform distribution over [−1, 1] and P = 1%. The third
factor, (IPD − 1.0), captures a typical scale of IPD deviation. The second factor (P) represents
probability of read assignment error, which was estimated to be 1% (Section 3).Then, the perturbation
will be largest (fully realized) when two alleles are in completely contrastive methylation state
(100%/0% of the molecules methylated), which corresponds to the extreme case where the first
factor = 1 or −1. In general, we cannot know underlying methylation states in each allele, and
we must utilize random distribution to mimic the magnitude of perturbation realized. Moreover,
we cannot assume a specific distribution for IPD perturbation, thus we decided to use uniform
distribution indifferently.
2.4. Calculating the Distribution of Phased Heterozygous Variants with Respect to CpG Islands or Exons
CpG island (CGI) annotation was retrieved from the UCSC Genome Browser (https://genome.
ucsc.edu/). For both PHVs and common SNPs, the distance from the CGI was calculated as the
genomic distance from the center of the CGI. To calculate the distribution of PHVs and common SNPs
with respect to exons, a gene model (GENCODE ver. 24) was intersected with each feature.
2.5. Allele-Specific Expression Analysis of AK1
Short-read (Illumina, San Diego, California, US) RNA-seq data was aligned to hg38 reference
genome by Hisat2 aligner (version 2.0.0-beta) [25] with the default parameter. For long-read (PacBio)
Iso-seq data, CCS reads were extracted from raw h5 files by SMRT Analysis software (version 2.3.0)
with the parameter “–minFullPasses 0 –minPredictedAccuracy 70”; then, CCS reads were aligned
to hg38 reference genome by GMAP aligner (version 2016-08-16) [26] with the default parameter.
IDP-ASE software [19] was used to perform ASE analysis at the gene and isoform levels by short-read
RNA-seq data and long-read Iso-Seq data.
2.6. Identifying CpG Islands with Allele-Specific Methylation
Of the 26,866 CGIs in the entire genome, we examined 20,140 with at least 30 CpGs to focus on
the more functional CGIs. Of these, in the HG002 dataset, 5063 were not covered by long reads after
allelic origin assignment, partly because they are relatively distant (4016 are separated by ≥5000 bp)
from their nearest PHV. We required that all CGIs be covered by a sufficient number (≥16.0× for
each haploid) of long reads to reduce the false discovery rate [17]. A total of 7093 CGIs met these
criteria. Similarly, we analyzed the AK1 dataset and determined that 7322 (of 20,140) CGIs were
not covered by any read, but 10,087 of the remaining 12,818 CGIs had sufficient coverage (≥16.0×).
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We then examined the methylation status of each CpG site using our methylation detection algorithm
AgIn [17]. Specifically, we calculated the methylation level of the CGI as the (unweighted) average
of the methylation status, presented as 0 or 1 (unmethylated or methylated, respectively), within the
CGI.After identifying ASM CGIs, each CGI was associated with a gene(s) by manual inspection on a
genome browser, and the closest gene (transcript) was recorded.
3. Results
3.1. A Statistical Model for Accurate Read Assignment
The first step towards ASM detection using long reads is read assignment (Figure 1a), i.e., to assign
each read to an original allele based on variants contained in the read. This is a nontrivial task
considering that long reads have a higher error rate. While the consensus accuracy of long reads can be
sufficiently good for detecting small genomic variants, here we are faced with a raw read error rate as
we assign each single read to an allele one by one. It is difficult to call heterozygous variants (found in
∼0.1% of all genomic positions) using only long reads with an error rate of, for example, ∼15%.
We instead utilized highly accurate haplotype PHVs determined by short read sequencing to
achieve reliable read assignment. By this design, we were able to ignore discordance between the
reference genome and long reads on non-variant sites, which effectively corrected most of the errors
in the long reads. Another technique employed to improve read assignment was to use only SNVs
and to ignore insertions and deletions (indels), which constitute a dominant fraction of the errors in
PacBio long reads, thereby reducing the relevant error rate. This observation has been utilized by
several authors to handle erroneous long reads, in diploid-aware de novo assembly [27] and in hybrid
error-correction procedure [28], but no explicit modelling has been done for the error probability of
long reads phasing. As we will see, even after omitting indels from the analysis, sufficient SNVs are
available for read assignment to haplotypes. PacBio read assignment for transcripts (Iso-seq reads) can
be similarly performed using heterozygous variants found in exons (Figure 1b).
We can now calculate the expected error rate of the read assignment. Suppose there is only one
heterozygous SNV within a read. According to the typical error profile, here we assumed we would
observe erroneous insertion (10%), deletion (5%), or substitution to any of the wrong bases (3%) at
each position in the PacBio read [29].
Then, read assignment error occurs if and only if the base at an SNV site is substituted by one of
the other three bases that incidentally supports the other allele with a probability of 1% (3% substitution
rate divided by three). Thus, the error rate of read assignment is expected to be approximately 1% for a
read with one SNV. Other types of sequencing errors, indels, and substitutions to bases other than one
supporting the wrong allele do not cause read assignment error because such reads are not assigned to
either allele.
With more than one heterozygous SNV within a read, the accuracy of read assignment improves
drastically. If there are two heterozygous SNVs, then there are two cases where read assignment
should occur: First, simultaneous substitution errors resulting in the bases of the wrong allele
occur at both sites, giving two variants supporting the wrong allele. The probability of such an
event is 1% × 1% = 1.0 × 10−4; Second, one of the SNVs is lost by deletion (5%) or another
substitution (2%) in the read, and specific substitution occurs at the other site. In this case, only
one variant, which supports the wrong allele, is observed in the read. The probability for this event is
(21)× (5% + 2%)× 1% = 1.4 × 10−3. As these two cases are mutually exclusive, the read assignment
error rate is 1.0 × 10−4 + 1.4 × 10−3 = 1.5 × 10−3 = 0.15% for a two-SNV read.
Generally, read assignment error occurs when the number of SNVs supporting the wrong allele
is greater than that of SNVs supporting the correct allele. If the read has N SNVs, and k SNVs are
missed, then the read would be assigned to the wrong allele if more than half (denoted by l below) of
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the remaining (N − k) SNVs support the wrong allele. Thus, the probability of assignment error for a

















which is approximately 0.15%, 0.047%, and 0.010%, when N = 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Therefore,
the overall assignment error rate decreases exponentially with the number of available heterozygous
SNVs (Figure 1c).
Due to the limited availability of a ground truth dataset for personal diploid methylomes, it is
difficult to quantitatively assess the accuracy of ASM detection using experimental data. Therefore,
we approximated the accuracy by considering major potential sources of errors. To examine the
effect of read assignment errors, we added random perturbation, which was proportional to the
frequency of read assignment errors, to the IPD ratio of every position independently. Using this
setting, the predictive performance of the method was almost unchanged (both the sensitivity and
precision were >90%; Figure 1d), presumably because random errors were averaged out in our read
assignment. While our analysis simplifies the real situation, it conveys why sequencing errors would
not severely affect the accuracy of the method contrary to the impression. Therefore, we conclude that
the major source of inaccuracy of the method is methylation detection itself, which is guaranteed to be
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Figure 1. Outline of the proposed method to detect allele-specific methylation (ASM). (a) In our
method, we assume that haplotype information for the genome is available, i.e., phased heterozygous
variants (PHVs) exist (horizontal line in the middle with letters indicating PHVs), which serve as
sites of interest (sites shaded in green) for the allele assignment process. Available heterozygous
variants found in reads are indicated by letters (A, C, G, or T) at the shaded sites. Other mismatches
and insertions/deletions (indels) (shown as letters and yellow blocks) in reads can be assumed to be
sequencing errors and therefore ignored. After assigning PacBio reads to either allele (haplotype) by
PHVs on the reads, the methylation status of each allele is predicted using (average) kinetics data
obtained in the PacBio sequencing process (shaded in blue). Of note, if ASM is not present in the
region, wrong assignment of reads does not affect the accuracy of the methylation call; (b) Outline of
the detection of allele-specific expression (ASE). Only exonic PHVs (two of three in this figure) can
be used to distinguish two alleles. Next, ASE can be detected as an imbalance of alleles observed
in reads. (c) The probability of allele assignment error depends on the number of available PHVs
in the reads (x-axis). The probability was calculated using an equation presented in the text and is
shown in logarithmic scale on the y-axis; (d) prediction performance (sensitivity and precision) of the
method for assessing the perturbed inter-pulse duration (IPD) ratio (purple line). For comparison,
typical performance statistics for the original IPD are shown (green line). “P = 1%” indicates that the
IPD was perturbed to simulate 1% read assignment error, as described in the text; (e) Example of a
region exhibiting ASM in diploid methylomes and transcriptomes. On the right: two CpG islands
(CGIs) are shown in the middle; one allele (labeled A) is methylated and the other (B) unmethylated.
Each CGI overlaps with the promoter regions of distinct isoforms of a known imprinted gene ZNF331.
Bisulfite sequencing data in the bottom track exhibited intermediate-level methylation for the two CGIs
showing ASM. From top to bottom, the panel shows the following features: gene structure, alignments
of long RNA-seq (Iso-seq) reads, RNA-seq read counts for two alleles, which indicates ASE, sites of
PHVs available in this personal genome (black marks), which were used to determine the allelic origins
of the sequencing reads, annotated CGIs (green rectangles), methylation levels of the CpG sites of two
alleles that were predicted using single-molecule real-time (SMRT) reads (respective black and gray
bars towards positive and negative indicate methylated and unmethylated, respectively), and publicly
available data on methylation levels via bisulfite sequencing (orange bars).
3.2. Generating Diploid Methylomes and Transcriptomes for the AK1 and HG002 Datasets
To demonstrate our method of calling ASM, we used two independent datasets: AK1 (Asian
Korean) [22] and HG002 (Ashkenazi Trio son) [30], according to the procedure illustrated in Figure 1a
(see the details in Methods). The resulting set of methylation calls is a personal diploid methylome,
as it comprises two methylomes, each representing one haploid. For the AK1 dataset, RNA-seq data
obtained using long and short reads were available and thus used to support the hypothesis that
the differential methylation between two alleles that we detected was associated with differential
transcription activity. RNA-seq data were mapped to the genome, and then the number of reads
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supporting transcription from each allele was recorded (Figure 1b), building a pair of transcriptomes
in two homologous chromosomes, which we call personal diploid transcriptomes.
Figure 1e shows an example of ASM detected using our method in the genomic region encoding an
imprinted gene, ZNF331. There are three CGIs in this region, and each CGI corresponds to a promoter
region in distinct isoforms of the ZNF331 gene. While the CGI to the left in the panel was unmethylated
for both alleles, the other two CGIs (in the middle and to the right) showed ASM, and our methylation
calls informed us that the same allele (i.e., allele B) was unmethylated. Of note, a publicly available
methylation-level annotation[31] from a different sample by bisulfite sequencing suggested that these
two CGIs are in an intermediate methylation status. The alignment of long-read transcripts and read
counts at the exonic PHV supported that the corresponding two isoforms were transcribed exclusively
from allele B. Thus, these results suggest that the detected ASM is correlated with the transcriptional
activity of the genes. We will cover other examples in later sections to generalize this observation.
3.3. Distribution of Phased Heterozygous Variants in Two Personal Genomes
We next examined how the possibility of assigning reads and CpGs into alleles would be limited
by the distribution of PHVs in personal genomes. Specifically, given a read of length l bp containing a
CpG site, the allelic origin of the read can be determined only when the nearest PHV is located within
l bp from that site, and both the CpG site and PHV are covered by the same single read. Therefore,
to assess this approach, we calculated the proportions of CpGs or CGIs located within a specific
distance from the nearest PHV (Figure 2a,b). Of note, these factors depend on the distribution of PHVs
available in a given sample and thus can be quite different among individual samples.
One may use the set of SNPs for which the minor allele frequencies are ≥5% in at least 1 of 26
major populations of dbSNPs [32]. As we observed that 83.0% of CpG sites are located within 500 bp
from common SNPs (Figure 2a), it would be possible for relatively short reads to determine the allelic
origin of themselves if these common SNPs are heterozygously present in an individual genome.
However, the conditions posed by the real distribution of PHVs are more severe. Indeed, in the AK1
(HG002) dataset, at most 11.3% (12.3%), 33.7% (37.5%) and 46.1% (51.1%) of CpGs were apparent using
read lengths of 100, 500 and 1000 bp, respectively, whereas 72.2% (81.3%) of CpGs were apparent using
a read length of 8000 bp (Figure 2a,b, purple line). Therefore, longer reads are essential to detect ASM
in real-world situations.
When we try to detect ASE using these PHVs, the only variants we can rely on are those appearing
in the RNA-seq reads, i.e., exonic variants. Thus, the situation becomes even more difficult for ASE
analysis. For the AK1 dataset, 46.2% of the PHVs were found in intergenic regions and 50.0% in
intronic regions (Figure 2c). Thus, only the remaining 3.8% of variants were present in exons to call
ASE in this individual. Similarly, 89.1% of ∼310 k exons do not contain such variants, limiting the
possibility of determining the expressing allele. While the low abundance of PHVs within exons is
largely explained by the fact that exons constitute only a small fraction of the genome, the density
of PHVs is also smaller in exons, presumably because of selective pressure on the coding sequences.
On average, there were 0.68 PHVs within exons (0.79 PHVs within introns) per 1 kbp.
3.4. Allele-Specific Methylation of CpG Islands and Allele-Specific Expresion
Given the fact that exonic phased variants are found only in a small number of transcripts,
genome-wide observation of ASM would provide alternative information about the transcriptional
activity of individual genomes. To prove this concept, we generated diploid methylomes for the AK1
dataset and compared it with ASE analysis of RNA-seq data for the same dataset (Figure 2d,e).
Shown in the middle of the first panel, a CGI is located in the promoter region of ZNF597
(Figure 2d). We detected ASM around this CGI, and allele A was unmethylated upstream of the
transcription start site (TSS) of ZNF597; thus, we predicted that the gene is expressed exclusively from
allele A. Consistent with the prediction, we found two long reads and 59 short reads, supporting
transcription from allele A, while no reads supported the other allele, B. This identification of ASE was
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based on an exonic SNV within the last exon, which was the only exonic SNV present in this region,
highlighting the sparseness of PHVs in exons.
The second example region is the GNAS complex locus, where several isoforms of the GNAS
gene show ASE (Figure 2e) [33]. Specifically, while Gsα (shown at the right end) is expressed from
both alleles, the A/B transcripts, XLαs is paternally expressed (allele B in Figure 2e), and NESP55 is
maternally expressed (allele A). We confirmed that Gsα was expressed from both alleles, as the exon
specific to the isoform contained a PHV, and both alternative alleles were observed in the RNA-seq
reads. For the other isoforms, although we could not directly observe their allelic expression patterns
due to the lack of phased variants in exonic regions, the CGIs located in the promoter regions of each
isoform showed an ASM pattern consistent with the expected expression pattern; the two CGI regions
in the promoters of the A/B transcripts, XLαs, and GNAS-AS were allele-specifically methylated on
the same allele, B, and the CGI at the promoter of NESP55 was methylated on the other allele, A.
Thus, we could predict the expected expression pattern for this locus via its methylation pattern.
These examples demonstrate that the detected ASM status of CGIs can reflect the expression
status of the corresponding genes/isoforms. Therefore, such ASM of CGIs would provide useful
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Figure 2. (a,b) Proportions of CGIs located within a distance in the x-axis from the nearest genomic
feature, common single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (green) and heterozygous single nucleotide
variants (hetSNVs, or PHVs) (purple), in each genome of (a) AK1 and (b) HG002. Common SNPs
and PHVs distributed differently in both personal genomes. PHVs were essential in determining
the proportions of CGIs; (c) distribution of PHVs with respect to exons. The left pie chart shows the
proportion of exons containing PHVs for which the ASE status can be assessed directly. The right
pie chart shows the ratios of PHVs in exonic (blue), intronic (pale blue), or intergenic (gray) regions,
thus classifying PHVs into three categories; (d) example showing personal diploid methylomes and
transcriptomes in the AK1 genome. The CGI in the bidirectional promoter region (area shaded in blue)
of the ZNF597 and NAA60 genes showed ASM. The RNA-seq reads (both long and short) support that
transcription was only derived from allele A, which is the unmethylated allele in the region; (e) Personal
diploid methylomes around the GNAS complex locus in the AK1 genome. The four regions are colored
to show their known transcriptional pattern: maternally expressed (blue), paternally expressed (green),
or expressed from both alleles (purple). Correspondingly, these regions shaded with different colors
exhibited distinct methylation patterns. Of note, the ASM regions exhibited an intermediate level of
methylation according to bisulfite sequencing (bottom). RNA-seq reads suggested the expression of
Gsα from both alleles.
3.5. Statistics of Allele-Specific Methylation CpG Islands
Applying the same methodology to the HG002 dataset, we determined the methylation status of
genome-wide CGIs by summarizing the allelic methylation status of CpG sites contained in each CGI
(Methods). We calculated the methylation score for each CGI as the average of the methylation scores
of all CpGs comprising the CGI (Figure 3a). Next, we selected the 70 CGIs with the top 1% absolute
differences (≥0.68) in methylation scores between the haploids of the diploid methylomes (Table S1).
For comparison, we analyzed the AK1 dataset and determined 139 CGIs (1.3%) had a methylation
difference ≥0.68, which is consistent with the ratio in the HG002 dataset. Thus, we continued our
analysis using HG002 data. We noted that the distances between these ASM CGIs and the PHVs were
not necessarily small. Of the 70 ASM CGIs, 28 were separated by ≥500 bp and 9 by ≥1000 bp from
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their nearest PHV, which meant that the methylation status of the alleles of these CGIs could not be
measured simultaneously when the reads were shorter than 500 or 1000 bp.
Figure 3. (a) Summary of the methylation scores (for each allele) for CGIs in personal diploid
methylomes in HG002. Each CGI is shown as a circle. On the two opposite corners (top left and
bottom right), CGIs with the top 1% absolute differences in methylation levels between the two alleles
were provisionally classified as ASM CGIs. Red circles: The corresponding CGIs were separated
from the nearest PHV by 1000 bp or more. Blue circles: Separation <1000 bp; (b) distribution of each
type of CGI, ASM (black bar) or non-ASM (white bar), with respect to the functional annotation of
genomic regions; (c) example showing personal diploid methylomes in the MEST gene-coding region
of the HG002 (Ashkenazim Trio Son) genome. Although the upstream CGI (with 66 CpG sites) was
unmethylated in both alleles, the larger downstream CGI (with 184 CpG sites) exhibited ASM. The CGIs
corresponded to the promoter regions of different isoforms of the genes; (d) another example of ASM
around an imprinted gene PEG13, paternally expressed gene 13.
To confirm that the detected ASM CGIs are functionally relevant, we compared the ASM CGIs
with genomic annotations from the combined segmentation by Segway and ChromHMM defined
in the ENCODE project (Figure 3b) [34]. Of note, CGIs in general significantly overlapped the
TSS, as expected. In contrast to this background, CGIs showing ASM overlapped with segments
annotated as “transcribed regions” or “repressed regions” more than with the TSS. This result may
seem somewhat contradictory, since any single gene cannot be both transcribed and repressed at the
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same time; however, this still may be a plausibly correct categorization for regions containing ASM
genes because they can be, by definition, in two contrasting states in each of the alleles.
We also confirmed that our list of candidate ASM CGIs contains a number of CGIs overlapping
with known imprinted genes. For example, we reproduced the expected ASM around known imprinted
genes such as MEST (Figure 3c), PEG13 (Figure 3d), HYMAI, and ZNF597, etc. (Table S1) [35]. Indeed,
CGIs with a larger methylation difference between two alleles were enriched with imprinted genes
(p = 0.007, U test). Thus, we again confirmed the validity of our method by successfully recovering
the imprinted genes as ASM regions.
4. Discussion
In this work, we examined personal diploid methylomes to directly characterize the ASM status
of genome-wide CGIs based on a set of PHVs specific to each sample. A crucial technical problem in
this study was the accurate assignment of erroneous reads to haplotypes. The simulation revealed,
however, that the accuracy would not be severely affected by sequencing errors, as they are random
in nature [29]. On the other hand, wrong SNV calls/phasing can be a source of biased errors,
which should be alleviated by using a PHV set of better quality. Therefore, the overall accuracy
of detected methylation statuses would essentially replicate the prediction performance of the original
methylation detection method, e.g., >90% for regions with sufficient sequencing depth, for example,
20-fold on each allele [17].
Compared with previous studies employing short read sequencing [12,13,16], one novelty of our
approach is that we called methylation using kinetic information from long SMRT reads. We did not
employ any chemical treatments, such as bisulfite conversion, which cleaves DNA into small fragments
of <1500 bp [15]. By this design, we fully exploited the lengths of the PacBio reads (>8000 bp in
our data). We determined the allelic origins of more than half of the sequencing data. Thus, we were
able to cover more CpGs in the genome. We previously reported that a read coverage of ∼20-fold is
required for detecting regional CpG methylation [17]. In cases in which sufficient read coverage is
available for each allele after separation, this read coverage value can include a margin, since some
reads will not contain any informative PHV and will be filtered out. Therefore, 40–50-fold of reads
would be sufficient for the detection of ASM.
Compared with other existing methods, ours does not rely on the availability of restriction sites
around the CpG sites, which makes our method potentially more comprehensive. Another important
advantage of our method is that long reads enable the detection of ASM associated with distal
heterozygous variants, and we demonstrated that such cases are not necessarily rare, as illustrated in
Figure 2a,b.
As we demonstrated, comprehensive information about the genome-wide ASM status may
complement ASE observations if we assume that the methylation status of promoter CGIs are correlated
with transcriptional activity. We described a couple of examples to support this hypothesis using
RNA-seq data in the AK1 dataset and indicated that the analysis of ASM could recapture some
imprinted genes in the HG002 dataset. While we cannot use epigenetic observation as a complete
surrogate for expression data, it can complement the ASE statuses of transcripts when they are more
difficult to observe due to lack of exonic PHVs.
We also demonstrated that long reads are essential for the study of ASM, given the sparse
distribution of heterozygous variants within individuals. Availability of haplotype-resolved variants
data along the genomes was essential for the method presented, and the advent of linked-reads
technology (10× GemCode/Chromium) enabled us to extract long-range (100 kbp) co-occurrences
of DNA sequences for that purpose [24] and also for accuracy of the haplotype-phasing matters;
with phasing errors, the sensitivity of our method might be undermined, or methylation statuses might
be swapped between the two alleles. While we recommend to try such linked-read technology first as
it is less labor-intensive and it can simply provide additional linking information to conventional short
read sequencing data, several available methods for chromosome-scale haplotype reconstruction have
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been developed in recent years; there are novel protocols such as Strand-seq [36], and CPTv2-seq [37],
and/or one can combine existing techniques such as Hi-C [38], optical mapping (Bionano, Tulsa,
Oklahoma, USA) [39], and long/short read sequencing as well as linked-read [36,39]. Such technology
renders it easier to sequence individual genomes in a manner that the majority of variants are
haplotype-phased. The more accessible the haplotype-phased genomes become, the more reasonable
it becomes to study the epigenome, being aware of the existence of two alleles.
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Abstract: Hematopoietic cells are continuously replenished from progenitor cells that reside
in the bone marrow. To evaluate molecular changes during this process, we analyzed
the transcriptomes of freshly harvested human bone marrow progenitor (lineage-negative)
and differentiated (lineage-positive) cells by single-molecule real-time (SMRT) full-length
RNA-sequencing. This analysis revealed a ~5-fold higher number of transcript isoforms than
previously detected and showed a distinct composition of individual transcript isoforms characteristic
for bone marrow subpopulations. A detailed analysis of messenger RNA (mRNA) isoforms
transcribed from the ANXA1 and EEF1A1 loci confirmed their distinct composition. The expression
of proteins predicted from the transcriptome analysis was evaluated by mass spectrometry and
validated previously unknown protein isoforms predicted e.g., for EEF1A1. These protein isoforms
distinguished the lineage negative cell population from the lineage positive cell population. Finally,
transcript isoforms expressed from paralogous gene loci (e.g., CFD, GATA2, HLA-A, B, and C)
also distinguished cell subpopulations but were only detectable by full-length RNA sequencing.
Thus, qualitatively distinct transcript isoforms from individual genomic loci separate bone marrow
cell subpopulations indicating complex transcriptional regulation and protein isoform generation
during hematopoiesis.
Keywords: full length RNAseq; mRNA isoforms; protein isoforms; bone marrow cell subpopulations
1. Introduction
Alternative splicing of pre-messenger RNA (mRNA) generates multiple transcript isoforms from
a single gene that can code for proteins with distinct functions. Examples include distinct ligand
recognition of the b- versus c-isoforms of fibroblast growth factor (FGF) receptors [1], the pro- versus
anti-apoptotic activity of BCL-X [2], and FAS isoforms [3], or distinct hormone sensitivity due to
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long and short isoforms of a transcriptional co-activator, AIB1 [4] (reviewed in References [5–7]).
Indeed, for >90% of human genes, an average of five transcript isoforms are predicted, suggesting
a challenging complexity of the protein-coding transcriptome [8]. Unbiased methods such as RNA
sequencing are crucial for unraveling the transcriptome complexity in different tissues or cells under
diverse physiologic or pathologic conditions [9–11].
Bone marrow continuously replenishes differentiated blood cells from a small pool of stem
cells. Studies of this process have provided many of the concepts of tissue regeneration from
resident stem cells [12–14]. Here, we compared the transcriptomes of progenitor and differentiated
bone marrow cell populations using single-molecule real-time (SMRT) full-length RNA-seq of
unfragmented complementary DNAs (cDNAs) abbreviated here as “full length RNA-seq” (Pacific
Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA, USA; Iso-Seq). For this, we isolated progenitor (lineage-negative) and
differentiated (lineage-positive) cell populations from intact, freshly harvested human bone marrow
tissues. We identified a multitude of novel transcript isoforms whose composition distinguished
progenitor and differentiated cell populations at most of the single genomic loci interrogated. These
differences in transcript composition were not uncovered by a de novo analysis of conventional,
short-read RNA-seq of fragmented cDNAs that was run in parallel. We confirmed translation of
transcripts by mass spectrometry of proteins extracted from the bone marrow and identified novel
protein isoforms predicted from the transcript analysis. To our knowledge, this is the first study that
performs full-length RNA sequencing on segregated hematopoietic cell subpopulations followed by
mass spectrometry validation. We conclude that bone marrow cell subpopulations are distinguishable
at the single gene level by qualitative differences in transcript isoform composition suggesting more
complex transcriptome regulation during hematopoiesis than previously described.
2. Methods
Healthy Bone Marrow Donors—The study was reviewed and considered as “exempt” by the
Institutional Review Board of Georgetown University (IRB # 2002-022). All methods were carried out
in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations. Freshly harvested bone marrow tissues were
collected from discarded healthy human bone marrow collection filters that had been de-identified.
cDNA libraries for the short-read RNA-seq and the full-length RNA-seq were isolated from two
separate healthy donors. From one donor, three cDNA library preparations were generated for
total bone marrow, lineage-negative, and lineage-positive cells. Full-length RNA-seq of the samples
was done at Pacific Biosciences. From an additional donor, a cDNA library was generated from
lineage-negative cells. This was sequenced at the Mt. Sinai Sequencing Facility. Independent
sequencing results from the same donor and from the additional donor were used for validation
of the full-length RNA-seq results (see Figure 1b).
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Figure 1. Graphical abstract of the Transcriptome analysis of human bone marrow (BM) cell populations.
(a) Flow of experiments and analyses. Poly(A)+ RNA was isolated from Total (T, red) or lineage-negative
BM cell populations (N, blue). Unfragmented, full-length complementary DNA (cDNA) libraries were
subjected to single-molecule real-time (SMRT) RNA-seq (PacBio platform) or conventional short-read
RNA-seq of fragmented cDNAs at 20 million (T) or 100 million (N) read depth (Illumina). Full-length
RNA-seq data were processed using the ToFU platform. Illumina reads were first aligned and then
assembled using the Tuxedo suite. The efficiency of the double selection for lineage-negative cells
used here was confirmed by comparison of the abundance of standard markers of differentiated cells:
CD14 = 6:1; CD16b = 25:1; CD24 = 109:1; CD45 = 11:1; CD66b = 16:1 expression ratio of lineage-positive
to lineage-negative cells. (b) Validation of transcript isoforms identified by full-length RNA-seq.
A BLAST-able library was generated from the short-read RNA-seq and used to align the isoforms
identified by full-length RNA-seq. A separate full-length RNA-seq of an independent sample from
the same donor, and a sample from a different donor were used for comparison. (c) Identification of
proteins predicted by full-length RNA-seq using mass spectrometry of bone marrow cell extracts.
Healthy bone marrow cells—mononuclear cells were isolated by Ficoll gradient centrifugation.
In order to select for lineage-negative cells, bone marrow mononuclear cells were incubated with
an antibody cocktail containing antibodies against CD2, CD3, CD5, CD11b, CD11C, CD14, CD16,
CD19, CD24, CD61, CD66b, and Glycophorin A (Stemcell Technologies, Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada). Lineage-positive cells bound to the antibodies were removed by magnetic beads and
lineage-negative cells obtained from the flow-through. To increase purity, lineage-negative cells were
enriched two times.
Short-read RNA-seq: Sequencing of fragmented cDNAs—Total RNA was submitted to Otogenetics
Corporation (Norcross, GA, USA) for RNA-seq. Briefly, the integrity and purity of total RNA were
assessed using Agilent Bioanalyzer by OD260/280 ratio. Altogether, 5 μg of total RNA was subjected to
rRNA depletion using the RiboZero Human/Mouse/Rat kit (Epicentre Biotechnologies, Madison, WI,
USA). cDNA was generated from the depleted RNA using random hexamers or custom primers and
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Superscript III (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA, catalog# 18080093). The resulting cDNA was
purified and fragmented using a Covaris fragmentation kit (Covaris, Inc., Woburn, MA, USA), profiled
using an Agilent Bioanalyzer, and Illumina libraries were prepared using NEBNext reagents (New
England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA). The quality, quantity, and the size distribution of the Illumina
libraries were determined using an Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100. The libraries were then submitted for
Illumina HiSeq2000 sequencing. Paired-end 90 or 100 nucleotide reads were generated and checked
for data quality using FASTQC (Babraham Institute, Cambridge, UK), and DNAnexus (DNAnexus,
Inc, Moutain View, CA, USA) was used on the platform provided by the Center for Biotechnology and
Computational Biology (University of Maryland, Baltimore, MD, USA) [15]. A total of 159,043,023
non-strand-specific paired-end reads were collected from the total (T) and 35,126,712 strand-specific
paired-end reads from the lineage-negative (N) bone marrow sample; 56.6% (T) and 51.3% (N) of the
reads were mapped as a unique sequence using Tophat 2.
Full-length RNA-seq—total RNA was submitted to Pacific Biosciences (Menlo Park, CA, USA)
or Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai (New York, NY, USA). The integrity and purity of total
RNA were assessed using Agilent Bioanalyzer and OD260/280 prior to submission. Full-length cDNA
synthesis was done from polyA RNA using Clontech SMARTer PCR cDNA synthesis kit (Clontech
Laboratories, Moutain View, CA, USA; [16]). Libraries were prepared after size selection of cDNAs
into bins that contain 1–2 kb, 2–3 kb, and >3 kb cDNAs by the BluePippin size selection protocol
(Sage Science, Beverly, MA, USA). These fractions were converted to single-molecule real-time (SMRT)
libraries followed by SMRT sequencing. A total of 17 SMRT cells (7 cells 1–2 kb, 5 cells 2–3 kb,
5 cells 3–6 kb) were used to sequence the total bone marrow cell population, generating 234,078
single-molecule reads uniquely associated with non-redundant isoforms; 12 SMRT cells were used
to sequence the lineage-negative population (5 cells 1–2 kb, 5 cells 2–3 kb, 2 cells 3–6 kb) generating
231,960 single-molecule reads uniquely associated with non-redundant isoforms Further, 8 SMRT
Cells were used to sequence the lineage-negative population of another donor (4 cells <2 kb, 4 cells
>2 kb) generating 195,614 single-molecule reads uniquely associated with non-redundant isoforms.
Finally, 6 SMRT cells were used to sequence an alternative sample from the same donor, this was a
lineage-positive population (2 cells 1–2 k, 2 cells 2–3 k, 2 cells 3–6 k) generating 74,434 single-molecule
reads uniquely associated with non-redundant isoforms (see below, ToFU).
Mass Spectrometry Analysis of Proteins by Nano LC-MS/MS—proteins were extracted using 0.1%
Rapigest (Waters Inc., Milford, MA, USA) in 25 mM ammonium bicarbonate Extracted proteins were
reduced with 5 mM DTT for 60 min at 60 ◦C and alkylated with 15 mM iodoacetamide for 30 min in
the dark. Trypsin (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) digestion (2.5 ng/μL) was carried out at 37 ◦C in
Barocycler NEP2320 (Pressure BioSciences, Easton, MA, USA) for 1 h at 37 ◦C and then vacuum dried
in Speed-vac (Labconco, Kansas City, MO, USA).
Tryptic peptides were analyzed on a NanoAcquity UPLC (Waters) by RP chromatography on a
Symmetry C18 (3 μm, 180 μm, 20 mm) trap column and UPLC capillary column (BEH 300 Å, 1.7 μm,
150 mm × 0.75 μm) (Waters) interfaced with 5600 TripleTOF (AB Sciex, Framingham, MA, USA).
Separation was achieved by a 250 min gradient elution with acetonitrile (ACN) containing 0.1% formic
acid. The chromatographic method was composed of 5 min trapping step using 2% ACN at 15 μL/min
and chromatographic separation at 0.4 μL/min as follows: Starting conditions 2% ACN; 1–180 min,
2%−60% ACN; 180−200 min, 60%−95% ACN; 200−220 min 95% ACN followed by equilibration 2%
ACN for an additional 30 min. For all runs, 5 μL of sample were injected directly after enzymatic
digestion. Analysis was conducted using an Information Dependent Acquisition (IDA) work flow
with one full scan (400–1500 m/z) and 50 MS/MS fragmentations of major multiply charged precursor
ions with rolling collision energy. Mass spectra were recorded in the MS range of 400–1500 m/z and
MS/MS spectra in the range of 100−1800 m/z with resolution of 30,000 and mass accuracy up to
2 ppm using the following experimental parameters: Declustering potential, 80 V; curtain gas, 15; ion
spray voltage, 2300 V; ion source gas 1, 20; interface heater, 180 ◦C; entrance potential, 10 V; collision
exit potential, 11 V; exclusion time, 5 s; collision energy was set automatically according to m/z of
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the precursor (rolling collision energy). Data were processed using ProteinPilot 4.0 software (Sciex,
Framingham, MA, USA) with a false discovery rate (FDR) of 1% [17,18]. Read-outs of the analysis
are in Figure S4. For targeted measurements, an inclusion parent mass list was created according to
in-silico tryptic digest of interesting sequences.
Transcriptome Alignment and Assembly from Illumina Data—Illumina reads were trimmed using
Trimmomatic with the default parameters and the reads then aligned and assembled according to
the Tuxedo suite protocol as described in Reference [15]. The genome of reference used was GRCh37
(hg19). The genes.gtf from this reference was used to guide the read alignment during the Tophat 2
step and Cufflinks2 [15]. Bowtie 2 indices were used for the genome reference. All computation was
performed using Amazon Web Services and through the use of Starcluster software to manage the
boxes. A Sun Grid Engine was employed to run the tasks. Reads were trimmed by Trimmomatic with
the default parameters.
The specific qsub command for the total bone marrow (T) alignment are provided in the
Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
ToFU (=Transcript isoforms: Full-length and Unassembled; also named Isoseq3)—Reads obtained
from the Pacific Biosciences RS II platform were run through the ToFU pipeline to obtain high-quality
non-chimeric full-length reads [19]. The original python code wrapped several separate processes,
permitting the software to be run on a high-performance computing cluster. This bioinformatic process
begins with circular consensus reads and classifies the reads into full-length (5′ primer seen, polyA tail
seen and 3′ primer seen) and non-full-length reads. Primers and the poly A/T tail sequences are then
removed and the transcript strandedness determined. Consensus is used to correct random errors
once transcripts are assembled into full-length similar clusters. Further consensus error correction
is performed with the non-full-length transcripts using a function named Quiver to generate the
final full-length error-corrected transcripts. These were collapsed to the longest transcript and their
abundance information obtained. A master ID was created to permit the comparison of transcript
isoforms obtained from one sample population to another. The abundance information was then
converted to Transcripts per Million according to the specifications of Li et al. [20]. Custom python
and R Scripts were used to perform the analysis. These are available upon request.
To correct for random sequencing errors the ToFU generates high-quality fasta sequences with
high accuracy due to the circular consensus reads, which are the input to the ToFU algorithm and
do not suffer from the raw read error rate—raw read errors on the Pacific Biosciences platform are
corrected through consensus due do the barbell primers used to construct the libraries resulting in
a single molecule being read about 10 times by the polymerase in a typical library, thus correcting
random errors. ToFU performs an inter-well consensus that involves a multi-step process of classifying
reads as full length or not by determining the presence of both the 5′ and the 3′ primers, polyA tail
and if it is chimeric. The non-full-length reads are used for further confirmation. Here we used only
high-quality reads (>99%) to create our final consensus transcripts.
Conversion of FPKMs (=Fragments Per Kilobase of transcript per Million mapped reads) to transcripts
per million (TPMs)—the conversion formula used is:
TPM = FPKM/(sum of the FPKM over all genes/transcripts) * 106 (1)
Conversion of ToFU abundance to TPMs—the conversion formula was generated according to Li
et al. [20]. Abundance was obtained as output from ToFU and was translated to transcripts per million
(TPM). Code is available upon request.
Transcript quality assessment by MatchAnnot—MatchAnnot is a python script that compares aligned
full-length SMRT RNA-sequencing transcripts to existing annotation files. By starting with a transcript
annotation file, MatchAnnot compares the full-length transcript and identifies a transcript within
the genomic locus that provides the best match. Proceeding with this transcript, MatchAnnot then
determines if there are skipped exons, alternative acceptor, and donor sites, etc. Comparisons are
made using the transcript annotation file and the aligned input file (sorted SAM format). Start and end
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coordinate numbers are used to determine the details of the previously unknown transcript. Scores of
0 and 1 are considered poor matches. Scores of 2 or greater are considered as acceptable transcripts
with viable alternative splicing annotation.
Confirmation of novel transcript isoforms with blast—to confirm novel transcripts isoforms,
two BLAST-able databases were prepared separately for the total bone marrow (total.bm.non.ss)
and lineage-negative short-read RNA sequences (lin.neg.ss) using the example script provided in
Supplemental Experimental Procedures. For all reads where there was a gap, these were then
compared with the full-length transcripts obtained from the alternative sample from the same donor
(lineage-positive) and an alternative donor sample (lineage-negative) to arrive at the coverage numbers
reported in Table S6.
Open Read Frame (ORF) Prediction—ORFs were generated using the ANGEL software publically
available at GitHub (San Francisco, CA, USA), and through the use of SerialCloner 2.6.1. Franck Perez
[SerialBasics]. ORFs accepted were the first ORFs and not necessarily the largest. In some cases, both
the first and the largest ORF were included and designated with letters a, b, etc., appended to the end
of the name assigned.
Multiple Sequence Alignment—multiple sequence alignment was done using Clustal Omega
available at EBI (European Bioinformatics Institute, Hinxton, UK).
Sequence Alignment Editing—the sequence alignments were edited using BioEdit version 7.2.5.
This Sequence Alignment Editor written for the windows environment was run on OSX Yosemite on a
Mac Book Pro through the use of the wine version 1.6.2, a windows emulator available for download,
and installation through Home Brew version 0.9.5.
Naming Convention—the names generated by the cDNA Primer software were used to create
the nomenclature that relates to the deposited transcript structures as well as the uniprot deposited
protein isoforms.
Quantitation of Abundance—all figures were generated through custom R scripts permitting
alignment of abundance with isoforms. The full-length sequence reads were aligned to the hg19
reference genome using gsnap. The fragmented sequence reads were aligned to the hg19 reference
using Tophat 2 and the aligned and paired reads were assembled using Cufflinks 2 and genes.gtf
also from hg19 annotation as a guide [15]. Quantitation was as reported by Cufflinks in FPKMs and
these were transformed to TPMs according the above formula. Data structures using Bioconductor
packages GRanges were used to unify the results. All figures generated in R were edited within
Adobe Illustrator.
Code availability—custom code is available upon request.
3. Results
We compared the total human bone marrow cell population (T) dominated by differentiated cells
with the small (<1%) subpopulation of lineage-negative progenitor cells (N) using single-molecule
real-time (SMRT) sequencing of unfragmented cDNAs (abbreviated here as “full-length RNA-seq”;
Figure 1; [19]). Samples were also analyzed at 20 and 100 million read depths by conventional
RNA-seq, a method that relies on the computational assembly of transcripts from short-read sequences
of fragmented cDNAs [15,21]. We first focus on the analysis of two representative genes that are
abundantly expressed in hematopoietic cells (EEF1A1 and ANXA1). Utilizing complete transcriptomes
generated either by full-length or short-read RNA-seq, we then describe the composite results
and provide a comparison with protein fragments identified by mass spectrometry. The overall
experimental flow is shown in Figure 1.
Distinct novel transcript isoforms of EEF1A1 detected in bone marrow cell subpopulations by full-length
RNA-seq—eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 α 1 (EEF1A1) is a highly abundant, conserved
protein that delivers aminoacyl-tRNAs to the ribosome during protein synthesis but has also been
found to contribute to additional cellular functions [22]. The EEF1A1 gene spans 5.2 kb on chromosome
6q13 and results in a 3.5 kb transcript that contains six protein coding exons (RefSeq HG19; Figure 2a).
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Short-read RNA-seq of total and lineage-negative bone marrow populations matched to the known
reference transcripts translating for the canonical open reading frame (ST1-C, ST2-C*, in red for the
Total; SN1-C, in blue for the lineage-negative; Figure 2b). One of the transcript isoforms, however, did
not include the long 3′ UTR (ST2-C*) and one novel isoform in lineage-negative cells (SN2-3) skipped
four coding exons due to an alternative splice acceptor and did not contain the long 3′ UTR in the
RefSeq data base.
Figure 2. Messenger RNA (mRNA) isoforms of the EEF1A1 gene. (a) Reference gene model from
hg19. Arrows indicate direction of transcription. (b–e) Isoforms and abundances (TPM, transcripts per
million reads) discovered in lineage-neg (blue) and total BM (red) cell populations by conventional
short-read RNA-seq (b,d) or by full-length RNA-seq (c,e). Open reading frames (ORFs) and a novel
protein isoform (arrows) that was confirmed by mass spectrometry for a unique peptide are shown in
Figure 3. MatchAnnot confirmed the quality of the transcripts against gencode v19 (details in Methods).
Abbreviations: S, short-read RNA-seq; C, canonical transcript and open reading frame (ORF); C*,
non-canonical transcript isoforms with canonical ORF. ID#s of the isoforms are from the identifiers
generated by the sequencing method. Ensembl IDs are included in Table S8, NCBI Accession numbers
in Table S12.
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Figure 3. Proteins predicted from the transcript isoforms identified for EEF1A1. (a) Amino acid
sequence alignments including the transcript isoform identifiers (see Figure 2b,c). The protein predicted
from the N7-11 transcript isoform (highlighted in blue) joins Y86 and V344 in the canonical protein.
The amino acid sequence of a predicted signature tryptic fragment peptide is shown. (b) Manually
assigned fragmentation spectra from targeted analysis by Nano LC-MS/MS of proteins extracted
from lineage-negative bone marrow cells with the sequence read of the N7-24 signature peptide; cam,
carbamidomethylation. (c,d) Protein structure models were generated in Phyre2 [23]. The predicted
structure of the canonical EEF1A1 protein P68104 (c) and of the novel N7 protein (d) are shown. The
c1g7ca template of P68104 used for the model covered 90% of the amino acids in the N7 isoform.
(e) Higher magnification of transcript isoform identifiers that code for the canonical protein (yellow
background). C, canonical RefSeq derived transcripts. C*, previously unknown transcript isoforms that
code for the canonical protein. Transcript isoforms SN2-3 and N21-3 predict the same protein (green
background).
In contrast, the EEF1A1 transcript isoforms obtained from full-length RNA-seq (Figure 2c) showed
eight transcript isoforms each translating for the same canonical protein isoform (P68104; see Figure 3a).
In total, seven of these isoforms were found in the lineage-negative (N4-C*, N9-C*, etc.,) and one
was found in the total bone marrow cell population (T2-C*). An additional 34 previously unknown
transcript isoforms were identified, 14 of which were found in the total and 28 in the lineage-negative
cell populations. Exon-skipping was seen in 22 (e.g., T9-28), exon-splitting in 2 (T8-26, N13-10), and
alternative donor/acceptor sites in 30 transcript isoforms (e.g., T7-25). No transcripts were found that
contained the long 3′ UTR annotated in RefSeq (Figure 2c). The estimated abundance of transcript
isoforms is shown in Figure 2d,e.
A novel protein of EEF1A1 predicted from full length RNA-seq confirmed by mass spectrometry—open
reading frames predicted from the transcript isoforms of EEF1A1 were aligned to the canonical
protein and overlaid with its 3D structure (Figure 3a,c). Of the 21 novel protein isoforms predicted
(Figure 3a,e), the N7 protein contained a unique tryptic peptide fragment that was distinct from the
canonical EEF1A1 protein and thus potentially detectable by mass spectrometry. The N7 transcript
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is found only in the lineage-negative cell population at low abundance (21 TPM; see Figure 2e) and
is predicted to code for a 205 aa protein that lacks the central 258 amino acids of the EEF1A1 protein
joining Y86 with V344 (Figure 3a). A unique tryptic peptide fragment spanning Y86 to V344 was
detected by mass spectrometry analysis of proteins extracted from lineage-negative cells (Figure 3b)
and thus confirms that the N7-11 transcript is translated into a protein expressed at sufficient levels
detectable by mass spectrometry. It is noteworthy that the protein segment containing the Y86-V344
junction also provides a distinct epitope that is not present in the canonical protein.
Novel ANXA1 transcript isoform composition uncovered by full length RNA-seq distinguish bone marrow
cell subpopulations—annexins are known as organizers of membrane dynamics and include binding
proteins for endocytosis, exocytosis, and other localization functions [24]. The ANXA1 gene spans
18 kb on chromosome 9q21 with 12 coding exons and results in an approximately 1.5 kb transcript
(Figure 4a). With the conventional short-read RNA-seq and computational transcript reconstruction,
only the canonical ANXA1 transcript was found in both total bone marrow and lineage-negative
cell populations (Figure 4b). That is, there were no distinguishing transcript isoforms separating the
total bone marrow from the lineage-negative cell population. In contrast, with full-length RNA-seq
(Figure 4c), 38 transcript isoforms were identified; amongst these were transcript isoforms specific to
the total bone marrow cell population (T7, T14) and transcript isoforms specific to the lineage-negative
cell population (N2, N3, N4, N8). While there were shared transcript isoforms between the two cell
populations, there were transcript isoforms found only in one population and not in the other—21
were found in the total and 17 were found in the lineage-negative cell population. Two of these novel
isoforms predict the canonical protein, P04083 (T10-C*, N12-C*), while others contain distinct open
reading frames generated by exon-skipping (25 isoforms; e.g., T16-12, N7-12), alternative donor and
acceptor sites (11 isoforms; e.g., T19-6, N10-2), and intron retentions (9 isoforms; e.g., T6-14, N11-13).
Proteins predicted from the ANXA1 transcript isoforms—the canonical ANXA1 protein contains four
repeat regions (r1 to r4) of approximately 70 amino acids, each with a motif for calcium binding. These
sequences are highlighted in yellow and the alignment of the predicted ORFs from transcript isoforms
in total and lineage-negative bone marrow cells shows the overlaps with the canonical protein and with
each other (Figure S1a,b). Mass spec analysis of the proteins extracted from bone marrow confirmed
the presence of matching peptides in both cell populations (red highlights, total; blue highlights,
lineage-negative cells; Figure S1a).
Four different transcript isoforms (T1-C, T10-C*, N1-C, and N12-C*) code for the canonical
ANXA1 protein. The T10-C* and N12-C* transcripts are structurally different from T1-C and N1-C,
each containing a novel exon in the 5’ UTR (see Figure 4c). ORF 2 matches with the r4 repeat and
is contained in seven different transcript isoforms whilst ORF 12, 13, and 14 match with the r1 to r3
repeats. These transcripts were detected in both cell populations. Additionally, ORF 3 (T14, T7), ORF 23
(N4, N8), and ORF 26 (N2, N3) are derived from two different transcript isoforms but found in only
one of the cell populations (Figure S1a,c). Finally, five novel protein isoforms due to exon-skipping are
predicted from the transcript isoforms in total and lineage-negative cells (T13, T15, T19, N13, and N9).
The identification of groups of isoforms seen only in one cell population but not the other shows that
isoform composition can be sufficient to distinguish bone marrow cell subpopulations.
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Figure 4. mRNA isoforms of the ANXA1 gene. (a) Reference gene model from hg19. Arrows indicate
direction of transcription. (b–e) Results for lineage-neg (blue) and total BM (red) from short-read
RNA-seq (b,d) or full-length RNA-seq (c,e). Isoforms and abundances (TPM, transcripts per million
reads) discovered in lineage-neg (blue) and total BM (red) population by short-read (b,d) or full-length
RNA-seq (c,e). S, short-read RNA-seq; C, canonical transcript and open reading frame (ORF); C*,
non-canonical transcript isoform with canonical ORF; ORFs are shown in Figure S1. ID#s of the
isoforms are from the identifiers generated by the sequencing methods. Ensembl IDs are included in
Table S9, NCBI Accession numbers in Table S12.
High complexity of the transcriptome revealed by full-length RNA-seq—as described above for ANXA1
and EEF1A1, full-length RNA-seq of bone marrow cell populations revealed an up to 10-fold higher
number of transcript isoforms than found by short-read RNA-seq. To investigate the universality of
isoform complexity, we evaluated genes having <6 coding exons (UBC, KLF6, LYZ, SAT1) and found
that RNA-seq detected 1 to 4 isoforms while full-length RNA-seq identified 12 to 36 isoforms. In a
repeat sample, we identified as many as 15 isoforms with full-length RNA-seq, and in a sample from
an additional donor we identified a maximum number of 48 isoforms for these genomic loci. We then
considered loci with >6 coding exons. Short-read RNA-seq yielded a similar number of isoforms as
it had with <6 exons, i.e., 1 to 3 isoforms compared with 31 to 43 transcript isoforms identified by
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full-length RNA-seq (Figure 5a). Similarly, in a repeat sample we identified 4 to 20 isoforms and from
an additional donor 3 to 43 transcript isoforms at the genomic loci with >6 coding exons (EEF1A1,
GLUL, HLA-E, CD74, PKM, and ANXA1).
Figure 5. Transcript isoform detection for genomic loci of different complexity and redundancy. (a–c)
The number of transcript isoforms detected (y-axes) by full-length (FL; filled circles) and short-read (SR;
triangles) RNA-seq is shown relative to the number of canonical exons (x-axes; hg19 gene annotation).
(a) Representative genes with 3 to 13 canonical exons. Full gene names and isoform numbers are
provided in Table S3. (b) Comparison of the mean of the transcript isoforms for the five most abundant
genes with 2 to 16 exons from the analysis of all bone marrow cell populations (p = 0.0014; Chi-sq. for
trend short-read (SR) RNA-seq versus full-length (FL) RNA-seq). The numbers of transcript isoforms
for each of the subgroups are in Table S5a. (c) Transcripts and isoforms identified only by full-length
RNA-seq. Gene names and numerical values are in Table S4. (d–f) Manually assigned fragmentation
spectra for peptides matching with HLA-A, -B, and -C transcripts. Peptides were detected using
non-targeted shotgun proteomics analysis of proteins extracted from lineage-negative bone marrow
cells. Detection of the peptides confirms expression of HLA-A, -B, and -C.
We extended the analysis by arranging genes by mean exon number and identified the loci with
the top five transcript isoform counts in each bin (Tables S1 and S2). Much to our surprise, the number
of transcript isoforms identified by short-read RNA-seq plateaued at four isoforms irrespective of the
number of exons in a given gene (Figure 5b). In contrast, full-length RNA-seq showed an increase in
transcript isoform number with increasing complexity of genomic loci as indicated by the number of
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canonical exons (p = 0.0014). It is worth noting that an increase in sequencing depth for short-read
RNA-seq from 20 to 100 million reads did not impact this maximum significantly (p > 0.05; Table S1),
an observation that matches with earlier predictions [25]. Thus, our analysis supports the notion that
the complexity of the transcriptome will be underestimated by short-read RNA-seq regardless of the
complexity of genomic loci evaluated.
Matching of newly discovered and known transcript isoforms—we compared the transcript isoforms
found in the original runs as well as replicate samples from an additional donor with known transcript
isoforms using matchAnnot (see Experimental Procedures); 26% to 58% of aligned reads showed the
top matchAnnot score of >5 relative to known transcript isoforms deposited in the data base (Table S7).
Scores of ≥2, i.e., an acceptable match with some mismatched splicing, was seen for 88% to 98% of the
transcripts detected. The qualitative differences in the transcript composition uncovered by full-length
RNA-seq became apparent in this overall comparison where all transcript can be assigned to a genomic
locus but only 39% of currently known transcript isoform compositions match with the isoforms
described here (Table S7). As shown above for a set of genes, the transcript isoform compositions
enable one to distinguish lineage-positive from lineage-negative cell populations.
Detection of novel transcripts of paralogous genes—paralogous genes with conserved sequences pose
a particular challenge to detection by short-read RNA-seq and we evaluated the potential of full-length
RNA-seq to gain insights into genomic loci containing gene paralogs. Full-length RNA-seq identified
transcripts for CFD, GATA2, HLA-A, -B, and -C that were missed by short-read RNA-seq, as shown
in Figure 5c. The inability to detect or assign transcripts for these loci with short-read RNA-seq may
be explained by the paralogous nature of the genes involved: CFD is located on chr 19 with AZU1,
PRTN3, and ELANE. These four genes rank second in the list of regions of homozygosity cold spots on
human autosomes and this genomic region underwent rapid Alu-mediated expansion during primate
evolution creating the largest known microRNA gene cluster of the human genome [26]. Perhaps not
surprisingly, transcript from a repetitive region of this kind was particularly problematic to resolve
with short-read RNA-seq. Additionally, the ELANE and CFD proteins are 78% homologous (Figure S2;
canonical proteins). Short-read RNA-seq uncovered transcripts from three of these four genes, missing
CFD. That is not surprising, because blastn analysis matched CFD fragment sequences to ELANE.
Using full-length RNA-seq, we were able to identify the transcripts as well as unique isoforms for each
of the genes in these regions of homozygosity. Similarly, HLA-A, HLA-B, and HLA-C are paralogs with
>80% identity that cannot be mapped appropriately and detected by short-read RNA-seq (Figure 5c
and Supplemental Figure S3a). These data suggest that the presence of transcripts from paralogs adds
to the complexity of alignments and obfuscate transcript reconstruction from short reads as well as the
estimate of transcript abundance.
Mass spectrometry identification of peptides predicted from the transcriptome analysis—to assess the
biological relevance of the transcript isoforms found and their predicted open reading frames, we
identified detectable proteins in the bone marrow cell populations by mass spectrometry. We assessed
the detection of matching peptides for a range of genomic loci that contain between 2 and 16 exons
and were also associated with the highest number of transcript isoforms. Peptides were confirmed for
52 of the 150 transcripts depicted in Figure 5b (details in Table S2).
As mentioned above, HLA-A, -B, and -C transcript isoforms were only detected by full-length
RNA-seq (Figure 5c). It is noteworthy that mass spectrometry identified distinct peptides that
were predicted for the HLA-A, B, and C transcript isoforms. The mass spec readings for three
of the peptides are shown in Figure 5d–f and the alignment of these sequences in Figure S3b.
This supports the significance of the detection of these HLA transcripts and of the ORFs derived
from the full-length RNA-seq.
Information gained on transcript isoforms and their abundance—for full-length RNA-seq, 56% of the
transcripts mapped to loci with four or more exons and 31% mapped to loci with eight or more exons.
In contrast, short-read RNA-seq mapped only 13% of transcripts to loci with >4 and 5% with >8
exons (Table S5c). Thus, full-length RNA-seq provides a significant (p < 0.0001) 4- to 6-fold gain in
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information. Given that over half of the detected transcripts are from multi-exon genes, the ability
to span two exons with short reads may be inadequate to resolve a full-length transcript successfully
without the addition of longer reads [21]. Also, ambiguous mapping of the short reads explains the
high number of transcripts being mapped to genes with one or two exons (Table S5c). Our data also
shows that short-read RNA-seq reaches a maximum of approximately four transcript isoform even
for complex loci [8] whilst full-length RNA-seq shows a significant increase in transcript isoforms
with increasing complexity of genomic loci (Figure 5b). As described in the more detailed analyses of
ANXA1 and EEF1A1 above and an overview of genomic loci interrogated, full-length RNA-seq reveals
complex posttranscriptional processing (Figure 6; Table S5).
Figure 6. Number of transcript isoforms mapped to distinct genomic loci. Comparison of short-read
(SR) versus full-length (FL) RNA-seq, p < 0.0001; Chi-square for trend. The distribution of exon counts
per transcript isoform and transcript isoform counts per genomic locus are provided in Table S5c,d.
Confirmation of novel isoforms—we further confirmed the novel isoforms obtained in full-length
RNA-seq in several different ways. First, we created a BLAST-able database using trimmed raw
unaligned short-read RNA-seq data from each of the lineage-negative and total bone marrow
populations. Limiting the results to only those reads with a 100 base pair coverage, novel transcript
isoforms were confirmed by ensuring gapless coverage. Second, novel transcript isoforms were
confirmed against full-length RNA sequencing libraries prepared from two additional samples
(biological replicate samples). From a combination of these two approaches we confirmed an average of
83% of the transcript isoforms (range 74% to 100%; Table S6). Third, we ran computational experiments
with public data (Tables S10 and S11). From these analyses we found that the full-length RNA-seq
mostly showed novel combinations of known junctions. 87% of all junctions for EEF1A1 have coverage
from short-read data with 100% of the new transcript isoforms sharing an open reading frame with the
known EEF1A1 protein. In total, 94% of all the junctions for ANXA1 have coverage from short-read
data and 100% of the novel transcript isoforms share an open reading frame with known ANXA1
protein. Fourth, we assessed the transcription start site (TSS) matches with the 5′-end of the full-length
RNA-seq. For EEF1A1, ~90% and for ANXA1, ~94% were confirmed, respectively (data and details in
Tables S8 and S9). Fifth, we aligned the EEF1A1 and ANXA1 transcript isoforms described here with
the EST database. We found that most of the isoforms showed 97% to 100% alignment identity with
EST sequences with only a very few as low as 90% identity (Figures S5 and S6).
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4. Discussion
Our transcriptome analysis of the human bone marrow progenitor and differentiated cell
populations revealed a previously unknown complexity of the transcripts when analyzed by
single-molecule real-time (SMRT) sequencing of unfragmented cDNAs, i.e., full-length RNA-seq.
With a direct reading of full-length RNA sequences—rather than computational assembly from
read fragments—open reading frames are predicted more reliably and a proteomics analysis for the
respective predicted proteins showed that one third of them were present at high enough abundance
to be detected by mass spectrometry. The full-length RNA-seq analysis described here is the most
recent approach that relies on the long reads possible with the PacBio technology [27] and the use
of full-length, non-fragmented cDNAs as templates. The template cDNAs are generated by the
SMART (switching mechanism at 5′ end of RNA template) approach established earlier [16] and
favors generation of full-length cDNAs that include the 5’-end of intact mRNA. This provides reliable
assessments of open reading frames that start at the most 5’ translation initiation codon.
Numerous computational experiments were conducted exploring alternative methods, including
using Trinity and Oasis to perform de novo assembly of the short reads alone, then combined with the
full-length reads. These were experiments with varied success. Parts of transcripts would often be
confirmed, but the process was both time consuming and computationally costly with unsatisfactory
outcome. It is remarkable that the complexities of the transcriptome and hence distinction between
subpopulations of bone marrow cells described above were confirmed but not identifiable de novo
by the conventional, short-read RNA-seq of fragmented cDNAs. Indeed, short-read RNA-seq uses
computational methods to reconstruct transcripts from the sequence fragments and can uncover novel
exon-exon junctions. However, for acceptable performance, reconstruction requires a transcript isoform
database to resolve the origin of isoforms. This will bias assignments of sequence fragments and limits
discovery of isoforms of higher complexity [28]. Thus, with the sequence fragments provided by
short-read RNA-seq it is difficult to uncover the composition of a complex transcriptome as is evident
from the present study and was described before [29,30]. Greater sequencing depth is one potential
remedy to consider and appears to improve the detection of complex transcripts only in D. melanogaster
and C. elegans but not in H. sapiens. This is likely due to the lower number of transcript isoforms per
genomic locus found in the invertebrates—fewer than 25% of genes in C. elegans and D. melanogaster
give rise to more than two transcript isoforms, whereas human genes are currently annotated with an
average of five transcript isoforms. Beyond this, short-read RNA-seq may identify too few isoforms
due to ambiguous assignment of a given read to multiple loci. Altogether, this will impede the ability
to detect novel isoforms [9,31,32].
The most striking examples that reveal the limitations of the short-read RNA-seq are paralogous
gene loci where only full-length RNA-seq detected gene expression (Figure 5c). Mass spectrometry
identified peptides in the bone marrow cell populations that match with the ORFs predicted from
the full-length RNA-seq of the paralogous loci (Figure 5d–f and Figure S3b). Interestingly, when the
full-length transcript sequences were used as templates to search for matches in the raw data from
short-read RNA-seq, 11% and 57% were confirmed for HLA-A and -C, respectively (Table S6). These
findings highlight the power as well as the limitations of the different approaches to RNA-seq.
An analysis of splicing complexity by gene size showed that the combination potential for exon
splicing can increase exponentially [33]. The authors speculated that functional and evolutionary
constraints are the reason why the number of transcripts thus far seen is less than the theoretical
maximum. Our data indicate, however, that the number of transcripts reported to date may be limited
by the short-read reconstruction approach. Full-length RNA-seq is able to reveal unique transcript
isoform structures beyond those already discovered and allows for the unambiguous attribution of
reads to defined genomic loci [11,30,33,34].
We conclude that single-molecule real-time full-length RNA-seq provides a map of the complexity
of transcript isoform structures that eludes the transcriptome analysis by conventional short-read
RNA-seq. In addition, open reading frames of proteins derived from these full-length transcript
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isoforms enables the comparison of the presence and absence of specific binding sites, domains, and
regulatory regions in proteins that can be related to the cell population and physiologic or pathologic
status [35]. In particular, the analysis of paralogous genes revealed the power of full-length RNA-seq to
identify transcripts even for complex loci where short-read fragment sequencing failed. Transcriptome
analysis by full-length RNA-seq provided a map of discrete transcript structures that can serve as
qualitative markers for cell subpopulations in the bone marrow. This provides a qualitative expansion
beyond the comparison of patterns based on the abundance of gene expression. Also, this indicates a
more complex regulation of genes during hematopoiesis than previously appreciated.
Finally, as shown above, protein isoforms contain isoform-specific amino acid sequence junctions
that represent epitopes specific for cell subpopulations in complex tissues. It is conceivable that
pathologic regulation of splicing in diseases such as neurodegenerative disorders, metabolic syndrome,
or cancer can generate neo-epitopes and elicit an immune response irrespective of genomic mutagenesis.
Unraveling the complexity of the transcriptome complemented by analysis of resulting proteins thus
may provide new diagnostic options and unique therapeutic targets.
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